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Abstract
m

The left-right asymmetry for b quarks, Ab, is precisely predicted by the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow
model of particle interactions, now the standard model for high-energy particle physics. As a test ofb.

this model, A b is directly measured at the SLC Large Detector (SLD) by taking advantage of the
unique polarized electron beam at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)and measuring the left-right
forward-backward asymmetry of b quarks. To measure the asymmetry., b quarks are identified using
muons of high total and transverse momenta. The result for the 1993 data sample of 37,843 hadronic
Zs isA b = 0.91 + 0.19 ± 0.06, where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. This result
is in agreement with the standard model prediction ofA b = 0.935.
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DUCTION

Anomaly appears only against the background provided by the para-
digm. The more precise and far.reaching that paradigm is, the more
sensitive an indicator it provides of anomaly and hence of an occasion
for paradigm change.

--Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientifzc Revolutions

High-energy particle physics is usually thought of as frontier science, where new discoveries are con-
stantly made. Despite this, the most popular theory of particles is more than two decades old and has
managed to survive intact through countless experimental tests. In order to push this venerable the-

, orytoitslimits,two acceleratorswerebuilt.One ofthemostuniquemeasurementstocome from
theseacceleratorsistheleft-rightforward-backwardasymmetryforb quarks.

• 1.1 The Standard Model

It is the grand ambition of high-energy particle physicists to uncover, at a fundamental
. level, the entire nature of the universe. The modern approach to this task is to reduce all

matter to a small set of fundamental particles, and the interaction of matter to a small set
of fundamental forces. The various types of particles and forces and their relation to each
other form the principle subject of high-energy physics.

Weinberg-Salam-Glashow

In recent years, much of the work in high-energy physics has focused around testing, mea-
suring, or extending the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow model ,_ffundamental particles and
forces. This model, which is so universally accepted that it is commonly referred to as the
standard model, 1 earned Steven Weinberg, Abdus Salam, and Sheldon Lee Glashow the
1979 Nobel Prize in Physics.

The standard model describes all nature as constructed of particles called quarks and lep-
tons (see Table 1-1) which interact through four forces called electro-magnetic, weak,
strong, and gravitational. Each force is transmitted by one or more gauge bosons, called
photons, Ws, Zs, gluons, and gravitons (see Table 1-2). One remaining particle, the Higgs,

• is responsible for giving the W, Z, and all leptons and quarks their mass. 2

Characteristics of the Standard Model,.,

One of the most significant achievements of the standard model was the unification of the
electro-magnetic and weak forces. Earlier models treated these two forces as two separate

I A.Pickerin&ConstructingQuarks:A SociologicalHistoryofParticlePhysics(Chicago:Univereityof Chicago
Prem,1984).

s TheHiggsparticleis thesimplestinterpretationoftheHiggemechanism,which,throughspontaneoussymmetry
breaking,producesthe W,Z,andfermionmasses.Other,morecomplex,interpretationsarepouible.



Section 1.1,"TheStandardModel" ,_b B at the SLD

Table 1.1. The quarks and leptons in the standard model. These particles are
divided into three families, each of which contain _ two types of quarks, one type of lepton,
and one type of neutrino. Below each particle name is its symbol. For each of these particles
there is also an anti.particle partner. Each quark also comes in three different colors. All
the particles in this table have been identi_d except for the top quark and tau neutrino.

.... ,,.. ,. ,,... ., ,, -- ... --

Up-type Down-type Lepton Neutrino
Quark Quark

llIl Ill II I III l _ I L -- - .

First Family up down electron t- electron neutrino
u d e v.

Second Family charm jtrange muon muon neutrino
c s , v_,

................. | ,., , - __

Third Family top bottom tau tau neutrino
t b v vv

.... . - _

4.Forhistoricalreasons,theanti.particlepartnerof theelectronis calledthepositron. Thenamesof
allother anti-partlclesaresimilarto theirparticlepartner'snamesas listedinthis 'table.

Table 1.2. The gouEe bosons in the standard model and their associated forces.
The W boson comes in both plus and minus charges. The standard model does not
explicitly include gravity, and thus has little to say about the graviton, which has been
included in this table for completeness. Except for the graviton, all the particles in this
table have been identified.

Name Symbol Force
-- I Hill i H I i --

Photon _, Electro-magnetic

 luo,, g ........... St..g
.. ,,. , , , ........_

W W_ Weak (charged component)
.......... ,,,, H u, ,H,

Z Z Weak (neutral component)
.H , ,=, .

Graviton __4' Gravitational
,,.

4.Thereisnouniversallyacceptedsymbolforthegraviton.

phenomenon, each with its own rules. By showing that the two forces were connected, the
standard model comes closer to the physicist's dream of integrating the laws of the physi-
cal world into one simple theory.

The standard model and experimental evidence that lead to its development have focused
on the weak force, which was the most recent force to be identified. The weak force has the
following characteristics: a

• The weak force is transmitted by two types of gauge bosons: the W and the
Z. Unlike the gauge bosons of the other three forces, these have a signifi-
cant mass. The ability of the standard model to accommodate a finite mass
of the Z and W bosons is significant because without this mass, certain
particle interactions would violate quantum mechanical unitarity.

• Unlike the other forces, the weak force allows heavier quarks to decay into
lighter quarks, and heavier leptons into lighter leptons. This explains why
most matter consists primarily of the lightest quarks and leptons.

2
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* The weak force violates parity. This means that, because of the weak force,
the real world and the mirror world have slightly different physical laws.

* There must exist one or more types of Higgs particles (or some other
undiscovered mechanism) to unify the electro-magnetic and weak forces,

. and give the W and Z bosons their mass.

. 1.2 Producing Zs with Electron.Positron Colliders
Because much of the interesting physics in the standard model focuses around the weak
force and the massive W and Z gauge bosons, there was considerable interest in the 1980s
in building accelerators to produce and study these bosons. As a result, two accelerators
were built: the St_tnford Linear Coilider (SLC)at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
(SLAC)in Stanford, CA, and the Large Electron Positron (LEP) Collider at the European
laboratory CERNin Geneva, Switzerland. Both accelerators are designed to produce large
quantities of the Z boson, and either confirm the standard model or study any new type of
physics that might otherwise be uncovered. 3

At the SLC and LEP,Zs are produced at rest by colliding electrons and positrons at the
appropriate energy. Once created, the Zs decay immediately, usually into two particles, a
fermion and a matching anti.fermion. The number of Z_ produced and the configuration
and type of fermions they decay into can be prcdicted by the standard model by calculat-
ing the differential cross-section.

Derivation of the e . + e" --_ Z --#f+ fDifferential Cross-Section

In particle physics, the probability of a particular interaction occurring in a particular
• angular configuration is represented by the differential cross-section of that interaction.

For the simple case of two particles colliding together and forming two new particles, the
differential cross-section d_/dl_ in the center-of-mass frame can be written

da 1 pf IMl' (1-1)=4X's p,, ,

where s is the collision energy, pf and Pi the momentum of the final and initial particles,
and _fis the matrix element, which contains all the particle-specific physics. 4 For an elec-
tron colliding with a positron producing a Z that decays into a fermion and anti-fermion,
Mis well approximated by the quantum field theory expression

Mz ..[pv;fl{g_,, k.k_/M_ lr_. ,,,k'-M: It eJ (1-2)
where f and e represent the fermion and electron, Mz the mass of the Z, and/z the momen-

• turn transfer of the Z. Equation 1-2 can be interpreted in the following way: the terms in
square brackets (the vertex factors) represent the interaction of the Z with two fermions,
and the term in curly braces (the propagator) describes how the Z transfers four-momen-

,L

3 SeealsoChapter2.Fora reviewofthetypeofmeasurementsthat wereexpectedfromtheseacceleratorsandwhy
theywerebuilt,see:J.M.Dorfan,"ZuDecayModes.ExperimentalMeasurements,"in TcuiLecturesinElement_7
ParticlePhysics1984,ed. D.N. Williams(AnnArbor:TASIPublications,1984),541-611.

4 So0anyintroductorybookonparticlephysics.Inparticular.F.Ha]zenandA. D.Martin,Quarles&Lept,ons:An
IntroductoryCourseinModernParticlePhysics(NewYork:JohnWiley&Sons,1984).

-- -- nil iiii -- ! I ii I llnl II ill __ IIII __
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turn from the electron and positron collision to create the fermion/anti-fermion pair (see
Figure 1-1).

, , -- _ _ ,,, , ,, , ,,

... z__._ /../ t"

/D

.... I _vertex factor:

-i , g ,, -

Propagator:

-,(g,.- h,_/_') \_
e+ -k'-M; f

Figur¢ 1.1. The Ft_ynman diagram for e . + e" --_Z --_f+ f. t'eynman diagrams are
symbolic representations of particle interactions, useful for calculating matrix elements.
The matrix element for this particular interaction consists of two vertex factors (one for the
left dot and one for the right) and the propagator term for the Z.

According to the standard model, the vertex factor ofa Z and fermion/anti-fermion pair
can be written

-i g }'"(Cv-C,_rs) (1-3) "2eosa_

where the constants g, _ cl_ and cA are the electro-weak coupling, the Weinberg angle,
and vector and axial-vector couplings, respectively. The quantum field theory operators _u
describe different ways fermions couple to each other. In particular, _ is a parity revers-
ing operator, and is the source of the parity-violating nature of the neutral weak force.
The standard model also specifies the values ofc V and CA,which are

Cv= Ts - 2Qsin =0w (1-4)
CA --T$

where Q is the charge of the fermion, and T 3 (the third component of the weak isospin) is
equal to 1/2 for neutrinos and up-type quarks, and -1/2 for leptons and down-type quarks.
The values ofcv and cA are listed in Table 1-3 for each type of fermion.

Equation 1-2 can be evaluated using standard quantum field theory methods, s The result-
ing differential cross-section for longitudinally polarized electrons and massless fermions
is

_ ..... ,t = ¢3 f2 f 3 .,
d., _A,Xl+cosSP)-2Af(P+ A,)cos8} (1-5)dcos8 _, sin=20w )L, sin=28w )t,

,, ,, ,,, -- ,

S Ibid, 305-310.
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Table 1.3. The vector and axial.vector couplings in the standard model. Values
are calculated with sin2 _v = 0.232.

Fcrmions T3 12 CA cv
I llll i iii ii II I i I Ill II I I IIII j II

. v,.v_v, 1/2 o 112 112
, q, ., , .,

e,/4 lr -1/2 -1 -1/2 -_+ 2sin 20w " -0.036
,= , _ ,,,, __

" u, e, t 1/2 2/3 1/2 ½- _ sint 0w, 9.19 l

" ' ' "" " " - - "" -0.345 ' ' "' -d, s, b -1/2 -1/3 -1/2 -]+ }sin 2_v "
.............

where _is the polarization of the ele_ron beam, 0 the angle of the momentum of the fer-
mion with respect to the electron beam direction, and

f f
2cvc'_

& =(c_)'+(_)" (1.6)

The value of Affor the different fermions is listed in Table 1-4. Corrections for the finite
mass of the fermion are explored later in this chapter.

Table 1-4. The values of Af and its de_endenee on sin s_v for the different
fermions. Values are calculated with sinZffc¢= 0.232.

• ecrmions Aj, aAf/a(sin20,v)
Hill I IIII III I ldl IIIIIII

v,.v_vt 1 o
• e,u, _ o.155 --.s.5

u, c, t 0.667 -3.5

d, s, b 0.935 -0.64

Equation 1-5 indicates that the relative number of Z decays producing a given fermion at
a certain angle 0 is determined by A_ Af, and • Since an experiment can measure 0,
and the number of Zs, Equation 1-5 supplies a way of determiningAe and A_

Total and Partial Widths

In accordance with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, particles with short lifetimes
also have an uncertain mass. The width at half maximum of the mass distribution of such

a particle is referred to as the total width F, and is related to the lifetime _ by the simple
relation:

• 1
= -- (1-7)

F

. Each decay mode of a particle adds to its width. The amount of width added by a decay
mode is referred to as the partial width of that mode. The total width of a particle is the
sum of the partial widths of all available decay modes:

r= Y r, (1-8)
t

-- , ,,,,,,,, ,,= -- ii i i |, _ is ii |11 _ ii i
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Since the contribution from the electron-positron vertex in Equation 1-5 is identical for all
Z decay modes and the Af term vanishes when integrating over 0, the ratio oFZ partial
widths at SLC and LEP take the simple form:

F-'7" (c_)z + (c_,)z (1-9) .

Quark Hadronization

When a Z decays into a lepton/anti-lepton pair (for example, Z -_ #. + #-), the two leptons
travel outward opposite each other and interact with the detector and/or decay. When a Z
decays into two neutrinos, the two neutrinos pass unnoticed through the detector and
remain unseen. However, when a Z decays into a quark/anti-quark pair (for example,
Z _ b . + b-), something more complex happens.

It is an experimental fact that quarks are always observed together with one anti-quark
or two other quarks in particles called hadrons, and never isolated by themselves. 6
According to Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the standard model's theory of strong
interactions, 7 the strong force, which attracts quarks to each other, prevents quarks from
existing by themselves. It does so in two ways: at ordinary energies, by keeping quarks
confined to hadrons, and at higher energies, through quark hadronization.

When a quark is given enough energy to escape the attraction of one or more other
quarks, much of its energy is absorbed in a QCD field and converted into one or more
quark/anti-quark pairs. Eventually, one or more of these new quarks remains with the
escaping quark, producing a new hadron in which to confine the quark. Any remaining
quarks may produce several other, lower energy, hadrons. This process, called hadroniza-
tion, is illustrated in Figure 1-2.8Although hadrenization is not completely understood,
several models have succeeded at reproducing most of its characteristics.

Because of quark hadronization, when a Z decays into quarks it produces about 10 to 25
hadrons. These complicated events are called hadroni¢ events. Hadronic events are more
complicated than lepton or neutrino events, which typically produce only 2 to 6 particles.

1,3 A Summary of Z Physics

This section is a summary of the physics studies that are made possible by the SLC and
LEP.The next section describes in more detail the particular measurement that is the sub-
ject of this thesis.

The Z Width and Mass, and Neutrino Counting

To produce the Z particle, electrons and positrons must be collided at precisely the right
energy to produce the mass of the Z. Any deviation From this energy, and Z production
falls rapidly. The Z mass can be measured by varying the collision energy until Z produc-
tion is maximized. The width can then be measured by moving the collision energy away
Fromthe maximum and observing the rate at which Z production falls.

..i o

6 M.MarinelliandG. Morpurgo,"TheElectricNeutralityofMatter.ASummary,"PhysicsLettersB137(1984):439;
L L_ns, "QuarkSearchExperimentsatAcceleratorsandin CosmicRays,"Physb_.sRepor_ 129(1985):225.284.

7 QCDalsointroducestheconceptofquarkcolor,whichis neededto properlyinterpretthequantumstateofquarkm
inhadmnsandaccountforameasuredthree-foldincreaseintheprobabilityofaHquarkinteractions.Thesumof
thecolorsofquarksin hadronsalwayscancel,leavinghadronscolorless.

s Foranon-theoreticaldescriptionofthiscomplexprocess,see:T.D.C,ottschalk,"PicturesofHadronization,"in
Physicsin Coll_sion7,ed_M.Derrick.(Singapore:WorldScientific,1987).
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(c) (d)

Figure 1.2. A simple interpretation of quark hadronization, Although an oversim-

plification, this figure illustrates the mo,/or characteristics of hadronization. (a) The Z

decays into a quark anti.quark pair, in this case, a b and anti.b (_) quark. (b) As the
strong f_eld stretches between the two outgoing energetic quarks, new quark pairs are cre-
ated out of vacuum. (c) This process is repeated several times, as shown here for the anti-b

quark. (d) The quark pairs combine to form hadrons, which can then be observed.

By comparing the quark and lepton partial widths against the total Z width, it is possible
to determine the total number of neutrino families. 9 Since the standard model has no
intrinsic limit on the total number of quark/lepton families, this is an important measure-
ment.

I

Measurements made first by the Mark II collaboration with the SLC1° and experiments
later at LEP 11 have verified that the Z mass and width are consistent with the standard

o

9 Assumingthat the neutrinos are massless, as they mustbe in the standard model.
1oTheMark-I/Collaboration,"Reviewof Results fromthe Mark.i/Experiment at SIC,"in Particles and Fields of the

American Physical Society (15th), ed. B. Bonnerand H. Miettinen (NewJersey: WorldScientilic, ,.990).
11The LEPCollaborationsand the LEPElectroweakWorkingGroup,"-UpdatedParametersof theZUResonancefrom

CombinedPreliminaryData of the LEPExperiments"(Papersubmitted at the EurophysicsConferenceon High
EnergyPhysics, Marseille,July 1993).
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model and three lepton families. The latest LEP measurements are: Mz = 91.187 ± 0.007
GeV, r z = 2.489 ± 0.007 GeV,Nv = 2.980 ± 0.027.12

The Left-Right Asymmetry

According to Equation 1-5, the number of Zs created when the beam is polarized one way
(Pffi +P, _L) will be different from the number of Zs created when the beam is polarized
the other way (P= --p, _R). These numbers can be used to calculate the left.ridht asymme-
try

ALs = _ = PA, (1-10)

which is a direct measurement ofA e. Because the left-right asymmetry is not dependent
on Af, all Z decays can be used, 13making it a particularly simple and elegant measure-
ment.

Using the 1993 data set, 8LD has measured the left-right asymmetry, resulting in a deter-
mination of sin20w of 0.2292 ± 0.0009 ± 0,0004, where the first error is statistical and the
second systematic. 14This is the single most accurate measurement of sinZOwmade by any
experiment. It disagrees with the average of all LEP measurements by 2.3 standard devia-
tions, and, when compared to the stsndard model, suggests a relatively heavy top quark
mass.

Tau Polarization

A measurement of the polarization oftau panicles created by Z decays is the time-fever-
sal equivalent to the left-right asymmetry. The tau polarization measurement, however, is
inferior to the le/_-right asymmetry because it can only use tau Z decays and it is difficult
to measure the tau polarization. As a substitute for the left-right asymmetry, however, the
taupolarizationsuppliesan import_tnttestofthestandardmodelatLEP,wherepolarized
beams areunavailable.

The latestLEP measurementisA_ = 0.139± 0.014,Iswhichagreeswithothermeasure-
mentsofsin20wmade atLEP.

The b Partial Width

Of the five types of quarks that the Z can decay into (the Z cannot decay into top quarks,
because these quarks are too heavy), the b decay mode is the easiest to identify. The rea-
son is that every b decay mode produces two b-flavor hadrons, which have special proper-
ties that make them easy to identify. Other decay modes do not produce many b-flavor
hadrons because to do so requires that a pair ofb quarks be created out of vacuum during
hadronization, which is unlikely due to the b quark's heavy mass. 18

By using various methods to identify the b decay modes of the Z, the 8LC and LEP have m

measured the b branching fraction. The average LEP result is

I'bb/rh, d = 0.2200 ± 0.0027,17 which is consistent with the standard model.

1_ Ibid.
13In practice, because of contamination from electron.positron scattering, Zs decaying into electrons and positrons

are not used in the leR.right asymmetry. All other decay modes, however, can safely be used.
14The 8LD Collaboration, "Precise Measurement of the LeR-Right Cross Section Asymmetry in Z Boson Production

by • . e- Collisions," (8LAC.PUB_546/5, 1994) submitted to Physical Review Letters.
m LEP,"UpdatedParameters."
16ThisisdiscussedfurtherinChapter3.
17I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.IXP,"Updated Parameters."

........ ,s
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The Forward-Backward Asymmetries

If Pis zero (or averages to zero), Equation 1-5 simplifies to

da f(c_)2+(c_)2_(cf)_+(c_)2_[l+2AfA, cosO+cos_O} (1-11), dcos'--__ sin228w ....sin228w )t

By identifying those Zs that decay into a specific type of fermion, and counting the num-
ber of times the fermion enters the front part of the detector (o(cos0 > 0)) or enters the

" back (o(c:,,_0< 0)), it is possible to extract the cos0 term. The resulting measurement is
called the forward-backward asymmetry

AfB = (Yf(COSO>O)-_f(COSO <0) 3(Yf (C0S 0 > 0) "_(Yf (COS 0 < 0) = AfAe (1-12)

which is proportional to the product of Af and A e.Although this measurement is important
at LEP where polarized beams are unavailable, at the SLCAf and Ae can be more accu-
rately measured individually by other methods that take advantage of polarization.

The average LEP result is Aft e = 12.5 + 0.8, which is consistent with the standard model
and other measurements of sin20w made at LEP.

The Left-Right Forward-Backward Asymmetries

The forward-backward and left-right asymmetries can be combined to form the left.right
. . forward.backward asymmetry is

(,(cosO> 0)-L(COS0<0))-( R(C0S0>0)--s(COSe<0))__3
_,_a= (<rL(cosO,>O)+orL(cosO<O))+(<rs(cosO>O)+crs(cosO<O))=.PA r (1-13)

Thisisthesimplestmethodknown 19fordirectlymeasuringAf,and sinceitrequires
polarizedbeams,itcanonlybe doneattheSLC.

Thismeasurementforb flavoreventsisthesubjectofthisthesisand isdescribedinmore
detaillaterinthischapter.

" B Hadron Lifetimes

Because of the weak force, b quarks are unstable, and will eventually decay into lighter
quarks. For hadrons containing a b quark, when the b quark decays, the hadron decays.
This gives all b hadrons a finite lifetime, which happens to be long enough to measure
with a detector.

In principle, the standard model can predict the lifetime of any particular type ofb hadron
exactly. In practice, the calculations required to apply the standard model to hadron life-
times are too difficult to solve, and only approximations are available. Most of the uncer-

• tainty can be removed, however, by estimating the ratio of the lifetime of different types of
B hadrons.

Much progress has been made recently at LEP measuring the relative lifetime of B had-
rons using vertex detectors. The results compared to theoretical expectations are shown in
Table 1-5.

IS Also known as the improved forward-backward asymmetry, the polarized forward.backward asymmetry, and the
4 /e/t-r/#ht chargeasymmetry.

19A. Blondel, "lWl_ision Measurements of Final State Weak Coupling from Polarized Electron.Positron Annihila-
tion, =Nuclear Physics B304 (1988): 438--450.
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Table 1.5. The ratio of B hadron lifetimes, measurement and theory.
Measurements are averages from the OPAL,ALEPH, and DELPHI collaborations at LEP.t

..
!

Lifetime Ratio Measurement Theoretical
Expectation

(B+/B°) 1.14 + 0.15 1.05
--,,.,

1.1i
, ,, , ,,

  sjso> loo
,, ,L,\.

_'(Ab/BO) 0.75 + 0.12 0.90
..........

t CERN,"MeasurementsofExclusiveB LifetimesandMassesat LEP,"talkpre-
sentedby T.HessingattheXXIXRenoontresdeMoriondElectreweakInteractions
andUnifiedTheories,M6ribel,France(1994).

QCD Studies

QCD theory, for the most part, determines the properties of hadronization, including the
number ofhadrons created, and their momentum spectrum. It is also needed to calculate
the properties of hadrons, including their mass and lifetime. One characteristic of QCD
theory is that most applications involve complex, intractable expressiolis, making explicit
calculations impossible. Instead, QCD calculations typically rely on approximations, and,
as a result, experiments have only been able to measure its most gross characteristics.

Z quark decays at the SLC and LEPhave the following characteristics that make them
useful for QCDstudies:

• The decays are relatively clean, involving the simple system (initially) of
two quarks.

• Many similar experiments at lower energies have been made using the
decay of a photon created by colliding electrons and positrons. The experi-
ments at the SLC and LEP can be compared to these experiments to deter-
mine how QCD phenomena scale with energy.

• Measurements of the lifetime orb hadrons and T leptons can be used to
confirm QCDcalculations.

Experiments at the SIC and LEPhave lead to the publication of dozens of QCDresults, all
of which agree with the standard model. 20

Searches for New Particles

There are still two particles in the standard model that have not been directly observed:
the top quark and the Higgs beson. When the SLC and LEP were constructed, there was
some hope that one or both of these particles might be identified. Neither, however, have
been found, presumably because they are too heavy to be created by the decay of a Z.21

b

There exists several models that try to improve upon the standard model, most of which
predict new types of particles that might be created by Z decays. In additior, there is
always the possibility of some unexpected new particle being created. For this reason, the
experiments at LEP have been searching for unusual Z decays that might indicate the
presence of some previously unidentified particle.

SOS.Bethke,"Testsof QCIY'(invitedtalkgivenatthe 26thInternationalConferenceonHighEnergyPhysics
[ICHEP92],Dallas,Aug1992),proceedingstobepublished.

Sl D.Treflle,"Searchesat LEP,"inNATOAdvancedStudyInstituteon Z0Physics1990,ed.MLevy,et al.(NewYork:
PlenumPress,1991),151-180;M.L.Swartz,"PhysicsandSIC,"sameproceedings,141.
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All such searches have failed. 22Although this is disappointing, it has added strength to
the standard model.

1,4 The Left-Right Forward.Backward Asymmetry for B Quarks

The let,-right forward-backward asymmetry for b quarks (AFB) is a measurement that
takes advantage of the SLC's unique polarized beam to provide a simple and direct mea-

, surement of the coupling of the b quark to the Z. Its determination at SLACis the subject
of this thesis.

Because Ae is strongly dependent on sin2&v (see Table 1-4), both A_ and A/,s are depen-
dent on sin2_v. Because of this property, these asymmetries are primarily used to provide
an accurate measurement of sin26W,and test the standard model by comparing this mea-
surement against other experiments.

On the other hand, A b is weakly dependent on sin2_v. This means that previous measure-
ments of sin29w from AFB and ALR can be used with theostandard model to precisely pre-
dict the value ofA b. A direct measurement of Ab, like A#'B, is therefore a strict test of the
internal consistency of the standard model, and not simply a measurement of one of the
model's free parameters, as is A#,B and ALR.

The Left.Right Forward-Backward Asymmetry as a Function of Cos@

In practice, it is not possible to use Equation 1-13 to measure the asymmetry. This is
. because particle detectors have a limit on how far in 0 they can accurately measure the b

direction. As a substitute, the asymmetry can be presented as a function of &

• o,p)= c- os (-
(_L(cos 8) + (7L(- cos 0)) + (_s (cos 8) + (rs(-cos O)) (1-14)

cos8

= 2PAl 1+cos2 0

This expression can be used in several ways. For example, it can be integrated by 0 from
-y to y for a detector that can only measure 0 to those limits.

Radiative Corrections and Mass Effects

Figure 1-1 and the corresponding matrix element of Equation 1-2 represent the most
probable way an electron and positron interact to produce a fermion/anti-fermion pair at
energies near the Z mass. However, it is no_ the only possibility, just the simplest one.
More complex interactions can be created by combining other propagators and vertices, as
long as each vertex represents a particle interaction that is supported by the standard
model. Examples of alternate diagrams are shown in Figure 1-3.

• The simplest diagram representing the most probable interaction is called the tree.level
- diagram. The asymmetry calculated in Equation 1-14, based on the tree-level diagram of

Figure 1-1, is only an approximation because it does not include the contribution from the
, more complicated diagrams. In principle, to calculate the exact asymmetry, it is necessary

to include the matrix element for every possible diagram. Fortunately, the contribution a
diagram makes to the cross-section decreases dramatically as the diagram becomes more
complex. Thus, it is usually possible to obtain a good approximation by including only the
simplest diagrams.

D. Treille, "Searchesat LEP."
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.
Figure 1-3. Examples of some higher level diagrams for e + e- -+ Z _ f + f . Each
of these diagrams make a small contribution to the total cross.section in addition to the
diagram shown in Figure 1-1.

For the interaction e + + e- --, Z -_ f+ f, the simplest corrections (those with only one or two
additional vertices) fs_.]into five categories (see Figure 1-4):

* Oblique corrections are corrections that modify the Z propagator.

• Vertex corrections are corrections that modify the Z.fermion pair vertex.

• Box diagrams are diagrams with a second propagator.

• Final state radiation occurs when a boson is emitted by one of the created
fermions.

• Initial state radiation occurs when a boson is absorbed by the electron or
positron before creating the Z particle.

Besides these corrections, there is also a contribution from the tree-level diagram where
the Z is replaced by a photon.

As noted earlier, Equation 1-5 assumes the mass of the fermion is zero. This is a reason-
able approximation for most fermions since they are light in comparison to the Z boson, b
quarks, however, are relatively heavy, and a small correction is warranted.

The mass and diagram corrections have been calculated for the iett-right forward-back-
ward asymmetry for b quarks _ and are summarized in Table 1-6. Only three corrections
are greater than 0.1%: the mass, oblique, and QCDfinal state corrections. Since, as will be
seen in later chapters, experimental errors in the asymmetry measurement will be signif-
icantly greater than 0.1%, only these three corrections need to be considered.

The oblique corrections effect all Z-decay measurements in the same way as an effective o
change in the value of sin28w. This has the interesting consequence that if the oblique cor-

F.M.Renard,A.Blondel,andC.Verzegnassi,"QEDandQCDEffectsinPolarizedForward.BackwardAsymme-
tries,"in Polarizationat LEP,Vol1.ed.O.Alexander,eta]. (Publishedat CERN,1989);D.C.Kennedy,etal,"Elec-
troweakCrossSectionsandAsymmetriesat the Z°,"NuclearPhysicsB321(1989):83-107;A.Blondel,_ecision
Measurements."
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, (a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 1.4. Diagrams representinE the six lowest.order corrections to
+

e + e --, Z _ f + f. (a) Vertex corrections change the way the Z couples to fermion pairs.
(b) The box diagram adds a second propagator. (c) Oblique corrections alter the propagator.
(d) Initial state radiation interacts with the initial electron or positron. (e) Final state radi.
ation is emitted by one of the created fermions.

rection is ignored, the value of sinS_z measured by all the asymmetries (left-right, tau
polarization, forward-backward, and left-right forward-backward) and any other Z mea-
surement is wrong by precisely the same amount. Thus, to calculate the oblique-corrected
value for the left-right forward-backward measurement, it is only necessary to calculate
A b using the effective sin20w measured by other asymmetries.
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Table 1.6. The size of some of the mass and radiative corrections for the b

forward.backward asymmetry. Any corrections not listed are very small• Included for
comparison are the corrections to the unpolarized asymmetry.

......

-b
Type of Correction AFB Unpolarized AFB Notes ,

I IIIIIIII I

Photon Exchange < 0.1% < 0.1%

InitialVertex < 0.1% 2.5%

FinalVertex < 0.1% 0-10% Dependenton topmass

Initial State Radiation < 0.1% 3% Seen as effective shift in
collision energy

Box Diagrams < 0.1% < 0.1%

Oblique Corrections 1% 1.5% Seen as change in
effective sin20w

QCD Final Radiation 0-8% 0-8% cos0 dependent
, , ,.,,, , ,, ,,,

b Quark Mass (j_ _ 1) 0-2% 0-2% Reduces QCD corrections

The final state QCD and mass corrections, unfortunately, are not so simple. The cross-sec-

tion and asymmetry corrected for the b quark mass and for final state QCD can be written:

dcr = [1+ _ ]Icy. (1+ cos' 0)+ ¢7L(1- cos' 0)] + [,4, - P][cYr cos0]d cos 0

A_s(0)= 2PtYrc°s0

¢Y,=/3s[1+ 0.347 ax-_]c,co (1-15)

oL
,

[j = _l_(2m./Mz )S = 0•994

where mb= mass of quark = 4.80 GeV, MZ = mass ofZ = 91.17, and as = QCD coupling con-
stant = 0.116. 24 Note that at the limit of/1 = I and as = 0, the tree-level expression is
recovered. The corrected and uncorrected asymmetries are plotted in Figure 1-5.

Note that the correction to the tree-level expression is a function of IcosOl, and ranges in *
size from 0 to 6% relative.

Largerordercorrectionsfrom more complex diagrams areexpectedtobe smallerthan the o
correctionslistedhere sincetheyinvolvemore vertices.This isespeciallytrueforallelec-

troweak and photoncorrectionswhich have smallcouplingconstants,but not entirelycer-

24B. Schumm,"ExternalRadiative Correctionsto Polarization.EnhancedForward.BackwardAsymmetriesat the Z0
Pole,"SLD Physics Note 23 (August, 1993).This note demonstratesthat the fractionalcorrectionto the polarized
asymmetryforfirstorder QCDand mass effect_is identical to the unpolarizedasymmetry.See also:A. Djouad/,J.
H. K/lhn,P. M. Zerwas, "b.JetAsymmetries in ZDecays,"Zeitschrift fflr Physik C46 (1990):411-417.
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Figure 1.5. First order QCD and quark mass eorreetiors to the left.right for-
ward.backward asymmetry for b quarks. (a) The tree level (dashed) and corrected

(solid) asymmetries. (b) The fractional correction = (corrected.uncorrected)/uncorrected.

tain for QCD corrections. Recent calculations, however, have shown that the second order

QCD corrections are less than 0.8%, 25 and, as will be seen, are not significant when com-
pared to the experimental errors.

2s G.Altarelli, B. Lampe,"Second.OrderQCDCorrectionsto Heavy.Quarkforward.backwardAm/mmetrkm,'Nudear
Physics B391 (1993):3-22.
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All life is an experiment. The more experiments you make the better.

--Ralph Waldo Emerson

If you build it, they will come.

--disembodied voice in A field of Dreams

To study the physics of exotic particles, two things are required: a source of particles and a means to
measure them. In high-energy physics, the former consists of cosmic radiation or an array of ever
larger and powerl_ji particle accelerators, and the latter, a series of ever larger and sophisticated par-
ticle detectors.

2.1 The Stanford Linear Collider

The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)has a painful history. 1It was originally conceived as a
relatively quick and inexpensive way of adapting an existing accelerator into one capable

- of producing Z particles, and, it was hoped, to be operational before the more expensive
LEP accelerator could be completed. Instead, its ambitious and unorthodox design proved
difficult to tame, ended up years behind schedule, and much less powerful than its Euro-
pean competitor. The SLC, however, still has several important advantages over LEP,not
the least of which is its capability to produce polarized Zs.

Both the SLC and LEP prodace Z particles at rest by producing small bunches of electrons
and positrons at the appropriate energy and colliding them head on. LEP uses the conven-
tional technology of a storage ring, 2 where each electron and positron bunch run in oppos-
ing circles, and collide millions of times a second. At the SIC each electron and positron
bunch has only one chance to collide. To produce Z particles at a rate comparable to LEP,
the SLC focuses the bunches to a tiny size just before collision, where the chance of an
interaction producing a Z particle is suitably increased.

A schematic of the SLC is shown in Figure 2-1. At the start of each 120 Hz cycle, two elec-
tron bunches are produced at the electron source and, along with a positron bunch pro-
duced in the previous cycle, accelerated down a linear accelerator to 1.2 GeV. The positron
bunch and one of the electron bunches are each then diverted into their own damping
ring, and the second electron bunch is accelerated part way down the main linear acceler-
ator and directed to a special target to produce positrons which are then transported back
to the front of the linac for the next cycle.

The damping rings are used to compress the bunches and remove any energy fluctuations.
After traveling around the damping rings, the electron and positron bunches are guided

I w. Kozanecki,"WhereDoWeStandon theSLCTinPhyg_sin Collision7,ed.byT.KondoandK.Takahuhi(Sin-
gapore:WorldScientific,1988):163-184.
LEPDesignReport:Vol2. TheLEPMainRing,CERN-LEP/84-01,1984.
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out of the rings and sent down the main two-mile 50 GeV linear accelerator and into two
opposing arcs. These arcs swing the bunches away and back toward each other so that
they collide head on. Just before the collision, powerful magnets in the final focgs com-
press the two bunches to 2.6 by 0.8"micron widths. At the point of collision (IP), one elec-
tron and positron in each bunch occasionally interact, producing a Z particle. A/_r m

leaving the IP,the two bunches are absorbed by two beam dumps.

Compton
Poladmeter ElectronSpin

\ __',,_Collider Arcs _ Existing e" Return_ Damping_ _" Direction
\ / "_ [ Llnac Line -1 Ring .] \ Polarizede-

\TT I",, I /, \ sou,,

[11 _ / //_ _ Spin Rotation
I // / so,e.o ,- ;v I

i_ "_z_a,,_ Poi-arimeter _:) ce Vert_al Source
_._\ ] L.,J Linac Moiler e+- _,ur ./e" $oin Thermionic

Figure 2.1. The layout of the Stanford Linear Collider. Not shown are the beam
dumps, which are placed just outside the final focus.

To produce polarized Zs, the SLC collides longitudinally polarized electron bunches with
unpolarized positron bunches. To do so, it produces polarized electrons at the source, and
attempts to preserve the polarization as the bunch is accelerated through the machine.
The electron source produces longitudinally polarized electrons by shining a powerful,
polarized laser at a semiconductor cathode. 3 In 1993, a revolutionary new type of strained
lattice cathode was introduced that produced electrons with as high as 80% polarization. 4

Two parts of the accelerator have the potential for affecting the polarization of the elec-
tron bunch: the electron damping ring and arc. To prevent the damping ring from depolar-
izing the electrons, the polarization of the bunch is rotated from the horizontal,
longitudinal direction to the vertical direction just before it enters the ring, to match the
natural spin dynamics of the ring. After leaving the damping ring, the electron bunch is
sent into the arc at a specific angle, which, afar spin precession from the turning and
twisting of the arc, is optimized to produce the best longitudinal polarization at the IP.s
During 1993 operation, the electron polarization"at the source was about 65%, and at the
IP, 62%, where most of the loss occurred in the arc.

Table 2.1 lists the design parameters of the SLC,the values achieved during its operation
from the years 1989 through the 1993, and estimates for 1994. Also shown for comparison
is the 1991 performance of the LEPmachine.

3 D. Schultz,et al.,"PolarizedSourcePerformancein 1992forSLC-SLIY'(presentedatthe lOthInternationalSym.
posiumonHighEnergySpin Physica,Nagoya,Japan,November1992),SLAC-PUB.6060.

4 j.E. Clendenln,et al.,"PerformanceoftheSLCPolarizedElectronSourcewithHighPolarization"(Presentedat
the ParticleAcceleratorConference[PAC93],Washington,D.C.,May1993),SLAC-IKYB-6080.

s F.J. Decker,et al.,"ArcSpinTransportStudies,"SLDNote238(unpublished),January1994.

---- IUI_ IIIII I I l llll III II III I II Ill llll III ml
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Table #.1. A sample of the SIC parameter_ for 1991-1993. Shown for comparison are
the design values, predictions for 1994, and the performance for LEP during 1991. In 1993,
the SIC started operating with flat beams (bunches with modest horizontal but tiny
vertical sizes).

. ' .................... ....... -
(est.) (1991)

Illl IN __ __ IIIII I II _ II I Ill I [[I I Ill IIII I _ I II II

Horizontal 3 2.5-3.0 3.5-4.0 4.0 4.0 16.6
- Endttanee_t (xl04m)

Vertical 0.8 0.5 0.7
Emittan©ett (xl04m)

,[ ,, , ,,,. ,, ,, ., , .,,, ,. ,,, ,, , _

• + Intensity (xl0 I_) 7 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.5 4 x 41.6
- '"' - " , " " I' '"" ' -- -

e- Intensity(×101_) 7 3.0 2.9 3.1 3.6
_j,, ,,,, ,,,, ,, , , ,, , • , _ ,,, ,, , ..................

Horizontal 1.6 2.5 2.2 2.6 2.6 200
Beam Size (microns)

,,, , ,,, ,,, IL '"'" ", , ', __ ,,", __ ," ,"'' __

Vertical 2.5 1.7 0.8 0.5 8
Beam Size (microns)

Repetition Rate (Hz) 180 60 120 120 120 46,000

Up Time N/A 60% 60% 70% 70% -unavail.

• Luminosity (Zs/hour)'" 650 5 23 40 170 1200
,,,, , ,,, , , ,,

Tots]'Z., Unpolarized N/A a70 1,000 - -  loJ
. Total Ze, Polarized - - I0,000 50,000 1-2><10s -

,, ,.,, ,,,m .,,, ,

Polarization none none 22% 62% 70% none
,. , ,. , .

t B. Richter and R. Stlenin8, =TheSLACLinearCoUidel. A Status Re tort,"(presented at tlm 1987
International Symposiumon LeptonandPhoton Interactionsat HighEnersdm, Hamburg,Germany,
July 1987).

:I:SIC Endof Run Report,1992.
• N. Phinney, "SIC Status,"(presentedat the SLACDOEProgramReview,SLAC,May 1998).

1"tThe ParticleData Group,"Reviewof ParticleProperti_," Physical Review D45 (1992):IZI.11.
Performancehas steadily improvedin 1992and 1993.
Endttence Is the area in positionand velocity phase spacehoundedby the particletrajectoriesand
remains constant under transport in an idea] accelerator.

""Luminositypresented in unite of hadroni¢Z decays perhour - 9.2 × 10Y/cma/sec.

The Compton Polarlmeter

When measuring the left-right forward-backward asymmetry, it is important to know pre-
cisely the polarization of the beam. This is because, as shown in Chapter 1, the asymme-

- try measurement is proportional to the polarization, so that any error in the polarization
is directly reflected as an error in the asymmetry. To provide an accurate polarization

measurement of the electron beam, a polarimeter based on Compton scattering s is
• installed in the accelerator to measure the electron bunch polarization just after it leaves

the IP.

The Compton polarimeter has two main components: a laser with optics for producing

polarized laser light and an electron spectrometer (see Figure 2-2). A circularly polarized

e TheSLD Collaboration, "TheComptonPolarimeterforSLC"(Presented st the 10th InternationalSymposiumon
Hish Energy Spin Physics, Nagoya,Japan, November1992),SLAC-ErtYB-6028.

i IIIM i i i ii ii lllll
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Fl_re 2.2. The Compton polartmeter. Also shown is the 8LD placed around the !P.
The Compton polarimeter has two main components: a polarized laser (housed in the laser
shack in the upper right) which shines through the electron bunch as it exits the IP. The

momentum of electrons scattered by the laser are measured in the bend magnet and (_eren.

key and proportional tube detectors.

laser beam is shined into the electron bunches just as they exit the IP. Polarized photons
from the laser interact with some of the electrons, causing them to back-scatter and

decreasing their momentum. The electron bunch is then aimed through a precision dipole

magnet, where the scattered electrons are bent away from the electron bunch. The
momentum spectrum of the scattered electrons is determined by measuring their deflec-

tion angle with (_erenkov and proportional tube chambers.

The differential cross-section for the Compton scattering of polarized electrons and polar-

ized photons can be written:

dff= d_._¢_[1+ p,_Ac(E) ] (2-1)dE dE

where Ou is the unpolarized cross-section, Pr the photon I_olarization, _ the electron
polarization, and Ac is the energy dependent asymmetry'. A plot of the calculated and
measured values for AC are shown in Figure 2-3. Because Ac can be precisely calculated,

the precision of the Compton polarimeter is limited only by detector systematics, s

7 Ibi&
S This is in contrut to Moeller polarimetry, which has lsrp theoretical corrections due to atomic effects which are

not completely understood.

iii i illll i iiJ_
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=
0.2 - JI w
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m_ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7DetectorChonnel

Fl_re 2.3. The Compton meymmetry function. The points are measured values and
the line a theoretical calculation. The horizontal axis corresponds to the detector channel
number, which is correlated to the scattered electron momentum.

2.2 The SLC Large Detector

Since the SLC produces Zs at only one place, it can entertain only one detector at a time. 9
Thus, when it was time to design a new detector for the SIC, it was important to design

• one that was as general purpose as possible, but without sacrificing precision. With these
requirements in mind, the SLC Large Detector (SLD) was designed and constructed, lO It

features:
o

• A magnetic solenoid.

• Drift chambers to discriminate and measure charged particles.

• A vertex detector that, in conjunction with the drift chambers, can resolve
the path of charged particles to high precision near the IP.

• A silicon luminosity monitor (LUM) to measure the creation of background
electron-positron pairs, and thus determine the strength of the accelerator
beam.

• A liquid argon calorimeter (LAC) to measure the energy of both neutral
and charged particles, and identify electrons.

• A (_erenkov ring imaging detector (CRID) to identify the species of charged
particles.

• Plastic wire tubes sandwiched in steel (the warm iron calorimeter, or WIC)

to measure any energy escaping the LAC and to identify muons.

As shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-5, these detector components are combined in roughly

cylindrical layers, with the charged tracking near the IP, the CRID surrounding the track-
. ing, followed by the LAC, the solenoid, and the WIC. The magnetic solenoid uses a conven-

tional aluminum coil to produce a 0.6 Tesla field, which causes charged tracks to bend in
the tracking components and allows their momentum to be measured.

0 TheLEP accelerator,in contrast,supports fourdetectorsat once.
IoThe SLD Collaboration,The SLD Des/gn Report (and revisionsof), S[AC4)273 (1984).
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Fldrure 2-4. A cut.away view of the SLD. One of the endcap doors has been removed for
clarity. The luminosity monitor is not shown.

The SLD coordinate system is defined in spherical coordinates 8 and _, centered on the IP,
where 8 is the angle from the plane perpendicular to the accelerator beam axis and _ is
the angle from the horizontal. Positive 8 is in the direction of the positron beam.

All components are constructed to surround the IP with as little gap as possible, to mea-
sure as many of the Z decay products as possible, and contain most of the Z's energy. This
is usually accomplished by dividing each component into one central, or barrel, and two
endcap parts. The endcap parts are mounted together, allowing the two endcaps to open,
giving access to the center of the detector for maintenance.

Simulation

Modern particle detectors are sufficiently complex that eccurate computer simulations are
required to fully understand their behavior when analyzing their data. Simulations (also
referred to as Monte Carlos) provide crucial information such as effleiencies and spatial
acceptance which, because of the complex geometry and behavior of modern detector com-
ponents, would be impossible to calculate from first principles.

A respectable computer simulation models how particles of all energies interact with the
detector, how active components measure these particles, and includes all problems,
faults, or other significant anomalies with the equipment. Other important details are
detector resolution, electronics noise, and accelerator background. As a demonstration of

,, ,,,, ,, ,,,,m, , ,,
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F_re 2.5. A cross.sectional view of the SLD. Shown is onecorner of the $LD, with
the z coordinate on the horizontal axis, and the radius from the z axis in the vertical axis.
Most S/Z) componentsare divided into a barrel piece and two end_.appieces.

the accuracyof the SLD'ssimulation, many of the p]ots of data included as figuresin this
thesis include computerpredictions for comparison.

Charged Tracking: the CDC, EDC, and Vertex Detector

Since charged particles ionize materials they travel through, all that is required to detect
them is a device that can determine where in its material some small amount of charge
has been liberated. Since any substantial amount of material tends to scatter particles, it

. is usually advantageous to make such a detector out of thin or nondense material.

The SLIYsprimary charged tracking device is the central drift chamber (CDC).u The CDC
consists of a set of wires suspended in a gas, some of which are at high voltage in order to

• create an electric field, and others, called sense wires, are connected to charge amplifiers
(see Figure 2-6). As a particle travels between these two types of wires and ionizes the gas,
the electric field causes the electrons to drift at mostly uniform velocity toward the sense

11Nopubliclecturesorreportsexistonthe designorconstructionofthe CDC.Foran inform,,!_mm_,'yofthe CDC's
performancein 1992,seePerformanceof theSLDCentralDriftChamberin the 1992Physb_sRun (submittedto
SLACmanagementforthe annualUS/Japancollaborationreport).
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wire. Near the surface of the sense wires, the electric field becomes strong enough that

when electrons reach its vicinity they produce a cascade, amplifying the charge. By mea-

suring when this cascade is produced, it is possible to determine how long it took the elec-
trons to drift into the sense'wire. This measured time is combined with the drift velocity

to estimate how far from the wire the charged particle traveled.
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J_re 2-6. A close.up of one drift eel! in Lhe CDC. There are four types of wires in
the CDC: high voltage wires for producing an electric field (crosses), sense wires connected

to amplifiers for detecting drifting electrons (circles), guard (diamond), and dummy sense
wires (square) for shaping the electric field generated by the high voltage wires. The CDC
contains 640 cells, distributed in 10 layers.

The physical layout of the CDC is described in Appendix B. Its gas, consisting of 75% CO s,

21% Ar, 4% isobutane, and 0.3% H20, has been chosen to produce proportional gain, a
roughly constant drift velocity, and low dispersion. Combined with a drift field of I kilo-
volt/era and a drift space of 3.0 era, each wire of the CDC has an intrinsic resolution of

approximately 70 microns. Slight alignment errors in the wires and uncertainties in the
exact gas drift velocity, however, reduce the effective resolution of the CDC to approxi-
mately 100 microns. Combined with eighty layers 12 of wires and the 0.6 Tesla magnetic

1:1Alignment and driRvelocityuncertaintiesaffectthe membersof each set of eight wiresequally.Because ofthis cor-
relation,the CDC'sresolution can best becomparedto a chamberof ten layers ratherthan 80.

i
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field, this gives the CDC an inverse momentum resolution of
o2(l/GeV) = 0.00492 + (0.0095/9) 2.

Inside the CDC, and 3 to 4 cm from the IP, lies the vertex detector, la This detector uses sil-
icon chips called charge-coupled devices (CCDs), the same type of solid state device found

- in modern video cameras. 14The CCD operates on a principle similar to the CDC"ionization

lef_ by charged tracks trawding through the CCD is collected with a mild electric field onto
22×22 micron squares, or pixels, etched on its surface. This gives each CCD an intrinsic

- resolution of-3.5 microns 1_ in two dimensions.

The SLD's vertex detector is constructed of 480 of these CCDs, mounted on 60 thin alumi-
num-ceramic boards (ladders) arranged in four cylindrical layers (see Figure 2-7). Includ-

ing the beam pipe (needed to preserve the high vacuum required by the accelerator), the
total amount of material in the vertex detector is approximately 0.035 radiation lengths,
with only 0.007 before the first CCD layer. The high resolution of the CCD, reduced some-

what by alignment errors of -5 microns, enable the vertex detector to resolve details as
small as 10 microns at the IP. The extra constraint also helps the CDC's momentum mea-
surement, supplying a combined CDC vertex detector momentum resolution of
a 2 ( 1/GeV) = 0.00262 + (0.0095/p) 2.

Stripline

CCD

Survey
- Apertures

Plate
Annulus

_CD Ladder
m "

Outer Shell
(Beryllium)

... (2S ..,.

Figure 2.7. The SLD vertex detector. The active elements of the vertex detector are 480

CCDs mounted on 60 ladders which are arranged in four cylindrical layers.

The four endcap drift chambers (EDCs) are designed to supplement the CDC by measuring
charged particles near the z axis and only differ from the CDC by the way their wires are

strung. Analyzing the data from these chambers, however, has proven challenging, and,
as a result, they are not available for this thesis.

13G. D.A_new, et al, "DesignandPerformanceof the SLDVertexDetector,a 120 MPixel TrackingSystem"(paper
contributedto the XXVIInternationalConferenceon HighEnergyPhysics, Dallas, Texas,August 1992).

14Onemajordisadvantage of CCDsis that they requirea longtime to read out. As a consequence,they cannot be
used by detectorsat LEP where the beam crossingrate is much higherthan at the SLC.

Is Because of clustering, a CCDhas a resolution slightlybetter than the single pixel resolutionof 22 × 12-1/2.
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Calorimetry: the LAC and WIC Pads

Approximately one-third of the particles produced by the decay of a Z boson have no
charge (mostly z_s), and cannot be directly detected by the charged tracking devices.
Instead, to detect these particles it is necessary to stop them by placing a lot of material in
their path, and to measure the energy they deposit in the material when they stop. A
detector based on this principle is called a calorimeter.

The SLITs main calorimeter is the LAC.le As shown in Figures 2-8 and 2-9, it consists of
radial layers of lead and argon. These layers are built out of parallel plates of lead sepa-
rated by plastic spacers and immersed in a bath of liquid argon. Particles that interact
with the lead produce a shower of lower-energy secondary particles which ionize the
argon. High voltage applied to every second layer of lead produces an electric field that
sweeps the liberated charge onto the other layers, which are divided into roughly square
tiles. Several tiles from adjacent layers are electrically connected to form projective

eadTile
__._.7 Lead

Plain

T soiderodto tJkll

e-m ' Load b_rtng llplc_ (_lumns,nm_ "--- locationof stainlesssteel bsndg.
o'J

Figure 2.8. Construction detail of the LAC. Shown are only some of the lead layers
that make up the LAC. The space between the lead is filled with liquid argon.

towers, and are connected to a single amplifier to measure the charge deposited in the
tower. Since argon supplies no charge amplification, the charge deposited is proportional
to the energy deposited by particles hitting the tower. However, since only a fraction of the
energy is deposited in the active medium of argon (most is left undetected in the lead), the
LACcan only sample the energy of a particle, which limits its energy resolution.

Each particle type interacts differently with the LAC:

• Electrons and photons interact with almost the first lead they encounter
by emitting bremsstrahlung radiation when deflected in the electric field
of the nuclei.

• Because of their heavier mass, muons are mostly unaffected by the lead,
and only leave an ionization trail in the argon.

IS D. Axen, et al, "The Lead.Liquid Argon Sampling Calorimeter of the SLD Detector," Nudmr Instruments and

Methods in Physics Research A328 (1993): 472-494.
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Figure 2.9. Construction of the LAC barrel. Three of the 288 modules that make up
the LAC barrel are shown.

* Neutrally charged hadrons do not interact electromagnetically, but
because they are made of quarks, they can collide with the nucleus of the
lead and argon.

• Like muons, charged hadrons are too heavy to be strongly effected electro-

magnetically, and instead are stopped by nuclear collisions similar to neu-
tral hadrons.

• Neutrinos interact little with any matter, and nearly always travel freely

through the detector without leaving a signal.

Because of these varied behaviors, the LAC is divided into two parts: an electromagnetic

(EM) section, which is thin and designed to measure electrons and photon energies, and a
hadronic (HAD) section, which is denser and is designed to measure hadron energies.
Each section is divided into two layers of equal numbers of towers. The specifications of
each section are listed in Table 2-2.

" Outside the LAC is the SLD's magnetic coil, and outside the coil is the warm iron calorime-
ter (WIC). 17The WIC consists of 18 layers of Iarroci gas tubes sandwiched between one

inch plates of steel (equivalent to 4 interaction lengths), larroci tubes are long, rectangu-
lar plastic extrusions lined with slightly conductive carbon paint, filled with gas and fitted

17 A. C. Benvenuti, et al, _he Limited Streamer Tubes of the SLD," Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics
Research A290 (1990): 353-369.
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Table 2.2. The specifications of the SLD'm liquid arEon calorimeter tower layers.

TowerLayerName EM I EM2 HAD I HAD 2

NumberPhi Divisionst 192 192 96 96
.e

NumberTbeta Divisions 96 96 48 48

Number LeadLayers 16 40 13 13

Lead Thickness(mm) 2 2 6 6

ArgonGap Thickness(ram) 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 Total

To_l_RadiationLengths 6.0 15.0 13.9 13.9 48.9
,

Total Interaction Lengths 0.24 0.60 1.00 1.00 2.84

t Forlarge0inthe endeap,the _umherof phidivisionsareroduoedtokeepthe til_ roughlysquare.

with wires at high voltage. When a charged particle travels through the tube it ionizes the

gas. An electric field attracts the freed electrons to a wire, where the ever increasing field
causes a large avalanche of charge. The positive ions produced by this cascade are
repulsed by the wire and swim outward. This produces a loss of charge in the slightly con-
ductive inside surface of the tube which can be measured by electrodes placed on the out-
side of the tube.

The LACis thick enough to contain 95% of the energy in a hadronic Z decay. The WICis
designed to measure the remaining 5%, acting as a tail.catchinR calorimeter. In order to
do so, roughly square pads of electrodes are attached to the Iarroci tubes to form towers
like the LAC(see Figure 2-10).

Muon Identification: the WIC Stripe

Nearly all charged particles appear identical to the CDCand vertex detector. Is For many
physics studies, however, it is invaluable not only to measure a charged particle's momen-
turn, but also to identify its species. As mentioned in the previous section, muons of rood-
est energy are the only charged particles capable of freely passing through the LAC. In
order to identify these muons, the larroci tubes in the WICare also instrumented with
thin strips (see Figure 2-10). Muons that pass through both the LACand WICproduce a
characteristic trail of hits in these strips.

Details on how the WICis used to identify muons are given in Chapter 5.

Particle Identification: the CRID

When a charged particle travels though a material at a speed exceeding the speed of light
in the material, it produces a cone of Cerenhov light, whose opening angle 0 follows the
simple relation:

1 (2-2) -COS0 = ---

ISThe CDC,likemost_ chambers,is capableofidentifyingchargedparticlespeciesbymeasuringthe amountof
energydepositedinthe gas.Becauseofthetypeofgasused,theCDCis onlyableto dosoforparticlesofrelatively
lowmomentun_
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Figure 2-10. Construction of the WlC detector. Placed on one side of each larroci tube
are pads for calorimeter readout, and on the other side strips for muon identification.
Transverse strips, placed in special double layers, supply coordinate information perpen-
dicular to the larroci tubes for muon identification.

where n is the index of refraction of the material and fl the velocity of the particle. If this

cone is reflected off a parabolic mirror onto a fiat surface, it appears as a perfect circle,
where the size of the circle is a function of the velocity of the particle.

The (_erenkov ring imaging detector (CRID) TMuses this principle to measure the velocity of

charged particles. By combining the velocity with the momentum of a particle as mea-
sured in the tracking detectors, it is possible to calculate the mass of the particle, and
thus determine the particle's species. In order to identify particles of a large range of
momentum and mass, the CRID uses two materials to make (_erenkov light: C5F12 gas

and C6F14 liquid.

The CRID measures circles of light by using a time proportional chamber, which is essen-

tially a long drift chamber. Mixed in the ethane drift gas is 0.1% tetrakis(dimethy-

lamino)ethylene (TMAE) which, when hit by a single photon from (_erenkov light, releases
a single electron. Freed electrons are moved with uniform velocity by an electric field

. down the length of the chamber, and are detected at the chamber's end with wires. In this
fashion, one dimension of the circle is measured by the drift time, and the second by the

position of the particular wire that receives the charge (see Figure 2-11).

le M. Cavalli-Sforza,et al, "ConstructionandTesting of the SLD _erenkov RingImaging Detector"(presented at the
WEE Nuclear Science Symposium,San Francisco,CA,January 1990),SLAC.PUB.5123.
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FiEure 2.11. Operation of the barrel CRID. Charged particles create (_erenkov light in
one or both of two mediums: liquid Cc,FI4 in a thin layer, or gaseous Cr_FI=in a box, where
the light is focused to a circle with mirrors. (_erenkov light is detected in the drift box when
it frees single electrons, which then drift at f_ed velocity to the wire detector. The endcap
CRID operates in a similar fashion.

The Luminosity Monitor

Z bosons are produced at the IP when the occasional electron collides with a positron.
However, for every Z produced, many of the electrons and positrons are deflected out of
the beam axis from Coulomb scattering. The rate that this occurs can be precisely calcu-
lated, and is proportional to how well the accelerator is colliding the electron and positron
bunches. The luminosity monitor 2° was designed to measure these low angle electrons
and positrons and thus measure the beam luminosity.

The luminosity monitor is useful for measuring the total Z beson cross-section, which is
an important part of testing the standard model. It is not needed, however, for this thesis.

=oS.C. Berriclse,et al,"FirstResultsFromthe SLDSiliconCalorimeters"(Presentedat theNuclearScienceSympo-
slum,SantaFe,NewMexico,November1991),SLAC-PUB-6694.
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AND CHOICE

A man said to the universe:
"Sir, I exist/"
"However," replied the universe,
"_l'hefact has not created in me
A sense of obligation."

--Stephen Crane

The challenge when analyzing data from a particle detector is how to combine the multitude of data

from each event into a coherent and reliable way of extracting the desired measurement. Of the many
ways to measure the left-right forward-backward asymmetry for b quarks with the SLD, the method
presented in this thesis uses high total and transverse momentum muons. Although this method suf-
fers from reduced statistical power, it is also simple, less dependent on unknown physical quantities,
and requires only a modest understanding of the detector.

. 3.1 Methods of Measuring the Forward-Backward Asymmetry
In the SLD collaboration, three different methods for measuring the left-right forward-
backward asymmetry for b quarks are being actively explored: high transverse momen-
tum leptons, jet charge, and vertex finding. These three complimentary methods are the
only ones that are currently considered practical enough to pursue. 1

Event Topology and Measuring the Quark Angle

Measuring the left-right forward-backward asymmetry can be broken down into three
steps:

1. Identifying events where the Z decayed into a b and anti-b quark.

2. Measuring the 8 angle of the b-quark and/or the anti-b quark (which has
the opposite asymmetry of the b-quark) for each of these events.

3. Combining the angles measured from many events and fitting them to the
asymmetry function ,_(8).

Step (2) is complicated by hadronization and final state radiation. When the Z decays into
a b and anti-b quark, the two quarks, through hadronization, combine into two B hadrons,
which are hadrons that contain one b or anti-b quark. These two B hadrons are followed

• by lighter and lower momentum hadrons which together form particle jets. QCD final

1 Notethatanymethodformeasuringthe forward-backwardasymmetrycanbemodifiedforthe lelt.rishtforward.
backwardasymmetry.Thismeansthatanymethodusedby thefourLEPexperimentsto measurethe ordinaryfor.
ward-backwardasymmetrymaybeconsideredhere.AllpublishedresultsfromLE]P,however,havebeenlimitedto
thetransversemomentumleptonorjet chargemethods.

l nu. l nlunn l l nn nln|
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state radiation and groups of hadrons given large transverse momentum during hadroni-
zation can form other jets in an event (see Figure 3-1a).

B B
! o

\ //I main jet

hadronization,_\jet_/f//// '':':!;_.•. .....

main 7.,'Y ':':2:'

jet "/I Cuon

i/ ' jet fl
(a) (b)

II
(c) (d)

Figure 3-1. Different method# of untanulindr the quark direction in a hadronie b
event. (a) In a b-flavored hadronic event, the b quark is hidden in a B hadron, which is
hidden in afit. (b) If the B hadron can be identified, it makes a good measurement of the b
quark angle. (c) Otherwise, the flt angle is also a good approximation. (d) If neither the B
hadron nor the fit is identified, the thrust axis can be used.

The confusion caused by all these jets makes it important to develop special strategies for
measuring the b or anti-b quark direction. If an analysis method identifies the actual B
hadron, the B hadron direction can be used as a good approximation to the quark direc-
tion (Figure 3-1b), as long as it is possible to determine whether the B hadron contains the
b or anti-b quark (since they have opposite asymmetry). Otherwise, if the method can
identify the jet that contains the B hadron, then the jet direction can be used as the quark
direction (Figure 3.1c), again assuming that b and anti-b jets can be distinguished.
Finally, if the method uses some global event quantity that does not distinguish jets, then
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the thrust o_s (the average momentum flow of an event) can be used (Figure 3-ld).
Although the thrust axis is often a poor approximation to the quark directions, its error
can be well modeled and thus accounted for.

If the b jet or B hadron is used, then there are two chances to measure the asymmetry in
. each event, by finding the object associated with the b quark, or by finding the object use-

ciated with the anti-b quark and reversing the asymmetry.

. Jet Charge

Since b quarks have a charge of-lY3 (and anti-b quarks 1/3), on averaga the sum of the
charges of the particles in the b quark direction is less than the sum in the opposite (anti-
b quark) direction. A measure of this charge disparity is the jet charge Q, given by:

(3-1)

where q is the track charge, p the track momentum, T the thrust axis, _ and _an arbitrary
momentum power which can be adjusted, s For b events, on average, Q will be negative if
the thrust axis points roughly in the direction of the b quark (see Figure 3-2). However,
the jet charge is intrinsically unreliable, and o/_n supplies the wrong thrust axis direc-
tion.

• "_ fntrln 40000
_) Mimn -.1310
u_700 _ .z,rl

600
o
o
,-r500
I
Co
40O

30O

2OO

100

, I , !o
"_ - 1 -0.5 0.50

"_ JetChorgee
•

FiEure 3.2. The jet eharEe for b evente ampredicted by Monte Carlo for the correct
thrust axis. The Q distribution for _ = 1. For Q > O, the jet charge _ failed to identify the
correct b direction.

2 Thrust is usually thought of as an orientation (that is, a vector of arbitrary overall sign). Hem, a sign has been
arbitrarily chosen in order to make it a vector.

3 Jet charge is a misnomer--the charge is calculated for the entire event, not for each jet.
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The bi_est reason Forthe unreliability of the jet charge is that the lowest momentum
hadrons created during the last stages of hadronization move in unpredictable directions,
and can be assigned to the wrong direction on the thrust axis. To avoid this problem, the
jet charge, by adjusting _, can weight the charge of a track by its momentum, making it
less sensitive to the lower momentum particles. The problem with this approach is that
there are many lower energy particles, which, in combination, can carry much of the orig-
inal b quark charge information. Furthermore, by making the jet charge more sensitive to
the higher momentum particles, it becomes more sensitive to the details of how B hadrons
decay into lighter hadrons, a process that is only partially understood.

For • = 0, Q is simply the sum of charges of all the tracks, and is dominated by the lower
momentum tracks produced by hadronization (which are more numerous). For large _,
only the highest momentum tracks (most of which are from 8 hadron decay) are counted.
Reasonable performance (about 70% correct) can be obtained for • of 1.0 (see Figure 3-2b).

The secret to using the jet charge is understanding how to predict how often it will fail.
Armed with this crucial information (called the an_lyzi_, power), the jet charge can be
used to measure the forward-backward asymmetry with the following steps:

I. Identify b-flavorecl hadronic events. This can be done by searching for
events that have several charged particles that do not appear to originate
from the IP, but from the decay of a heavy 8 hadron.

2. For each event, find the thrust axis and calculate the jet charge.

3. Ifthe jet charge is negative, use the 0 of the thrust axis as the b quark
direction. If it is positive, use -8.

4. Combine the angles measured in all the events, fit for the asymmetry, and
correct for the analyzing power. o

The main advantage of the jet charge method is that all the (found) b events can be used,
which gives the measurement high statistical power. The disadvantages are:

• Since the jet charge alone is not able to distinguish b-flavored events from
u-, d-, s-, and c-flavored ones, an independent method must be used to find
the b events. This b-flavor identification method must be well understood
since it will probably be correlated with the jet charge. It must also be eFfi-
cient if the statistical advantage of the jet charge is to be retained.

• The jet charge is sensitive to the charge and momentum distributions of
particles from both hadronization and B hadron decay. There is enough
uncertainty in the simulation of these two processes to create large sys.
tematic errors.

Some of these disadvantages can be alleviated by careful Monte Carlo studies and by
using the data to place constraints on the analyzing power.

Leptone Tagged with Transverse Momentum

About 23% of the time, a B hadron decays into particles that include one lepton, where the
charge of the lepton indicates whether the hadron contained a b or anti-b quark. This type
ofhadron decay is called semileptoni¢, an example of which is illustrated in Figure 3-3.

Since the SLD is capable of identifying muons and (in principle) electrons, these leptons
can be used to identify any B hadrons that decay semi-leptonically. Finding the lepton
from a B hadron decay is not enough to measure the momentum of the B hadron itself,
however, since that would require finding all the other decay products, which is nearly

m
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Figure 3.3. A typical eemi.leptonie decay of a B hadron. In this example, a if"
meson decays into a anti.rouen, a rouen neutrino, and D . and g"mesons.

impossible in most cases. It does, however, identify b-flavor hadronic events, and can be
used to locate the jet containing the B hadron and thus measure the b quark direction.

To use leptons in this manner, it is first necessary to distinguish B hadron decay ieptons
from sources of background leptons in hadronic events. Background leptons come from
two sources: the semi-leptonic decay of lighter hadrons, and high-energy photons interact.
ing with the detector and producing electron-positron pairs.

Electrons and positrons created by interacting photons (in a process called pair produc.
tion) are easy to identify because these ieptons typically originate outside the IP (since
they are created when the photon interacts with material in the detector) and the four-
momentum sum of each created pair has zero invariant mass (since the photon is mass-
less).

There are two ways of distinguishing b decay leptons from those created by lighter hadron
decays:

• Because B hadrons are significantly heavier than all other hadrons, the
ieptons created by their decay have higher momentum in the hadron rest
frame. In the lab frame, this translates into higher momentum transverse
to the B hadron and jet directions.

• When a Z decays into a b and anti-b quark, hadronization gives the result-
ing leading B hadron higher momentum on average than for light flavor Z
decays. This means that leptons decaying from these B hadrons have
higher total momentum on average.

Because B hadrons decay only 21% of the time into muons and electrons, this method suf-
fers from the corresponding loss of statistics. Lepton identification also requires a modest
understanding of the detector, which makes this measurement more complicated than the
jet charge method. The advantage, however, is that theoretical uncertainties are limited
to the momentum spectrum from B hadron decays (some of which have been measured at
other experiments) and b quark hadronization.

Vertex Finding

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the B hadron lifetime is long enough that SLIYsvertex detec-
tor is capable of resolving the point of decay. The vertex detector can only measure the
path of a charged track and not where each track began, so that the decay point of a B
hadron decay is simply a point in space (well separated from the IP) where some subset of
the charged tracks appear to pass through (see Figure 3-4).
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FiLl_re 3.4. A ¢lome.up view of the vertices of an event, aR Been with the vertex
detector. Clearly visible are two displaced vertices, which make it likely that this is a c. or
b.flavored event. Many of the tracks can clearly be _tentified as belon_ng to a decay vertex,
but the origin of some of the tracks is uncertain. Shown at the bottom is a scale whose divi.
sions correspond to 2 mm increments.

In principle, the vertex detector c_mlocate all the charged tracks belonging to the decay of
a B hadron (as long as every charged track passes through the vertex detector). If the sum
of the charges of the tracks is zero, it does not indicate whether the B hadron contained a
b or anti-b quark, which makes it useless for the forward-backward asymmetry. But, ifthe
sum of the charges ofthe tracks is negative (positive), than the hadron must have had a b
(anti-b) quark in it. Thus, the vertex detector can, in principle, be used to measure the
forward-backward asymmetry. Such a measurement would involve the following steps:

1. Search each hadr_nic event for a B hadron by using the vertex detector to
find any set of charged tracks that look as though they resulted from the
decay of a B hadron.

2. If the sum of the charges of the tracks is negative, use the 0 of the decay
point as the b quark direction. If the sum is positive, use -0. If the sum is
zero, do not use anything.

3. Combine the 8 awgles measured in all the events and fit them to the asym-
metry function.

In principle, this vertex finding method of measuring the asymmetry can use most b
events and is relatively accurate, combining the advantages of high statistics and high
reliability with little dependence on unknown factors such as the details ofB hadron
decay. Unfortunately, no one has figured out how to perform step (1).

, ,,, i ,m l ,, ,,, ,,,,,,|, ,,,
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The difficultywithfindingtheexactsubsetofchargedtracksthatoriginatefroma B had-
tondecayisthatmany ofthechargedtracksina b eventpassthroughboththeIPand one
ofthetwob decaypoints.Therearealsomany tracksthatarecreatedby thedecayof
otherparticles(inparticular,theK-shortand lambda)and by interactionswiththedetec-
torthatdo notpassthroughtheIPandcanbe confusedwiththeb decay.Thesecomplica-

" tionssupplysomany extracombinationsoftracksthatmimica B hadrondecaythatthe
possibilityofaccidentallyfindinga wrongcombinationisuncomfortablylarge.

. Thisproblemisfurthercomplicatedby thefollowingdetails:

• A B hadrontypicallydecaysintooneortwoc-flavorhadrons,whichdecay
themselves, producing secondary vertices. These extra decay vertices fur-
ther complicate the vertex topology.

" * Since the vertex detector cannot be used to measure neutral particles, it is
usually not possible to find all the particles a B hadron decays into, mak-
ing it difficult to use kinematics to eliminate incorrect combinations of
charged tracks.

• A mistake of only one track (whether missed or incorrectly added) can
change the observed charge of the B hadron. Since this charge is used to
determine whether the hadron contains a b or anti-b quark, such errors
make the measurement particularly unstable.

• The vertexdetectorcanonlyseechargedparticlesof Icosg[< 0.7,which
means thatitwillmisssome ofthechargedtracksthatbelongtoB had-

" ronsofmodestcos0.

Becauseoftheseproblems,itisnotclearwhetherthevertexmethod describedaboveis
practical(research,however,iscontinuing).Itishopedthatan upgradetothevertex

• detectorcanhelpresolvesome ofthesedifficultieswhen dataaretakeninupcoming
years.4

3.2 Measuring b Quarks with High Transverse Momentum Muons
Although measuring the left-right forward-backward asymmetry for b quarks with high
transverse momentum leptons is simple in principle, in practice it makes heavy demands
on the performance of the detector and on the accuracy of the Monte Carlo. This section
describes some of the details and difficulties encountered when applying the method
described above to the SLD.

At the time of this thesis, SLIYselectron identification algorithm is still under develop-
ment, and is not of sufficient quality to include in this analysis. Furthermore, problems
with the SLIYsendcap tracking system limit the muon identification to those muons
within IcosSI inside 0.8. The muon identification algorithm itself is described in detail in

- Chapter 5.

The SIAFs Problems with Electron Identification and Endcap Tracking

• Inprinciple,theSLD iscapableofidentifyingelectrons.However,thereareseveralprob-
lemswiththedetectorthatmake thisdifficult:

4 ThinSLDCollaboration,ResponsetoQuestionsfrom theEPACConcerningtheProposalfor an 8LDRun Extension
anda _rt_z DetectorUpgrade(internalnote,1994).
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• The LAC,becauseitisa samplingcalorimeter,has onlymodestEM resolu-
tion.Thismakes itdifficulttoreducebackgroundsby comparingthe
depositedenergyofelectronsagainstthemomentum measuredinthe
trackingsystem.

• Although the CRIDpromises excellent hadron particle identification, it
also covers the LACwith a considerable amount of material. Electrons
tend to interact with this material and start showers before entering the
LAC.This degrades the LACenergy resolution further.

• Without a test beam, the only way to estimate the LACs response to elec-
trons and other particles (which produce background) is through computer
simulations. These simulations are not completely reliable.

Despite these problems, substantial progress has been made on electron identification.
However, at the time of writing, the Monte Carlo simulation fails to reproduce the level of
background seen in the data, and without an accurate simulation, using electrons to mea-
sure the forward-backward asymmetry would involve, at best, a large degree of uncer-
tainty.

Because the asymmetry function Abs(e) peaks at large cose, the b and anti-b quarks at
larger cose put greater constraints on the forward-backward asymmetry. For this reason
(and not only to increase statistics) it is important to measure leptons to the largest possi-
ble angle. This is hampered, however, by SLIYscontinuing problems with the endcap drift
chambers. Without the help of these chambers, lepton identification is limited by the
acceptance of the central drift chamber (Icos01 _<0.75).

Analyzing SLIFs Calorimetry Data

The analysis presented in this thesis uses SLD's calorimeter for two purposes: to find had-
ronic events and to find jets in those events. Like any other part of the analysis, it is not
only important to get accurate answers from the calorimetry, but to get results that can be
well predicted by the detector simulation. For the calorimetry, the most important step is
to apply the correct cuts to the raw data to remove noise and preserve most of the signal.

The raw data from the SLD calorimeter is the signal from the individual towers that sub-
divide one of six calorimeter layers (see Chapter 2). Because the WICPads are not simu-
lated well and only provide a marginal increase in resolution, it is not used in this
analysis. This leaves the data from the two EM and two HAD calorimeter layers in the
LAC.

The first step of the calorimetry analysis is to remove any towers that may belong to
noise. Two cuts are used: a cut on the minimum tower signal to remove electronic noise
and soft particle signals, and the removal of towers at Icos01 > 0.979 in order to remove
noise from the accelerator. The tower signal cuts are given in Table 3-1.

The secondstepistoconvertthesignalstrengthineachtowerintoapproximateunitsof
energy(GeV).Thisisdonebycomparingtheresponseofeachlayerofthedetectorto
muons fromcosmicraysagainsttheexpectedenergydepositedbytheseparticles(called
the minimum ionization, or min-I signal). Since the response of the calorimeter is
expected to be linear, this provides a linear conversion from ADC counts to GeV.

The third step is to convert the minimum ionization energy response to the energy
response seen on average by showers created by particles in hadronic Z decays. To deter-
mine this conversion on average, the energy response correction for each layer has been
optimized to reproduce the Z mass with the best resolution in hadronic events, s The
resulting corrections are listed in Table 3-1.
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Table 3.1. Signal threshold cuts and hadronic event calibration valun for the
LAC calorimeter. The calibration factor must be multiplied against the calorimeter signal
in units of minimum ionization energy in order to get the correct energy on average in
hadronic events.

, Calorimeter Tower Cut Min Ionization Hadronic Event

Layer (ADC count) ADC/MeV Calibration Factor?
i I i L I i il ............

EM 1 7 2.8 2.13

EM 2 7
, ,,.,., ,,

HAD 1 9 7.5 3.06

HAD 2 9
....

tSource:S. GonzJle=,Ph.D_Thesis.

Because asingleparticlecan produce signalsinseveraltowers,thefourthanalysisstepis

tocombine adjacenttowerswith signals(thatpassthetower cuts)intoclusters.Once clus-

tersare produced,the followingcutsare applied:

• Clustersthatare theresultofbackground muons produced upstream of

the accelerator(and not fromZ decays)are removed by an algorithmthat

recognizestheircharacteristicshape and signalstrength,s

• Clusterswithno towersinboththe EM Iand 2 layersare removed.Since

particlesfrom Z decaysrarelytravelthrough the EM sectionswithoutpro-

ducinga signal,thiscutremoves mostlynoise.

• Clustersmust containatleasttwo towers.

• Clustersmust have a totalcorrectedenergyabove 0.1GeV.

These cutsaredesignedtoeliminatenoisewhilepreservingclustersthatcome from real

particlesofmodest energy.7

The resultofthisanalysisisa setofclustersoftowersthatare relativelyeasytosimulate
and can be used foreventselectionand jetfinding.As a demonstrationoftheMonte

Carlo'saccuracyafterthisanalysisisapplied,a comparisonofdataand Monte Carlois

shown inFigure3-5.The followingquantitiesare plotted:

• The number ofjetsfound by theJade algorithm,describedlaterinthis
chapter.

• Sphericity,a measure ofhow evenlyinangletheenergy ofan event isdis-
tributed.

* Aplanarity,a measure ofhow welltheenergyofan eventisconfinedtoa

plane.

• Imbalance,a measure ofhow wellthe energyofan eventiscentered.

S Becauseno test beam data are available forthe SLD LAC,this is the best methodavailable forcalibrating the
detector.

e j. Yamartino,A Measurement of the e. e- Decay Width ofthe ZO,Ph.D. Thuis, MIT (1994).
7 Fora moredetailed descriptionof this calorimeteranalysis alongwith extensive tests, see: S. Gonz/leg,A Ca/or/-

metricMmsurement of the Strong Coupling Constant in Electron.Positron Annihilation at a Center-of-MassEnergy
o/'91.6 C,eV, Ph.D. Thesis, MIT(1994).
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Figure 3-5. A comparison of calorimetry quantities between data and Monte
Carlo. Shown for data (points) and Monte Carlo (histogram) are the number of jets found
by the Jade algorithm with Ycut ffi(a) 0.005, (b) O.OI, and (c) 0.05. Also shown are the
(d) sphericity, (e) aplanarity, and (f) imbalance.

Correcting the Monte Carlo Tracking Efficiency

It has long been recognized that problems with the designof the CDC make it difficult to
reconstruct the tracks of charged particles. Although most of these problems have been
overcome, s the simulation of tracking efficiency is sensitive to the smallest detail in the
Monte Carlo. The simulation used for the analysis in this thesis has small errors in the
description of the dritt model that causes the simulation to overestimate the efficiency of
the CDC.9

To correct the simulation, 5% of the tracks are randomly deleted. This procedure has been
found to be a reasonable approximation to the data. Any error caused by the incorrect sim-
ulation of tracking efficiency will be included as a systematic error in any results pre-
sented later this thesis.

s SeeAppendixB.
e Theseerrorshavebeenidentifiedandwillbecormct_ the nexttimeMonteCarlodatais generated.
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Simulating Hadronization with the Jetset Monte Carlo

When simulating hadronic events, it is necessary to simulate quark hadronization. Unfor-
tunately, the processes involved in hadronization are far too difficult to calculate explic-

itly. Instead, simulations ofhadronization have relied on physical models of the process
" (such as flux tubes, strings, and clusters) governed by simple but reasonable rules. The

most popular of these models in the Jetset Monte Carlo.l°

When the first Zs were measured at the SLC and LEP, physicists were surprised at how
" accurately Jetset (with the correct parameter settings) reproduced their measurements.

Jetset has since proven capable of reproducing all but the subtlest characteristics of had-

ronization, 11 and for this thesis, its simulation is more than adequate. SLIYs implementa-
tion of Jetset 6.3 uses the parameter settings listed in Table 3-2, which are basically
equivalent to the well-proven settings used at LEP.

Table 3.2. SLD'm non.default parameter mettin_Ie for the Jetset 6.3 Monte Carlo.
These values are basically equivalent to those well-proven at LEP..

.....

Parameter Default Value
........ Value Used

Description Name
Ilil II I ii lii

A used to calculate a s PARE (2 1) 0.25 0.26
, , , ,,, , ,, , , ,,

Cascade invariant mass cutoff Qo (GeV) PARE {22) 2.0 1.0
,,, , ,, , , ,

Lund fragmentationparameter a PAR (3I) 1.0 0.18
, , ,,,,, ,

Lund fragmentationparameter b (GeV-s) PAR (32 ) 0.7 0.34

" Transverse Momentum Spread (GeV) PAR ( 12 ) 0.40 0.33
....

Jet Finding: the Jade Algorithm

The definition of a jet is a group of particles in an event that appear to be associated with
a common origin, such as quark hadronization, final state QCD radiation, or even the

decay of a particular hadron. The point at which one jet can be divided into two, however,

is completely arbitrary, and depends on the particular algorithm used to find the jets.
There are many different jet finding algorithms available, most of which have little

advantage over the others. For historical reasons, the most common algorithm used for Z
decays is the Jade algorithm. 12

The Jade algorithm is an iterative procedure that is applied in the following steps:

toThe Jetset MonteCarlo is also knownas the LundMonteCarlo.See:T. Sjostrand, "TheLundMonteCarloforJet
Fragmentationand e+e- Physics w Jetset 6.2,"Computer Physics Communicatiorcs39 (1986):347-407. A descrip-
tion of the modernversionof the program(version7.3) can be foundin:T. SjSstrand,"Phythia5.6 and Jeteet 7.3
Physics and ManuaL"CERN-TH.6488/92,1992.

IIThe DELPHIcollaboration,"Studyof HadronicDecays of the Z0 Beson,"Physic Letb_rsB240 (1990):271; The
OPALcollaboration, "AMeasurement of GlobalEvent Shape Distributions in the HadronicDecaysof the Z°,"
Zeitechrift fur Physik C47 (1990):505; The L3collaboration,"Studiesof Hadronic Event Structureand Compari.
sons with QCDModelsat the Z° resonance,"Zeitechrift ftlr Physik C55 (1992):39-62; The_ collaboration,
"_hropertiesofHadroni©ZDecays and TestsofQCD Generators,'Zeitechrift _r Physik C_ (1990):209-234.

_ ISAlsocalled the "p(Y'scheme. For informationon this and otherjet alsorithms, see: TheOPALCollaboration,"A
Study of the RecombinationScheme DependenceofJet ProductionRates and of a,(Mz#) in hadronieZ0 decays,"

- Zeitschrifl for Physik C,49(1991):375-384.
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1. For each pair of particle objects (tracks for charged particles and/or calo-
rimetry clusters), calculate the following quantity:

2E, E
= cosO,,) (3-2)' -"

where Ei is the energy of the ith object, _j is the angle between the two
objects, and Ev/, is the sum of the energy of all objects.

2. Find the pair of objects with the lowest y. If this y is below a certain cut
Your,then combine the two objects into one object as if the objects were
massless:

= + E, =E,+ (3-3)

and return to step (1).

3. Ify for all pairs is greater than Your,then the remaining objects are the
jets, and the algorithm is finished.

The Jade algorithm (like most jet finding methods) can be applied to any type of object
associated with particles in an event. For the SLD, this leaves three choices:

• Tracks: since charged particles are measuret_ accurately, measured tracks
produce accurate jets. Unfortunately, this choice excludes the neutral par-
ticles in hadronic Z decay. It also suffers if the charged tracking is limited
in acceptance to a small cos0 range, as it currently is with the SLD.

• Calorimeter clusters: the resolution of the calorimeter is worse than

charged tracking, but it does detect both neutral and charged particles. In
the SLD, the endcap portions of calorimeter operate satisfactorily, supply-
ing better cos0 acceptance than the charged tracking.

• Hybrid scheme: only the calorimeter energy not associated with measured
charge tracks (and presumably from neutral particles) is used in combina-
tion with charged tracks. In principle, this supplies the most accurate jets.
It does, however, require a thorough understanding of the calorimeter and
also suffers from limited tracking acceptance.

For this thesis, calorimeter clusters are chosen because of the better 8 acceptance, since
the forward-backward asymmetry is most sensitive at higher 0, and for their simplicity,
since Monte Carlo accuracy is just as important as jet resolution.

The final question is which Ycutvalue to use. The goal is to find a jet that best approxi-
mates the b and anti-b quark directions, without overtaxing the simulation. For large val-
ues of Your,less jets are found, and those jets will generally have more contamination from
fragmentation and final state QCDradiation. For small Your,more jets are found, and it
becomes more difficult to separate the b quark jet from the rest in the event. Smaller Ycut
also makes harder demands on the Monte Carlo since clusters of smaller energy become
more important.

Figure 3-6 shows distributions of the difference in quark and jet directions for various val-
ues ofyour, as predicted by the SLD simulation and the JetSet Monte Carlo. These distri-
butions start at zero difference (because of phase space), peak at a value near 10
millirads, and fall offin a long tail. Whereas the peak value remains roughly constant, the
tail becomes larger for larger Your.
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Figure 3.6. The difference in quark and jet directions for various value# of ye. e
These distributions uanish at zero due to phase space.

These characteristics are illustrated in Figure 3-7. Near a Ycut value of 0.005, the peak

value and width at half maximum show a small minimum, the tail a plateau, and the jet
rate at a modest 3.8 average jets per event. For these reasons, aye= t of 0.005 is chosen for
this analysis.

" Production of Background B Hadrons

The techniques for measuring the asymmetry described in this chapter assume that
. nearly all b quarks in hadronic events come directly from the decay of the Z. However, it is

possible to produce b quarks from two other processes: fragmentation and gluon radiation.

Since the production of such background b quarks dilutes the asymmetry, it is important
to understand how o(ten they occur.

As described in Chapter 1, fragmentation produces quark/anti-quark pairs in the wake of
quarks initially produced by the Z decay. If all quarks had the same mass, each type of
quark (u, d, s, c, b, t) would be produced in this fashion in equal amounts. However, since

........... 4s
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Figure 3-7. Characteristics of jets for a range efYe._ Shown are the quark and jet
angle difference distribution peak, width at half maximum, tail, and the average number

of jets per event. The arrows indicate the choice of Yourfor this analysis.

the b quark is relatively heavy, they are far less likely to be produced. More explicitly, it is

expected that the probability of the production of a quark/anti-quark pair from fragmen-
tation is proportional to exp(-m2), where m is the mass of the quark. Since b quarks are
10-20 times heavier than u and d quarks, this predicts that the probability of b quark

production from fragmentation is insignificant. 13

An example of the diagram responsible for b quark production from gluon radiation is
shown in Figure 3-8. Although the cross section for diagrams like these can be explicitly

calculated, it is still not possible to calculate how the quarks and gluons eventually inter-
act during hadronization. In order to make these calculations meaningful it is necessary

to impose some kind of energy cut-off to simulation hadronization.

13 T. SjOetrand, 'The Lund Monte Carlo."
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e + q

b

+" a ._, ..

z

Fibre 3.& One of the diagram responsible for baekEround b production from
gluon radiation. The second diagram has the gluon emitted by the anti.quark.

The Lund Monte Carlo includes several explicit calculations of higher level diagrams
including the one responsible for background b production by gluon radiation. 14The cut-
off used by Lund for these calculations is a minimum value for the Ycut quantity from the
Jade jet algorithm (Equation 3-2) for each pair of the four resulting quarks. This cut can
be thought of as a limit on the mass of the hadrons produced by these quarks, and as it is
reduced, more background b quarks are produced. For a rather conservative value of this
cut, Lund predicts that 15 background b quark/anti-quark pairs will be produced from
gluons for every 10,000 hadronic events, for a background rate of about 0.7%.

+ Shnulating B and D Hadron Decays with the SLD Decay Model

Since the high transverse momentum of leptons from B hadron decays is directly related
to the B decay spectrum, it is important to simulate the decay ofB hadrons accurately.
Because the QCD expressions required to predict B decays are too complicated to calcu-
late, the only reliable information concerning B decays comes from experimental mea-
surements. Fortunately, many such measurements are available for the common heavy
hadrons.

A decay model has been developed by Mark III and later expanded by SLD to make best
use of these measurments and supply an accurate simulation of heavy hadron decay. In
the simulation of hadronic Z decays, the decay model is used to decay the simplest and
most common D and B hadrons, which are the D°,/_, D,, B+, B°, Bs, Be, and A_ Although
Jetset does contain decay models for these heavy particles, its models were found to be
inaccurate, is Instead, Jetset is used to simulate Z fragmentation and to decay all other
short-lived particles.

The SLD heavy decay model consists of a complete and explicit table of decay modes for
each supported particle and three methods for choosing decay product momentum. The
decay table has been adjusted to agree with all 1992 Particle Data Group Is branching

+ ratios for particle decays except where more modern decay measurements are available.
When asked to decay a particle, the decay model randomly chooses a decay mode from the
table with probabilities in proportion to the decay branching ratios.

- Once the decay products are chosen, it is then necessary to randomly choose the decay

product momenta. For three.body semi-leptonic B decays (for example, B _ ?t + v_ + D),

14Ibid.
is Thatis, theydisagreewithexperimentaldata.NotethattheauthorsofJetset6.3 admittedthattheirheavydecay

modelsareinadequate.ThelatestversionofJetsetjust released(version7.4)containsmanyimprovements,butis
stillunabletoreproducemuchof thedata.

IsTheParticleData Group,"ReviewofParticleProperties,"PhysicalReviewI)45,Part2 (June1992).
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the momentum of the decay products are randomly selected according to the ISGW17
model, as smplement_l by the CLEOcollaboration, is For three.body semi-leptonic D
decays, the Mark III model 19is used. The momentum of decay products m all other decay
modes are randomly selected according to simple phase space.

Of'all the B hadrons, the B± and B° are measured best, which is fortunate, since these are
the most common B hadrons produced by Z decays. The SLD model decay table branching
ratios have been carefully adjusted (within limits imposed by the Particle Data Group) to
reproduce most characteristics of the data. Measurements include the lepton momentum i
spectrum 2° (Figure 3-9) and D momentum spectrum 2! (Figure 3-10) from CLEO,and x, K,
proton, and charged multiplicity from Argus22 (Figure 3-11).

Of particular interest to this thesis is the lepton spectrum, which translates into trans-
verse momentum. The imformation supplied by the lepton spectrum is not complete, how-
ever, since the asymmetry measurement also relies on the lepton charge. In particular,
the charge of the leptons from the decay of D hadrons produced by B hadron decay (cas.
cede leptons) is typically opposite to leptons produced directly from the decay of the B.
Since the charge of the lepton is used to determine the sign of the asymmetry, an accurate
simulation of the transition in the momentum spectrum from cascade to direct leptons is
most important_

Fortunately, the lepton spectrum from the decay of the most common D hadrons has also
been measured. The best data comes from the DELCOcollaboration. 23This data is shown
compared to the SLD decay model in Figure 3-12. Combined with the D spectrum mea-
surements from CLEO,this is nearly sufficient to constrain the cascade lepton spectrum.

Although there is a lot of date on the decay of the B± and B°, very little is known about the
B, and Ab, the two other B hadrons expected in quantity in Z decays. 24 Because the s
quark is only slightly heavier than the u and d quarks, it is reasonable to extrapolate the
B± and B ° models to the decay ofthe B,. Details ofA b decay, however, can only be guessed.

COrTecting for B Meson Mixing

One interesting characteristic of"the neutrally charged B mesons is their tendency to
spontaneously change into their anti-particle counterparts. This process is called mL_in&,
and is a result of the curious fact that the mass eigenstates of these mesons are not
orthogonal to their quark eigenstates. The diagrams responsible for B mixing are illus-
trated in Figure 3-13.

Mixing complicates forward-backward asymmetry measurements because it gives a b
(anti-b) quark a chance to change to an anti-b (b) quark before it can decay and be mea-
sured. Since the b and anti-b quarks have opposite asymmetry, this confusion causes an
effective decrease in the observed asymmetry.

t7N. I,sur,D.Score,B.Orinstoin,M.Wise,"SemfleptonicB andDDecaysinthe QuarkModel,"Physica/Rev_wD39
(1989):799.

IsPeterKim,privatecorrespondence.Theroutineusedis SEMILI fromCLEO'sQOLI BMonteCarloprogramlibrary.
19 + +

The MARK.m Collaboration, "Measurement of the Branching Fractions for DO-. _"s v. and DO-. E" s v. and
Determination of (V_d/Va)2," Physical RIv_ Le_ers 62 (1989): 1821-1838, and references therein.

so M. Artuso, "B Meson Semileptonic Decays FromY(4S) Resonance Data," (HEPSY 7-93) to appear in proceedings of
the Works_p on b Physics at Hadron AccderaZors, Snowman, 1993.

9sM.Thuluidu, Ph.D.Thesis,Syracuse1993.
n The ARGUS Collaboration, "Inclusive Production of Charpd Pions, Ksons and Protons in Upsilon (48) Decays,"

ZeRsdsr#q f_r Phy_k C58 (1993): 191-198.
The DELCO Collaboration, "Semileptonic Decays on the D Meson," Physicag Rw/ew Let_rm 43 (1979): 1073-1076.

24 The Y.b is expected to decay non-weakly into the Ab. Because it requires the production of m pairs in hadronization,
the production of fib and -Zbbaryons should be nuppresNd by one order of'magnitude.
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FiEure 3.9. The B _ and B° decay lepton momentum .pectrum from CLEO com.
pared aEainst the SLD decay model. The 8LD model results ore split into three parts:
leptons from direct B decay (right hashed portion), lepton_ from the decay of D hadrons
from B decay (left hashed portion) and the sum (unhashed portion).

The probability that a B hadron decays while in its mixed form is called Z. If the chance of
a meson mixing is relatively high, then it may mix several times before it has a chance to

. decay, and Z will be equal to 0.5. Ifthe chance is small enough that the meson will likely
decay before mixing, Z will be small. To correct the observed asymmetry for Z it is only
necessary to divide by (1-2Z):

• A_s = [t_s(°bserved) (3-4)
(1- 2Z)

where Z is the average value for the B hadrons (including those hadrons that do not mix
at all) created during Z decay.

Although this correction is simple, it also implies that any error in Z results in a signifi-
cant error in the measured asymmetry. Because of various uncertainties (meson produc-
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Figure 3.10. The B ± and B 0 decay D momentum spectrum from CLEO compared

against the SLD decay model. Show. are (s) IF, (b) D °, (¢) D "±, a_l (d) D "°.

tion rates, lifetimes, and the top mass) Z can not be accurately calculated. Fortunately, the
experiments at LEP have made accurate measurements ofz (SLD lacks the necessary sta-
tistics to make this difficult measurement). The latest published LEP average is

Z = 0.115_0.011, which dilutes the observed forward-backward asymmetry by a factor of
77%. _

ss TheLEP Collaborationsand the LEPElectroweakWorkingGroup,"UpdatedProm, ten of the Z° lhmnance from
CombinedPreliminary Data of the LEPExperiments"(papersubmitted at the Europhysics Conferenceon High
E.e_yPhysics, Marseilk, July 1993),and referencestherein.
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Figure 3.11. ARGUS IF and B 0 decay data compared against the SLD decay
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FiEure 3.12. The D o and LF decay lepton momentum mpeetrum from DEJ.CO com.
pared to the SLD decay model. Because of disagreements in the value of the semilep.

tonic branching ratio, the relative scale between the data and Monte Carlo is somewhat
arbitrary. The shape of the spectrum, however, is well reproduced.
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Fi#'ure 3.13. The two Feynman diagrams responsible for B 0 meson mixing. The

diagrams for the B, meson are similar.
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SELECTION
_: ................ __-_-_

Dies ille, dies Lunae

Semper venit opportune
Rogo vos et quaero id:
Quid est quod et quod est quid?

mA. A. Milne, Versus Ursi Perpauli Cerebri 1

One of the first steps in analyzing experimental data in high-energy physics is to search through all
the experimental data for events of interest. For this thesis, this means selecting hadronic events and
rejecting leptonic events and accidentally recorded background.

4.1 Event Selection Algorithm

The typical SLD data sample can be roughly divided into seven categories:

• Hadronic events. These are the events of interest to this thesis, and are
characterized by a large number of charged tracks and total calorimetry

• energy approximately equal to the Z mass.

• Tau-lepton events. Tau-lepton events consist primarily of two to six
charged tracks and calorimetry energy somewhat lower than the Z mass.
Much of the missing calorimeter energy is carried away by high-energy
neutrinos that are always created by tau decays.

• Muon-lepton, or di-muon, events. Since muons are relatively stable and
noninteracting, these events always consist of two high momentum
charged tracks. Little calorimetry energy is deposited. 2

• Electron-positron lepton, or Bhabha, events. Like di-muon events, Bhabha
events usually consist of two charged tracks. However, since electrons and
positrons interact in the detector material more often, secondary tracks
are often produced. Bhabha events are best characterized by large and
compact deposits of energy in the EM section of the calorimetry.

• Beam.waU background. Slightly off-energy particles in the SIC accelera-
" tor tend to strike the surface of the SLD's beam pipe and produce several

low-energy tracks. These events often have as many charged tracks as a
hadronic event, but these tracks are much lower in energy and do not orig-

" inate from the IP.These events are also characterized by little energy
deposited in the calorimetry.

I From Wmn/e l//e Pu, translated by A. Lens_-d.

s Final state electromagnetic radiation that may accompany di.muon events will often deposit a considerable

amount of energy in the EM section of the calorimetry. This energy, however, is relatively rare and is curly distin-
guished from other types of events because it is unbalanced.
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• SIC muon background. The SIC produces muons when stray electrons
and positrons collide with collimators. Some of these muons are trans-
ported by the accelerator and strike the SLD at a nearly horizontal direc-
tion. If enough ofthese muons strike at once, they deposit enough energy
to trigger the detector and become part of the data sample.

• Beam-splash background. Occasionally, the SIC has a momentary but cat-
astrophic equipment failure that produces one bad electron or positron
bunch. By the time this bunch reaches the SLD, it has collided with parts
of the accelerator and produced a storm of particle energy. The result is a
splash of energy deposited in the detector. Beam-splash background is
characterized by enormous deposits of energy in the calorimetry and a
large number of uncorrelated hits in the charged tracking systems.

(See Figures 4-1 and 4-2.) The goal of event selection is to locate as many ofthe hadronic
events as possible without introducing too much contamination from other types of
events. Because of the varied characteristics of the undesirable events, an event selection
strategy that uses both the calorimetry and tracking systems will produce the best perfor-
mance.

Figure 4.1. A typical hadronic event. Shown is a view looking parallel to the beam
axis. The lines indicate charged tracks, the squares are calorimeter clusters, and the
dashes are WIC barrel hits. Hits in the WICendcap have been removed for clarity.

First Pass Selection: Calorimetry

The first stage of the event selection method used for this thesis involves only the calorim-
etry. The reason is that the calorimetry is relatively easier to analyze and any selection

II IIIII III L Illl I I MII
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Figure 4.2. Examples of the six categories of non.hadronic events. WlC endcap hits
are not shown for clarity. (a) A tau-lepton event. (b) A di-muon event. (c) A Bhabha event.

(d) Beam.wall background. (e) 8LC.muon background. (19Beam-splash background.
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algorithmbasedpurelyon calorimetrycanbe quicklyappliedtolargedatasamples.This
isan importantconsideration,sincethemajority(90%)ofSLD dataispurelyback-
ground,a

The firstpasscalorimetryeventselection,referredattheSLD asEITpass1,4 usesthree
L.'_Cquantities:

• NEMHI, which is the number of LACEM towers that have signals above 60
AI_ (equivalent to approximately 250 MeV rain-I) _

• EHI, a high-threshold energy sum, which is the sum of energy recorded in
all EM towers with signals above 60 ADCand hadronic towers with signals
above 120 ADC (~ 1.3 GeV rain-I)

• ELO, a low-threshold energy sum, which is the sum of energy recorded in
all EM towers above 8 ADC (-33 MeV rain-I) and all HADtowers above
12 ADC (-130 MeV rain-I)

and requires that every event pass the following requirements:

1. NEMHI > 10

2. EHI > 15 GeV min-I

3. ELO< 140 GeV min-I

4. 3xEHI>2x(ELO-70)

5. Each north/south side of the detector must have KEMHI > 0

Requirements (1) and (2) are designed to identify the high calorimetry energy ofhadronic
events; (3) and (5) to remove beam-splash background; and (4) to remove SLC muon back-
ground (see Figure 4-3).

Final Pass Selection: Charged Tracks

The calorimeter event selection is designed to be quick and efficient, and is thus quite
loose and contains about 20-40% background (it is also designed to include Bhabha
events). To remove this background safely requires more involved analysis, either calo-
rimeter cluster finding or charged track fitting, depending on the requirements of the
measurement. For the left-right forward-backward asymmetry for b quarks, a charged
tracking analysis is a reasonable choice, since tracking will be needed later.

The tracking event selection starts by identifying as high quality tracks those tracks in
the CDC that pass the following criteria:

• The track must have a momentum greater than 250 MeV. This avoids dou-
ble counting tracks that spiral inside the volume of the CDC.

• The track must appear to originate within 5 cm in x and y and 10 cm in z
of the IP.

• The track must point within Icos01 of 0.8, which is the limit at which the
CDC can still accurately distinguish tracks.

3 The largeamountofbackgroundistheresultoftheSLD'sstrategyofsavinganydatathatlooksremotelylikeaZ
event, to achieve the highest possible efficiency. Once the data is safely recorded, more strict event selection crite-
ria can then be applied without risk of permanently losing data..

4 j.M. Yamartino, A Measurement of the e. e- Decay W_dth of the Z v (Ph. D. Thesis, MIT, February 1994), p 61-63. J.
M. Yamartino, Hadronic Event Selection Using the LAC (SLD Physics Note #14, 1993).

s See Chapter 3, page 38 for the definition of min.I.
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0 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140ELO(GeVrain-I)

I=l

- Figure 4-3. Calorimeter event selection quantities. Shown is a plot of ELO versus
EHI for a random sampling of 20% of the 1993 data sample. The. solid lines are EIT pass 1
cuts° The hadronic events appear as an oval.shaped distribution in the center of the cut.
Bhabha events appear at the left edge of the points near the center of the plot. At the lower

left are background.

The event selection then requires at least six of these tracks in an event. This is sufficient

to remove nearly all leptonic events (not all are removed by the calorimeter event selec-

tion), including taus which rarely produce six or more tracks, s

6 Tan leptonevents will producesix tracksif both taus decayinto three tracks.Since the tau three pron_ (three
chargedtracks)branchingratiois 8.495,the chanceof this occurringis 0.084_ = 0.795.Furthermore,the majorityof
taus are eliminated with the calorimetryevent selection.
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4.2 Description of the 1993 Data Sample
The 1993 data sample includes several million triggered events saved to tape. EIT pass I
event selection reduces these triggers to 63,553 events. The tracking selection further

reduces the data sample to 37,843 selected hadronic events (see Figure 4-4).

(o) Non-Veto Period
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¢1
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1000800200400600 , * , ,., I ,°, ,0 , , , I , , .I , , , ,
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(b) Veto Period
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Figure 4.4. The number of quality tracks in data and Monte Carlo. Shown are all
events passing the EIT pass I event selection (points) and the Monte Carlo simulation of

hadronic events (histogram), for that part of the run when (a) the CDC trigger operated cor-
rectly and (b) when it did not. The arrow indicates the cut used to select events. Note that

one data point is off scale.

w
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Average Polarization

Because the polarization was relatively stable during 1993, one average polarization
value is used for the entire data sample. This average value (/_ is estimated using a lumi-
nosity weighted average:

(P) = (1, _)N_P j (4-1)

- where N is the number of events, Pi a polarization measurement from the Compton pola-
rimeter near the ith event, and _,= 0.017, a chromaticity correction for luminosity polar-
ization biases due to tails in the beam energy. The result for 1993 is (P) = 63.0 ± 1.1%.7

Simulation and Efficiency

To correctly simulate the tracking event selection, one important detail must be consid-
ered. In the SLD trigger algorithm that decides which data to save to tape, there is a CDC
occupancy veto. This veto will prevent any event with high occupancy to be saved to tape,
to avoid reading out the detector for beam-splash background. During the middle of the
1993 run, however, a hardware problem was accidently interpreted by the trigger algo-
rithm as an overall shift in the CDCoccupancy. The result was that during about 2/5 of the
run, 12% of the hadronic events were saved without tracking information. To correct for
this, the tracking trigger veto has been carefully simulated to reproduce the effects of this
veto (see Figure 4-5).

It is also important to correctly simulate the calorimeter trigger. The EIT pass I event
selection, however, is a complete superset of the calorimeter trigger, so in practice, a calo-
rimeter trigger simulation is not required if the EIT pass I event selection is simulated.

Monte Carlo simulations predict the total event selection and trigger efficiency to be
87.5%. Because of the CDC'slimited acceptance, most of the events are lost to the tracking
selection.

Backgrounds

All types of Z decay events (hadronic, Bhabha, di-muon, tau) can be accurately simulated,
and the event selection performance measured. In anticipation of this, the calorimeter
simulation has been carefully checked to make sure it accurately reproduces the quanti-
ties used in the EIT pass I event selection.

Di-muon, Bhabha, and tau events have been simulated and tested against the event sim-
ulation. The results are shown in Table 4-1. Overall, the contamination from leptonic
events is expected to be less than 0.15%.

The SLC induced background poses a special problem since it cannot be simulated. SLC-
muon and beam-splash events, however, are of little concern since they are unable to pro-
duce quality charged tracks (any charged tracks they manage to produce point toward the
SLC rather than the IP).

Beam-wall background poses a more serious threat because it is capable of producing
" charged tracks that can appear to originate near the IP. Even though beam-wall back-

ground rarely deposits significant energy in the calorimetry, there are enough beam-wall
background triggers to cause concern. It is therefore wise to place some type of limit on
the contamination expected from this background.

7 TheSLDCollaboration,"PreciseMeasurementofthe Lett.RightCrossSectionAsymmetryinZ BosonProduction
by e+e- Collisions,"(SLAC.PUB-6456,1994)submittedtoPhysicalReviewLetters.
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Figure 4.5. CDC trigger occupancy, for simulation and data. The CDC trigger simu-
lation is designed to reproduce all trigger conditions during 1993, including the trigger

veto. Shown are data (points) and associated Monte Carlo with veto (histogram) and with-
out (dashed histogram). (top plot) Under normal operation, the trigger veto is safely sepa-
rated from hadronic events. (bottom plot) During a hardware failure that spanned roughly

2/5 of the 1993 run, the occupancy was pushed up, causing the trigger veto to accidently
eliminate 12% of the events.

Beam-wall background is characterized by several low momentum tracks that originate at
a common point inside some type ofmaterial near the IP.s As shown in Figure 4-6, the

only material near the IP is the beam pipe itself, two masks at _+12.5 cm, and the vertex
detector. All this material is far enough away from the beam pipe that the CDC should be .

able to separate beam-wall events from Z events, which originate at the IP.

s M. D. Hfldreth, et al., "RecentStudies of AcceleratorBackgrounckat the SLC' (presented at the 5th International
Workshopon Next-GenerationLinearColliders,SLAC,October1993).

__
II ii @illl I
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Table 4-1. Leptonie event contamination as predicted by simulation.

Type of event Number of events -T_gger and Total fraction of

i i

expected for each event selection contamination
hadronic event efficiency in hadroni© events t

. II1[ I II II i ii ii iiiili _ I II II11 II IIII I I IIII

Bhabha 0.048 3 x 10-4 -10-5
,ill, , ,,, ,l ll=l l

Di-muon 0.048 < 5 x 10-4 -0
• iii ill ,llll , ......

Tau 0.048 0.032 0.0014

I I I I III II I I IIII _ Ill [ I

Total 0.144 --- 0.0014
.........

tlncludeshadroniceventselectionefficiency

l l Ill II lll II ,l,lll

I

l Be 1 MM WALL--7
- 52 MM OD /

/

--= _,_'

1.4:

- I
16__.= 0,IMM T_ FOIL ;g
cm

Figure 4-6. The material immediately surrounding the IP. Shown at exactly 1/2
scale is a portion of the original detector blueprints.

To use the CDCto find the origin of an event, a vertex fitting routine 9 was modified to fit
all tracks measured in the CDC with a momentum greater than 250 MoV to a common

, point.To removetracksinhadroniceventsthatdonotoriginatefromthesame common
point(forexample,particledecaysand detectorinteractions),eachtrackthatcontributed
more thanthreetimestheaveragedchi-squaredwereremovedand thefitredone.This

• was repeateduntilno tracksneededtobe removedoronlyfourtracksremained.

Thissimplevertexfitalgorithmcansuccessfullylocatea common trackorigininabout
98% ofeventswithfourormore tracks.The errorofthefitterisapproximately0.1cm
transversetothethrustaxisofan event,butconsiderablyworseparalleltothethrust
direction.

9 D.C.Williams,"VertexFindingSoRwareTools"(SLDSoRwareNote89.3,July1989).
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The vertex fit result for a sample of low-energy triggers (containing beam.wall back.

ground and tau and di-muon events) is illustrated in Figure 4-'/. Clearly visible is the IP
(from tau and di.muon events) and beam-wall background centered at the two masks and

along the beam pipe. It is important to note that the beam pipe produces background uni-
Formly distributed in z.
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Figure 4-7. The source of beam-wall background. Shown are low.energy tracking

triggers with some tau and di-muon events mixed in with beam-waU background. (a) A
view in r and z. Clearly visible are the two masks. (b) The last accelerator focusing element
is in the vertical plane, where most of the background appears.

In contrast, shown in Figure 4-8 are all triggers that pass the EIT pass I calorimetry
event selection in the 1993 data sample. Because no IP track selection has yet been
applied, there is no bias for events that originate near or far from the IP. Despite this, all

the points appear consistent with the 11).Fit positions found outside the ]1) are the result
of false or bad fits, and are well reproduced by the Monte Carlo.
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sample with successful fits. (b) The results of fits to Monte Carlo hadronic events.

Shown in Figure 4-8 are only events with successful vertex fits. To put strict limits on the

amount of beam-wall background contamination, it is important to estimate the beam-
wall contamination in the remaining 2% of events that fail the fit. Such an estimate can

• be made using the calorimetry. Figure 4-9 compares the calorimetry energy spectrum of

the events in the 1993 data sample that appear and do not appear in Figure 4-8. No evi-
dence of beam-wall background is seen.

Based on Figures 4-8 and 4-9, there is no evidence of beam-wall contamination in the 1993

data sample. In order to place a more explicit, numerical limit on this background, two
different type of cut boundaries are placed on the r and z vertex positions in beam-wall

background and selected events (see Figure 4-10). For beam-wall background, the number

of triggers outside of the IP are counted and compared to the number of triggers inside two
boxes surrounding the masks. The ratio of these numbers is then multiplied by the num-
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bet of event_ inside these boxes in the selected data sample in order to place an upper
limit on the number of beam-wallbackgroundtriggers. The result is a maximum of 2.9
total beam-wall back_Foundtriggers in the 1993 data sample, putting the contamination
level at less then 10-°.
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FiEure 410. Event vertex cuts used in placing an upper limiL on the beam-u_l
baehAp'ound in eeleeted events.
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IDENTIFICATION

e,

The pitcher cries for water to carry
and a person for work that is real.

--Marge Piercy, To Be of Use

The crucial step in measuring the left-right forward-backward asymmetry with leptons is to find an
efficient and accurate way of identifying the leptons in a hadronic event. This chapter describes how
the SLD's warm iron calorimeter (WIC) is used to identify muons.

5.1 The WIC in More Detail

As described in Chapter 2, the WICconsists of plastic streamer tubes arranged in planes
and sandwiched between the iron plates that form the outer shell of the SLD.The WICis

. divided into three subsystems, each with its own distinctive geometries:

• Barrel

• Endcap

• Forty-five degree chambers

(See Figure 5-1.) Each subsystem is described below.

Iarocci Tubes and WIC Chamber Construction

The active elements of the WICare Iarocci tubes (also known as plastic limited-streamer
tubes). Iarocci tubes consist of eight wires at high voltage suspended in individual cells
containing a gas at atmospheric pressure. As a charged particle travels through the tube,
it ionizes the gas, freeing electrons, which are then attracted to the high-voltage wire. As
the electrons approach the wire and the electric field increases, the electrons gather
enough energy to exceed the ionization energy of the gas, and begin multiplying. The
result is a cascade, or streamer, of electrons near the wire surface. At the SLD, the Iarocci
tubes are operated in limited streamer mode, where the streamer is limited to a small
length of wire, yet has a total charge that is independent of the energy lost by the particle.

. With 0.9 × 0.9 cm gas cells, a gas consisting of 88% CO2, 9.5% isobutane, 2.5% Ar, and a
wire diameter of 100 microns, the operating voltage for the SLD's Iarocci tubes in limited
streamer mode is 4,750 volts.

The PVC jacket is made of two extruded pieces, an inner profile with a comb-shaped cross-
section, whose channels define the eight cells that contain the wires, and an outer sleeve
with a rectangular cross-section to contain the gas (see Figure 5-2). The inside of each
channel in the profile is coated with a slightly conductive graphite paint, to allow the
streamer discharge to be detected by electrodes mounted on the outside of the tube. The
wires are supported at every 40 cm with plastic bridges, and the ends are capped with
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a) Barrel

b) InnerEndcap

_ c) Outer Endcap

!

/

Figure 5.1. Layout of chambers in the WIC. Shown is a subset of the WlCchambers.
The arrows indicate the direction of larocci tubes, a) Chambers in the barrel are oriented

along the sides of the octagon of the barrel, with the tubes parallel to the beam axis. b)
Chambers in the inner endcap stand upright, with the tubes horizontal, b) Like the inner

endcap, the outer endcap chambers stand upright, but with the tubes vertical. Not shown
are the forty.five degree chambers, which are oriented in all combinations of directions and
are positioned near where the barrel and endcap meet.

plastic plugs with connections for gas and high voltage. Because the tubes are made of
extruded parts, they can be built to nearly any length to suit the geometry of the detector.

WICchambers are made out of several Iarocci tubes, laid fiat and side by side. The barrel
chambers are held together by attaching sheets of 1 rail copper-plated glassteel 1 to the
tubes using double-sided tape. The glassteel doubles as a structural element and a place
to etch electrodes for readout. The copper plating on the glassteel is typically cut into pads
on one sideofthechamber,and strips(mountedparalleltoeachwire)on theotherside

(seeFigure5-3).Therearetwotypesofstripelectrodes:thoseparalleltothewire(longitu-
dinal)andusuallyIcm wide,and othersperpendiculartothewire(transverse)and usu-

ally4 cm wide.

The endcapchambersaresimilartothebarrelchambers,exceptthetubesareplaced
insidea secondsleeve,whichallowsthetubestobe changedwithouttakingapartthe
chambers.

I Amaterialsimilarto G-10,madeout ofglassfibersencasedin epoxy.
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Figure 5-2. Construction of an larocei tube. Each tube contains eight wires held in
• individual channels and measures 8.4 cm wide by 1.2 cm thick.
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Figure 5-3. Cross.section of a typical WlC chamber. (a) The bottom of a chamber is
layered with a G-IO board with a ground plane below and strips, running paraUel to the

tube wires, etched above. (1o)In the center are the larocci tubes, laid side by side. (c) On top
of the tubes is a second G.IO board, with pads etched on top. (d) The signals from the pads
are sent on G-IO routing boards (pictured here), or ribbon cable. (e) Covering the top of the
chamber is a third G-IO board with a ground plane.

As a streamer is produced by the passage of a particle, it produces a stream of positive
ions in its wake. These ions are pulled by the electric field in the tube to the inner surface,

where they produce enough charge to be picked up by the electrodes etched on the
glassteel mounted on the outer surface of the tube. Since the streamer is several centime-

ters long and the ion charge is dispersed by the graphite paint inside the tubes, electrodes
some distance from the particle's trajectory may still see some charge.

ii
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Barrel Geometry

The barrel portion of the WICis constructed of sixteen coffins, arranged by pairs into eight
octants (see Figure 5-1). The two coffins in an octant are staggered to limit the dead space
between octants. Each coffin measures 54 cm high, 315-360 cm wide, and 680 cm long,
and consists of seven 5 cm thick plates of steel separated by 3.2 cm gaps. The tubes of the
chambers mounted in the barrel always run lengthwise in their coffins, so that high volt-
age, gas, and instrumentation can be accessed at either end of the barrel (see Figure 5-4).

B

Figure 5-4. Chamber layout for one octant of the WIC. Shown is a close-up of the
topmost octant of the WIC barrel, in a view looking parallel to the beam axis. The long hot-
izontal rectangles (separated by small gaps) are WIC chambers, which consist of several
larocci tubes (small rectangles) and placed inside steel plates that run the length of the
barrel.

Between the plates of steel are placed single layers of WICchambers with longitudinal
strips and pads. Mounted on the inside of the inner coffin is one layer with pads on both
sides of the chamber, in order to measure the shower energy produced by the magnetic coil
(which is roughly equivalent in interaction lengths to two steel layers). Mounted on the
inner and outer sides of the outer coffin are double layers of chambers, the inner chamber
layer built with transverse strips and pads, and the outer one with longitudinal and
transverse strips. The tubes in these double layers are staggered by half a tube cell (0.5
cm), so that together they avoid the geometric inefficiency of the tubes.

All together, the barrel has 14 layers of longitudinal strips, all parallel to the z-axis (to
measure track momentum), and four layers of transverse strips, arranged in two pairs, to
measure the z position of a muon.

Endcap Geometry

Each WICendcap is divided into two parts: an inner and an outer endcap, both roughly
shaped like equilateral octagons. Each endcap is made of seven 5 cm plates with 3.2 cm
gaps, like the barrel. The inner endcap measures 450 cm high and wide, and is built out of
three horizontal pieces. This leaves the sides open for WICchambers, which are placed
with their tubes horizontal (see Figure 5-5). The outer endcap, at 390 cm high and wide, is
smaller then the inner endcap, and is constructed out of two vertical pieces. The chambers

es
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in the outer endcap are made out of vertical tubes, and are arranged in a fashion similar
to that of the inner endcap.

,A

WI C ENDCAP
• PLANE ! AT Z=3881.0 MMS

OESIGN PLOT (PARTIAL OVERVIEW)

e

@ PLOTTEO eY 'WICECI' ¥ER 4.03 U$|NG ' UGSMO0' ON tO-JAN-g4 LNS-MIT SLD WIC

Figure 5.5. Layout of the inner endcap chegmbers. Shown is one quadrant of one end-
cap. The outer endcap is similar, except the chambers are vertical rather than horizontal.

Both the inner and outer endcaps have six layers of chambers, located in the six gaps. In
• addition, the outer endcap holds two double layers, mounted in front and in back. Each

double layer consists of inner chambers with double width longitudinal strips and trans-
verse strips, and outer chambers with pads and transverse layers, staggered as in the bar-

- rel to avoid inefficiencies. In combination, the inner and outer endcaps have 18 layers,
with six horizontal and six vertical longitudinal layers, two vertical double width longitu-
dinal layers, and four horizontal transverse layers.

The Barrel-Endcap Gap and Forty-Five Degree Chambers

As ce,1 be seen in Figure 2-5, there is a gap between the barrel and endcap portions of the
WIC. Since the active area of the chambers begins 10 cm inside the steel, the gap is actu-

i,,
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allymore seriousthanitappears.The resultisa largeholeinthemuon coverageofthe
detector,asshown inFigure5-6.
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Figure 5-6. The effect of the • _rrel.endcap gap on WIC acceptance. Shown are the
results of a simulation of di-mu_,+, +oents in the SLD. (a) A scatter plot of the phi and cosO
of muons that leave at least six hits in the WIC. A significant loss is seen around cosO = O.7.
(b) Plotted are muons that leave less than six hits. Visible is the barrel.endcap gap, small
holes between the barrel octants, and seams in the endcap. (c) The efficiency remains well
above 95% except at the barrel-endcap g_p, where it falls to 25%.

The barrel-endcap gap is a result of a compromise to the strict earthquake standards at
SLAC.2 It was not considered serious until Monte Carlo studies early in the construction of
the SLD indicated a problem. In an attempt to recover coverage in this region, special
muon chambers called forty-five degree chambers were then added haphazardly outside
the detector near the barrel-endcap seam. Simulation and reconstruction software for

2 The early design of the SLD detector had a much larger WIC endcap. However, that design could not hold up to the
0.75 g horizontal forces as required by SLAC earthquake safety standards.

i i i Ill II II •1 • I I
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these chambers is not yet available, and they are not included in this thesis. The loss is
only marginal, however, since they cover a region where the tracking acceptance in the
CDC is already falling off.

5.2 Physical Principles

One distinctive characteristic of muons is their ability to travel intact through more mate-
. rial than other charged particles. This can be thought of as an accident: muons are iep-

tons, which are not effected by nuclear interactions, are heavy enough to be mostly
immune to bremsstrahlung radiation, and are relatively long lived. For muons of modest
energy (1-100 GeV), the largest effect of the passage through matter is the relatively mild
effects ofionization energy loss. The result is that muons of as little energy as 3 GeV have
little trouble passing through the entire SLD (see Figure 5-7).

c.
t-

"I
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g 08 /

/ !' "
" _ Normal Inc,dence8 0.6
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/ / . ...... 30 Degree

• 0.20.4 _L. B..=(,,,,_,' Incidence0 = =

1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5

MuonMomentum(GeV)

Figure 5-7.Fraction of muons penetrating the WICat a function of energy and
angle. Shown are predictions from the SLD simulaimn for muons that originate at the IP.

Muon Identification and Penetration

High-energy particle detectors often identify muons by taking advantage of their pene-
. trating nature. In these detectors, each charged particle is measured before and after a

large amount of shielding material. Any track that appears to pass through intact is
assumed to be a muon.

There are four types of background to such a detector:

1. There is a low but finite probability that a pion or kaon will travel through
even a large amount of shielding without showering, and thus mimic the
behavior of a muon. This type of background is called punch through.

2. If the tail of a hadronic shower exits the shielding, it may confuse the
devices used to measure exiting tracks and be interpreted as a track.

i.i ,i ., ,.,
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3. Pions and kaons may decay along their route into a muon and muon neu-
trino, and if the muon manages to exit the shielding, it may look like the
pion or kaon itself exited intact. Because there is little phase space in a
pion or kaon decay, the muon will travel in roughly the same direction as
the original hadron, although with lower momentum.

4. External sources ofmuons, such as cosmic rays or accelerator background,
can be confused with event muons.

Different strategies can be used to reduce these backgrounds, including adding more
shielding and improving the tracking detectors. Excess shielding, however, causes the
muons to scatter more, and makes the comparison of entering and exiting tracks less pre-
cise. Improved detectors can be bulky and costly, especially in colliding accelerator detec-
tors, which are usually required to surround the entire IP.

Background Levels in Hadronic Events at the SLD

Muon identification is accomplished at the SLD by measuring charged tracks in the CIX:
(and eventually the EDC), and correlating these tracks with hits in the WIC. Between the
WICand CDC are about 3.4 interaction lengths at normal incidence in the LAC,and the
WICitself contains an additional 4.0 interaction lengths at normal incidence.

The probability of a hadron to penetrate x interaction lengths of material is approximately
equal to e-x. Thus, the chance of a pion or kaon crossing the 3.4 interaction lengths of the
LACat normal incidence and reaching the WICis 0.033 _e probability of passing
through the 7.4 combined interaction lengths of the LA_ and WICis only 6.1 x 10-4.

For Z hadronic events, background suppression is important, because muons are much
rarer than pions and kaons. Fortunately, the momentum spectrum of pions and kaons is
sorerthanmuons,sothatthebackgroundsareonlyseriousatmomenta lessthanabout5
GeV.Figure5-8illustratesthemomentum spectrumofmuons and thepotentialback-
groundfrompionsandkaonsaccordingtotheJetsetMonte Carlosand theSLD simula-
tion.

6.3 Muon Tagging Method

The SLD muon identification algorithm associates charged tracks with WIChits in six
steps:

1. Each track measured in the CDC is extrapolated, with measurement and
multiple scattering errors, to the inside of the WIC.

2. All WIChits within four standard deviations of the extrapolated track are
grouped into one or more track patterns.

3. Each track pattern in the WICis fit, and those patterns with a large _ are
discarded.

4. The extrapolated track is compared to each surviving hit pattern, and
those with a favorable match are saved.

5. Once all tracks are checked, the track and hit matches are saved in order
of decreasing match quality, as long as they do not use a large fraction of
hits or a track from a previously saved match. Those tracks that survive
are identified as muon candidates.

3 See Chapter3, page41.
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Figure 5.8. The momentum spectra of muons and background in hadronic
events. Plotted are muons created in hadronic events, and the number of pions and kaons

that decay inside the SLD volume or travel intact through the WIC. Values are predictions

from the Jetset Monte Carlo and the SLD simulation.

6. Each muon candidate is checked to see if it is consistent with a fully pene-

trating charged track.

These stepsaredesignedtodistinguishtwo ormore muons travelingclosetogetherand to
suppressbackgrounds from showers and partiallypenetratingparticles.

Track Extrapolation

The parameters of a track measured and fit in the drift chambers must be extrapolated
outward to the WIC if they are to be compared to WIC hits. Since the magnetic field in the
SLD is well understood, extrapolating a track is a simple, mathematical process. More

challenging, however, is to estimate the accuracy of this extrapolation.

The error in the parameters of a charged track can be represented as a 5x5 error matrix.

" Estimating the extrapolation errors involves calculating how the error matrix of the drift
chamber measurement (fit) expands as the measurement is extended onto the WIC, and
how much additional error is accumulated as the particle scatters in the intervening

material.

Appendix D describes a rigid and statistically sound approach to transporting the error
matrix while extrapolating a track. Although the formalism appears extreme, accurate
error estimation will ensure reliable and unbiased track matching with the WIC.
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Hit Pattern Recognition

The task for WIC hit pattern recognition is to find all groups of WIChits that might be
associated with a muon passing through the WIC with an extrapolated drift chamber
track. This involves two steps: locating hits that might be connected with the track, and
then grouping these hits into all combinations that appear to form the trail of a charged
particle.

The process of finding and grouping hits can be simplified by making the approximation
that the direction and position errors in the extrapolated error matrix are completely cor-
related. In this approximation, the error matrix is equivalent in each dimension to a
straighttrackthatisscatteredfroma pointsource(seeFigure5-9).Thismakes itpossible
todescribeWIC hitsfroma trackusingsimplegeometricrules.Becausemuch ofthe
trackingerrorisfrommultiplescattering,thisapproximationisremarkablyaccuratefor
allbutthehighestmomentum muons.
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Figure 5-9. The errors of an extrapolated track, in the full correlation approxi.
marion. Shown is one of two dimensions. (a) Each track is extrapolated with errors to the
inside of the W1C.At the extrapolated point are (b) position and (c) direction errors. (d) One
sigma track errors in the approximation of fuUy correlated errors are bounded by two lines
drawn parallel to the one sigma direction errors and through the position errors. (e) These
lines intersect an imaginary scattering point, where all tracks appear to originate. (}9The
boundaries of the three sigma track errors intersect the scattering point but at three times
the angle of the one sigma boundaries, r

In order to avoid problems when the track momentum is measured too high 4 and the scat-
tering errors underestimated, and to take into account the finite errors of the WIChits,
the extrapolated position errors are added in quadrature to fixed values of 2 cm in each .0

dimension before applying the fully correlated approximation.

Each WIChit can be represented as a line segment in space. To decide if a hit might be
associated with a track, the point of closest approach of the line of the hit to the extrapo-
lated track direction is calculated. If this point is behind the track extrapolated point, the
hit is rejected. Otherwise, if the point is within the four sigma bounds in each dimension
of the extrapolated errors, the hit is kept (see Figure 5-10a).

4 Sincetheerrorin fittingthe momentumofa trackis linearininversemomentum,thepotentialforoverutimati_g
themomentumof a track(andthusunderestimatingthemultiplescatteringerror)is quitelargeforhighmomen-
tum(> 30GeV)tracks.
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A secondtestismade on theend pointsofthehit.Ifthepointofclosestapproachisfur.
therthanthreesigmabeyondtheend ofa hit,thehitisrejected.Ifthepointisjust
beyondtheend,thehitisflaggedason edge(seeFigure5-10b).
_ , , ,, ,, ,,,,, -- _ , , ,,,,,, ...............

- _ Rejected
Regionof

On EdgeHit Acceptance : 4 - - ....
I
I Accepted
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Sigma \ !'\/_Extrapolated,, )_!Boundary \ I _ Point ,_ 3 Sigma

', I /_ I_ Boundary, :, Extrapolated
'_'_ Extrapolated Track

ScatteringPoint Track (Pointingout)

(a) (b)

" Filure 8-10. Criteria for aeceptinl WIC hits. (a)At the point of closest approach, each
hit must be within four sigma in both dimensions (in the full correlation approximation)
and behind the extrapolated point of the track. (b) The endpoint of the hit must be within
three sigma at the point of closest approach. Hits just beyond the endpoint are accepted, but
marked as on edge.

After all the hits are identified, they are grouped by parallel direction. Each set of parallel
hits is then sorted by how far their point of closest approach is from the track extrapolated
point. The hits are then searched for any combination of hits that fulfill the following two
requirements:

• Each chamber layer is allowed only one hit.

• Successivehitsmust be alignedtothescatteringpointsineachdimension
withinthreetimestheerrorgivenby

_<r_+<r_+ A s +(Bs/ p)S (5-1)

where Giis the intrinsic error of each hit, s the distance between the hits
along the scattering direction, p the momentum (in GeV), and A and B
constant parameters.

Each hit combination is called a subpattern (see Figure 5-11).

The parameter A, set to 1.0, is a constant error to account for local gross alignment errors,
and B, set to 0.5, is a distance and momentum dependent term which accounts for multi-
ple scattering errors and track bending in the magnetic field. The intrinsic error of each
hit is given by:

+c' <5.2)
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Scattering_l----
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ConstantError
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I

FiEure 5-I1. The subpatterns for a set of hits. Shown at top are eighteen hits that
together form five subpatterns. Each set of successive hits in a subpattern must align with
each other and the error matrix scattering point within a combination of constant and dis.
tance proportional errors.

where w is the width of the hit, and C the alignment error. The alignment error for each
type of hit is listed in Table 5-1.

Table 5.1. Alignment errors for each type of WlC hit.

Alignment
Subsystem Hit Type Error (cm)

I

-Barrel Longitudinal 0.35
,_

Transverse 1.0

Endcap Longitudinal 1.0
,,,

Transverse 2.0
,,,

Once the subpatterns for each group of hits are found, they are combined into patterns.
Each pattern consists of one subpattern from each hit set, as long as the total number of
hits from all subpatterns is greater than five. Each pattern must include a subpattern
from each hit set, unless all the hits in the set are on edge, or all the hits are outside two
sigma boundaries. If the result is more than a total of twenty unique patterns (a rare
occurrence), the track is marked as confused, and no further processing is attempted. Oth-
erwise, each pattern is given to the WlC fitter.

WIC Fitting

The WICfitter 5 is a general purpose, full-featured track fitter specifically designed for the
high multiple scattering environment of the WIC. The fitter calculates a Z_ by extrapolat-
ing a trajectory based on fit parameters through the WICand comparing the extrapolation

5 L RosensonandR.Verdier,Muon7}'ackFittingPackageApplicationNotesfor theSLD WarmIronCalorimeter
(Internalnote,LaboratoryforNuclearScience,MIT,1991).TheWICfitterwasoriginallywrittenforanolder,obso-
letemuonidentificationalgorithmandhasbeenadaptedbyD.C.Williamsforthealgorithmdescribedhere.

i H
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to the WIC hits. The extrapolation accounts for the magnetic field, energy loss, and the
correlations in the extrapolated error matrix due to multiple scattering. Fit parameters
are found by an iterative search for the Z2 minimum.

The fitter has several features that make it useful for this application:

1. Any of the track parameters can be frozen during the fit. In particular,
this application uses the track momentum measured by the drift cham.
bers rather than allowing the fitter to find the momentum.

.q

2. The fitter automatically recognizes when there is not enough data to fit
one or more of the track parameters, which is common in the WIC.

3. The fitter can operate in any reference system, s making track matching
(described in the next section) simple.

A pattern that is built out of only one subpattern can only supply track information in one
dimension, and the fit has only two degrees of freedom. In the barrel, this typically leaves
the z track parameters undetermined. If a pattern is built out of two subpatterns where
one subpattern has only one hit (or two very close by), only one parameter in the second
dimension can be determined, and the fit has three degrees of freedom. Otherwise, the fit
determines the position and direction in two dimensions.

Any pattern that has a ;r2 per degree of freedom of greater than five is discarded. Because
of the high granuality of the WIC, this usually eliminates false patterns from noise or had-
tonic showers. It is still necessary, however, to determine if the hits are from the same
track as the one measured and extrapolated from the drift chambers.

Track Matching

, The output of the WICfitter is position and direction offsets of the best fit of a track
through the WIChit pattern and the corresponding error matrix. To make track matching
simple, the fitter coordinate system is defined such that the position and direction fit val-
ues are relative to the point and direction of the drift chamber track extrapolation. Thus,
zero fit values correspond to a fit that lines up with the extrapolated track.

To form a track-matching Z2, it is first necessary to transform the extrapolated track error
matrix from the drift chamber coordinate system into the fitter coordinate system and add
it to the fit error matrix. The Z2 (per degree of freedom) is then simply:

Z= =I_p,W.¢p_ (5-3)

where W is the weight matrix, equal to the inverse of the sum of the extrapolation and fit
error matrices, p the fit parameters, and n the number of degrees offreedom. Because the
fitter is instructed to fit offsets and directions in two dimensions, n is usually equal to
four. But if the fitter cannot resolve one or more of the fit parameters due to a lack of infor-
mation, that part of the Z2 sum is left out, and n < 4.

It should be stressed how important it is to include the full error matrices in the calcula-
. tion ofz 2. In particular, as illustrated in Figure 5-12, the large correlation in the extrapo.

lated error matrix will dominate the _e_ at low momentum.

Any pattern with a matching Z,2greater than six is discarded. The result is usually a posi-
tive muon identification. However, if two tracks match the same set of WIChits, it is still
necessary to decide which track is the better match.

6 Totakefulladvantageoffeature(2),however,requiresacarefulchoiceofoneparameterofthereferencesystem.
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Figure 5.12. The importance of eorrelation terms in the error matrix for track
matehino. Although both sets of hits illustrated here have the samemagnitude position
and direction offsets when compared to the extrapolated track, one set is clearly a better
match. The two sets of hits can be distinguished mathematically by taking into account the
correlation between the position and direction in the error matrix of the extrapolated track.

Candidate Arbitration

The track matching _r2 is a powerful discriminator between true and false muon tracks.
However, sometimes the same set of WIChits has an acceptable match to more than one
track or one track has an acceptable match to two distinct sets of WIChits. Some type of
global track arbitration is therefore required to resolve these matching ambiguities.

One difficulty in comparing the _tatching Z2 between two track-WIC matches is that one
match may involve more WIChits than another. Although a match with more hits is more
likely a muon, nothing in the matching X2 indicates this. Furthermore, some matching Z2
will have less than four degrees of freedom.

To help resolve these problems, the following matching quality factor, Q, is defined:

Q = Z=- An (5-4)

where n is the number of WIChits, and A is a constant factor set to 0.1 called the hit
bonus. The following criteria are then used to decide if one match is better than another:

1. If two matches have different numbers of degrees of freedom, the match
with the larger degree of freedom is considered better.

2. For two matches of the same number of degrees of freedom, the match
with the smaller Q is considered better.

Muon candidate arbitration begins by sorting all surviving track-WICmatches by decreas-
ing quality using the two rules _isted above. The best match is then identified as a muon
candidate. The rest of the matches are then processed in order of quality, and any match
that uses more than 60% of the hits or is associated with the same track as a better match
is discarded. Any matches remaining are categorized as muon candidates.

Penetration Analysis

Because a charged particle must penetrate the 3.4 interaction lengths of the LACto pone-
trate the WIC, the muon candidates found at this point in the algorithm are fairly pure.
Greater purity can be achieved, however, if each muon candidate is tested to see if it fully
penetrates the WIC.This test involves checking whether a muon candidate has hits on the
outermost chambers.

The WIC fit of each candidate is extrapolated through all layer_ in the WIC,and any cham-
ber intersected is checked for a hit. Careful consideration is given to gaps between chain-

_ m
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bersand thedeadareaattheendofeachlaroccitube.Ifa muon candidatehasatleast

twohitsinthelastfouractivestriplayersitintersects,thecandidateismarked asfully
penetrating.

5.4 WIC Performance and Simulation
!

Since the WICis a digital device, it is relatively easy to calibrate and simulate. Calibration
involves using di-muon and cosmic ray events to align the chambers in the barrel, and
using the result to estimate the misalignment in the endcap, where, because of endcap
drift chamber problems, data are unavailable.

Accurate simulation must account for chamber inefficiency, cluster sizes, and alignment
errors. Background simulation relies on the simulation of charged particles in hadronic
showers by the GHEISHA7 Monte Carlo package.

Efficiency

Details of the performance and testing of the Iarocci tubes can be found elsewhere, s Gen-
erally, any charged particle that travels through any portion of the gas in a tube causes a
signal. At direct incidence on a tube, this gives roughly 90% efficiency, which increases to
nearly 100% as the incident angle is increased.

After accounting for both tube inefficiency and chamber gaps, total layer efficiency varies
from 80-85%. During the 1993 run, several WIClayers had high-voltage problems, some

" serious, others intermittent, which also effected the efficiency. The Monte Carlo has been
programmed to simulate all these effects in the barrel, as seen in Figure 5-13. Because of
the lack of data, the simulation of the endcap assumes an overall 5% efficiency loss due to
highvoltage.

Alignment

Although each WICchamber is constructed to rigid standards, there is considerable error
in their placement in the detector. For this reason, hits in one chamber are well aligned to
each other, but not to the detector as a whole. To get the best performance out of the WIC,
it is important, when possible, to align each chamber to the main tracking systems of the
SLD.

Alignment of the barrel chambers is accomplished by extrapolating tracks measured in
the CDCin di-muon and high-momentum cosmic ray events s outward through the WlC
and searching for WIChits near their path. Anyaverage difference between the track and
the design positions of WIChits on a chamber is used to correct that chamber's position (in
software).

Because each chamber is pressure mounted inside two steel plates, most of the alignment
. errorisbelievedtobe causedby chambersslidingsidewaysintheirslots.To aligncham-

berswithlongitudinalhits,thedifferenceint._ckand designpositionsarefittoa lineas
a functionofzinordertotakeintoaccountbothoffsetand tiltalignmenterrors.Inorder

7 H. C. Fesefeldt, Simulation of Hadronic Showers, Physics, and Applications, Technical Report PITHA 88-02, HI
Physikalisches Institut, Aachen, Germany (1985).

s A. C. Renvenuti, et al., "The Limited Streamer Tubes ofthe SLD,"Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics
Research A290 (1990): 353-369.

9 Cosmic ray data are taken during dedicated cosmic ray runs between accelerator runs.
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Figure 5.13. The efficiency of all barrel layers in the 1993 data sample. Shown is
data from di.muon events (points = longitudinal layers, triangles = transverse) and simu-

lation (solid histogram = longitudinal, dashed = transverse). Each octant is represented by
one plot, and each layer by an entry in a plot.

to keep rogue hits from skewing the fit, a robust fit algorithm is used. lOAn example of
such a fit is show in Figure 5-14.

Sincethe transverselayersare relativelywide and WIC chambers are longerthan wide,

onlytheoffsetsofthetransverselayersaremeasured.Figure5-15shows beth thelongitu-

dinaland transversealignmentvaluesforallbarrelchambers.Note thatthe averagelon-

gitudinaloffsetofallchambers averagestozerobecauseofthe way the CDC isaligned.11

Because ofthe limitedquantityofdi-muon and high-momentum cosmicrays,the align-

ment isnotperfect.To takeintoaccountalignmenterrors,the longitudinaland trans-

versechamber positionsintheSLD simulationare smeared from theirdesignvaluesby

1oW.H.Press, et al., Numerical Recipes, CambridgeUniversity Press, Cambridge,1989:539-546.
11See AppendixC.
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Figure 5.14• An example of a longitudinal hit alignment fit. This particular cham-
ber has a noticeable offset and tilt which are successfully measured by a robust linear fit.

gaussian errors. To estimate these errors, the Monte Carlo is tuned to match the WICfit
and muon matching Z2 in di-muon events. The result is shown in Figure 5-16.

The simulation is not capable of reproducing the short tail and width of the WIC fit Z2 dis-
tribution, probably due to varying accuracies in the alignment of the individual WIC
chambers. Although aesthetically displeasing, this is not considered a serious problem
since the muon identification algorithm cut of 5 on this distribution lies safely beyond this
tail.

Figure 5-16 also shows the longitudinal and transverse cluster sizes which must be simu-
lated correctly for an accurate prediction of WICresolution.

Backgrounds in Hadronic Events

The SLD simulation uses the GEANT12detector simulation package that simulates the
passage of particles through material, their subsequent decay, and, with the GHEISHA
package, the formation of showers. Applications that use GEANTonly need to specify how
particles interact with active detector elements.

For the WIC's Iarocci tubes, each charged particle of any energy that hits the chamber is
given a chance to produce a signal. It is assumed that all neutral particles, including gam-
mas, are invisible to the WIC.

Normally, GEANTuses the EGS13package to simulate electro-magnetic showers. The
amount of computer time needed at Z energies to perform an EGS shower simulation is
prohibitive, so the 8LD simulation uses a parameterized shower simulation in its place. 14
Because the parameterization does not simulate individual particles, it is not simple to
simulate the response of the WIC. Instead, the WICsimulation simply ignores electro-
magnetic showers.

12R. Brun,etal.,GEANT3,CERN.DD/EE/84.1(1987).
13/L])elGuerra,W.R. Nelson,"High.EnergyPhysicsApplicationsofEGS,"appearingin the]proceedingsofMonte

CarloTransportofElectronsand Photons,PlenumPress,NewYork(1988).
14Becauseoftheiruniformnature,electro-magneticshowersaregoodcandidatesfora parameterizedsimulation.

i
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Figure 5.15. Barrel alignment values. Shown are, from top to bottom, the longitudi.
hal offsets, the longitudinal tilts, and transverse offsets.

Although hardly accurate, ignoring electro-magnetic showers in the WIC is not considered
a serious compromise, since only high-energy gammas and electrons which are rare out-

side the LAC are capable of penetrating the heavy steel of the WIC. Furthermore, electro-
magnetic showers deposit a concentrated blob of energy in the WIC which cannot be con-
fused with a track and is thus only a minor background to muon identification.

To demonstrate the accuracy of background simulation, hadronic events can be investi-
gated. Shown in Figure 5-17 is the muon matching Z2 for muon candidates in hadronic

events under various cuts. Note that the entire Z2 distribution is well simulated, including
the signal peaked at low Z2, and the background, which occupies most of the tail.

Z= Momentum Dependence in Hadronic Event_

At low momentum, the muon matching Z2 is dominated by multiple scattering, whereas at

high momentum, it is dominated by tracking resolution. The Z2 distributions at these two
extremes will only match if these two effects are correctly accounted for. As seen in

i
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Figure 5.16. A comparison of data and simulation in di.muon events. Shown are,

from left to right and top to bottom, the WIC fit X2, the match Z 2, the number of degrees of

freedom in the match _, the phi (x /y) difference between the extrapolated track and the

WIC /it, the longitudinal and transverse cluster sizes. Histograms are Monte Carlo, and

points are data. All plots show excellent agreement between data and Monte Carlo, except

the

. Figure 5-18, the Z2 distribution for the signal in hadronic events as predicted by simula-
tion is independent of momentum, confirming the validity of the muon matching algo-
rithm.
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Figure 5.17. The muon matching 2"_for hadronic events after various cuts.

Shown is data (points) and the simulation of all muons (histogram) and background
(hashed). (a) All muons candidates. (b) A 1.0 GeV cut in transverse momentum isolates

muons from the decay of heavy hadrons, and thus produces a relatively smaller fraction of
background. (c) Penetration requirements remove much of the background. (d) Muon can-

didates that fail the penetration requirements are dominated by background.
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Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not one bit
simpler.

--Albert Einstein

Though this be madness, yet there is method in 't.

--William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 2

There are many different ways of using muons to measure the left-right forward backward asymme-
try of b quarks. The method (the first of two used in this thesis) described in this chapter is a simple
one of cutting and counting muons. Although this approach is not optimal, its directness and simplic-
ity gives confidence that the simulation and theory are accurate, and the result robust.

" 6.1 Identifying the Signal and Its Analyzing Power

As described in Chapter 3, muons from the decay ofB hadrons can be used to identify the
. b or anti-b quark and its direction. The drawback is that muons from other sources in

hadronic events are more abundant and can wash out the signal. A simple solution to this
problem is to use a set of cuts to purify the muon sample, measure the asymmetry of the
purified sample of muons, and use Monte Carlo predictions of the contamination to correct
the result.

Separating Signal from Background

Because of the heavy mass of the b quark, B hadrons are the heaviest particles created by
a Z decay (at roughly 5 GeV). As a result of their mass, muons created during B hadron
decay tend to have high momentum in the B rest frame, which translates in the labora-
tory frame into high transverse momentum. This kinematic variable can be used to distin-
guish these muons from other muon sources.

Another consequence of the heavy mass of the b quark is that it tends to retain most of the
energy from a Z decay. 1The result is a relatively high B hadron momentum. When the B
hadron decays, this high momentum is transferred in part to the muon. This high total

• momentum of the muon is a second kinematic variable which can be used to distinguish
prompt B decay muons from other muon sources.

. Figure 6-1 shows the total and transverse momentum of muons from B hadron decay as
predicted by the simulation. Shown also are the momentum for the three categories of
sources of background muons:

I This is a theoretical expectation confirmed by experimental data. See T. Sj{Sstrand, "l'he Lund Monte Carlo for Jet
Fragmentation and e + e- Physics m Jetset 6.2," Computer Physics Communications 39 (1986): 347-407.
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Although not as heavy as the b quark, c quarks are still heavy enough that they retain a
large fraction of the Z decay energy. This results in D hadrons with modest momentum,
which produce prompt D decay muons of modest momentum. The D hadron, however, is
considerably lighter than the B hadron, so these muons have a small transverse momen-
tum (see Figure 6-1b).

m

D hadrons produced by the decay of a B hadron may also produce muons. But by the time
these muons are produced, much of the original B hadron energy has been exhausted, and
the result is muons of relatively low momentum, and only modest transverse momentum
(see Figure 6-1c).

Charged tracks in hadronic events, which consist primarily of x and K mesons, tend to
have both low total and transverse momenta. As a result, muons from x and K decay will
also have low values. Muon mis-identification is the result of the accidental association of
WIChits with a mostly randomly chosen charged track, and, as a result, has the same low
momentum of • and K decay muons (see Figure 6-1d).

All these background sources combine with the muon signal to produce total and trans-
verse momentum distributions with long tails populated predominately with signal
muons (see Figure 6-2).

The general shape of the distributions shown in Figure 6-1 suggests that an elliptical cut
in total and transverse momentum would be effective in eliminating most of the back-
ground while retaining much of the signal. The cut chosen for this analysis intersects the
total momentum axis at 16 GeV and the transverse momentum axis at 1.2 GeV (see

. Figure 6-3). According to the simulation, this results in an efficiency of 57% with a purity
of 72%.

Monte Carlo studies have shown that this is a roughly optimal cut in total and transverse
momentum, but no attempt is made to truly optimize the cut values. A better tactic is to
eliminate the cut entirely, which is one of the features of the method introduced in the
next chepter.

Estimating the As_etry of Light Hadron Muonl

No cut is capable of removing all background from the muon sample (at least not without
removing nearly all the signal). Fortunately, contamination is not a serious problem if it is
not too large snd if the effects of the contamination can be predicted. For this analysis, the
most important such effect is the contaminations's let_-right forward-backward asymme-
try.

The source of muons with the most complicated_asymmetry is light hadrons. This is
because the source of light hadron muons is quite varied and difficult to predict. In partic-
ular, the asymmetry can be expected to vary in value depending on the total and trans-
verse momenta of the muon. The situation is complicated enough that the Monte Carlo
cannot be depended on to predict it.

The solution to this problem is to use the data to measure the asymmetry of light hadron
muons. This is particularly easy since the behavior of light hadron muons is well repre-

• sented by all non-lepton charged tracks. Thus, to determine the momentum and trans-
verse momentum dependent asymmetry of light hadron muons, it is only necessary to
measure the asymmetry of all non-lepton charged tracks. Since there are more than 100
charged tracks for each light hadron muon, there is more than enough statistics to make a
good determination.

There is one complication: the CDC which measures the trajectory of charged tracks occa-
sionally makes mistakes. The usual consequence of these mistakes is that the mis-

i
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Figure 62. The total and transverse momentum of muons in data and simula.
tion. Shown as points are data, and as a histogram, the simulation. The simulation is

divided into the contributions from the various sources. The high momentum tails are pop.
ulaied predominately by B decay muons.

measured track is assigned a nonsensical z trajectory (see _'igure 6-4). This results in a
large but fictitious value of transverse momentum for these badly measured tracks which
will bias any asymmetry fit.

The solution is to throw away any track that, when extrapolated to the closest approach to

the beam axis (that is, the line ofx = y = 0), has a z coordinate (z/p) greater than 0.5 cm. To
be consistent, all muons with anomalous z trajectories are also discarded in the same
fashion (see Figure 6-5).

Figure 6-6 shows the transverse momentum plotted against the log of the total momen-
tum of all charged tracks in the data with acceptable z trajectories and not identified as a

muon or electron. 2 Drawn on the plot is a grid dividing the charged tracks into roughly
equal populations of varying transverse and total momenta. The charged tracks in each
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Figure 6.3. The elliptical cut used in this chapter. Shown is the cut drawn as a line

on top of(a) signal muons and (b) background.

grid square are fitted to the asymmetry function of Equation 1-14, using the method
described in Section 6.2. The results of these fits are shown in Figure 6-7.

, When plotted as a function of the log of the momentum, each transverse momentum slice
is well predicted by a straight line (see Figure 6-8). Taking advantage of this characteris-
tic, the charged track asymmetry is fit to the general polynomial:

(A + BP_,XInlI_-C ) (6-1)

The result of the fit, plotted in Figure 6-8, is A = -0.027 + 0.008, B = -0.011 + 0.009, and
C = 0.99 +-0.14, 3 with a Z2 of 34.6 for 37 degrees of freedom. Since this polynomial is a rea-

sonable representation of the asymmetry of all charged tracks, it should be more than

adequate for the sample of light hadron muons which are 100 times less numerous.

To estimate the average asymmetry contributed by the sum of all light hadron muons, the

asymmetry of each light hadron rouen in the Monte Carlo that passes the elliptical cut is
calculated from Equation 6-1 and accumulated in a histogram. The mean value of the his-

togram (0.054) is used as the estimation of the average asymmetry (see Figure 6-9).

. Correcting the Asymmetry for Contamination

Most muons that pass the elliptical cut come from direct B hadron decay and exhibit the

corresponding left-right forward-backward asymmetry = P(1-2Z)Ab, where P is the elec-

2 The electronidentificationalgorithmchecksthe amountof electromagneticand hedronic energydepositednear
the pointeach chargedtrack enters the calorimetry.If the energyprofile is consistent with an electro.magnetic
showerofthe appropriateenergy,the track is identifiedas an electron.MonteCarlo studies indicate that, forthe
range of momentumused here, thealgorithm is 66%efficientand has a 45%background,primarily frompre-
showeringpions.
Correlationcoefficientsbetween these fitted values are:A/B= -0.78, A/C= -0.58, andB/C=0.19.
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Figure 6.4. An example of a CDC reconstruction error. Shown is a view of an event
as seen from the positive x axis. The large rectangle is the outer edge of the CDC. Correctly
measured tracks have trojectories that originate from the IP. One track in this particular
event (arrow) was incorrectly reconstructed, and has a non-physical z trojectory. Such
tracks are characterized by a non.zero z coordinate when extrapolated to the point of closest
approach to the beam axis.

tron polarization = 62.6% and X is the B hadron mixing. The remaining 28% background
tend to contribute their own asymmetry in the following manner:

* Muons from prompt D decay have the asymmetry PAc associated with
c-flavored events. Because c quarks decay into leptons of opposite charge
the effective asymmetry is -PAt. In the standard model, Ac = 0.67 which
gives these muons an asymmetry of-0.67P. 4

• Muons fromcascadeD decaywillhavethesame magnitudeasymmetryas i
signalmuons becausetheyalsooriginatefromB hadrondecay.The signof
theasymmetrydependsonhow theD hadronwas created.Most oftheD

hadronsformduringB decaywhen theb quarkdecaysintoa W bosonand
a c quarkofoppositecharge(asshown inFigure3-3).IfthisD hadron
decays semileptonically, it will produce leptons of opposite charge which "
will have an effective asymmetry of-P(1-2z)A b. In contrast, D hadrons
can also be produced by the W boson which will produce muons of equal
charge that have an asymmetry of P(1-2z)A b. The SLD Heavy Decay
model predicts that 7% to 8%of cascade D hadrons are produced this way.

4 Althoughthe _tandardmodelvalueofAc is usedin thisanalysis,the possibilityofa non.standardmodelvalueis
includedinthe systematicerror.See page109.
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Figure 6-5. The z coordinate of the point of closest approach of charged tracks.
Shown in log scale are all charged tracks (white histogram) and tracks identif_d as muons

• (hashed histogram) from Monte Carlo. Plotted on top are the corresponding data. Traclcs
with values outside of O.5 cm are discarded (dashed line). Note that the peak is slightly off.
center because the beams do not collide at precisely z = O.

• x and K decay and mis.identification muons have the asymmetry associ-
ated with all charged tracks in hadronic events. As estimated in the previ-
ous section, this asymmetry is 0.054.

Table 6-1 lists all muons sources, the sample fraction as predicted by Monte Carlo, and
the total asymmetry expected when all muons are added together. The result is:

A b x (0.329 ± 0.007) + (--0.028 ± 0.002) (6-2)

where the error is from Monte Carlo statistics and the standard model value ofA¢ = 0.67
is assumed.

6.2 Fit Method and Results

After a sample of muons and a prediction of their purity and asymmetry is obtained, the
next task is to fit the muons to an overall asymmetry. This is accomplished by separating

" the muons into bins of Icos _ and calculating the average asymmetry of each of these
bins. The results are then fitted to the QCD¢orrected asymmetry function shown in
Figure 1-5.

To calculate the bin asymmetries, each muon is placed into one of two histograms called
plus and minus and binned in Icos _, where 0 is the angle ofthe closest jet. The histogram
chosen for a particular muon depends on the combined sign of three quantities:
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Figure 6-6. The total and transverse momenta of charged tracks. Only a small
subset of the data is shown. The grid lines indicate how the tracks where divided up before
fitted for asymmetry.

1. The charge of the muon. This determines whether the muon marks a b or
anti-b quark, which have opposite asymmetries.

2. The sign of the electron bunch polarization for the event that created the

muon. Thisdefinestheleft-rightportionofthe asymmetry.

3. The signofcosO,which definestheforward-backwardpartofthe asymme-

try.

If the multiplicative sign of these three quantities is positive, the muon is placed into the

plus histogram. Otherwise, it is placed in the negative histogram. The two histograms are
shown in Figure 6-10.
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Figure &7. Charged track asymmetry flts. Each fit corresponds to a grid square in
Figure 6-6.

Each bin in the plus histogram (N+)and its correspondingbin in the minus histogram
(N-) are combinedto form a bin asymmetryA:

+ N,- (6-3)

- which has the statistical error:

= I 4_vtN_
_ _I(N;.+Nr)' {e4_ii

The result is shown in Figure 6-11,where each point represents one bin in the two histo-
grams. The function fit to the asymmetry points is the asymmetry functionof _h
Equation 1-14 with the addition offirst order QCDand b quarkmass correctionsto AFB in

_ nil
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FiEurs 6.8. Charged track asymmetry as a function of momentum [,i_reach trans.
verse momentum bin. Fitted values of the asymmetry (points) and the global polynomial
/it (lines) are shown.

proportion to the contribution ofA b to the asymmetry as predicted by Equation 6-2. Only
the magnitude of the asymmetry is allowed to vary in the fit. The result is:

Apt = 0.282 ± 0.074 (6-5)

with a 22 of 5.60 for 6 degrees of freedom. After applying Equation 6-2, the result is:

Ab = 0.94 ± 0.23 (6-6)

where the error is purely statistical.
,0

6.3 Systematic Errors

No analysis is perfect, and small errors in the simulation of B decays, detector response,
and hadronic Z decays contribute systematic errors to this analysis. Another source of
error is measurement errors associated with quantities used to derive this result.

u
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Fibre 6.9. A histogram of the asymmetry of liEht hadron m_onm. Plotted ore
. Monte Carlo results using a polynomial fit of the asymmetry of all charged tracks not ±den.

tiffed as leptons.

Tab/e 6-1, The sources of muons after cuts and their asymmetry. The errors are
" Prom Monte Carlo statistics.

.........

Muon Source Sample Fraction Asymmetry Contribution
I I HII IIII II I I

Prompt B b -_ _ 0.727 ± 0.014 P(1-2Z)A b Ab(0.3,50 + 0.007)
,,,, ,,,,

Cascade D b --+c _ # 0.050 2 0.004 -P(1-2z)A b Ab(-O.024 ± 0.002)
,,,,, , .... _ ,

Cascade D b -+ c --) ] 0.005 ± 0.001 P(1-2Z)A b Ab(0.003 ± 0.001)
,,, , ,,,

Prompt D c _ # 0.084 ± 0.005 -PAc= -0.67P -0.035 ± 0.002

Light hadron 0.132 ± 0.007 _traclr) = 0.054 0.007 ± 0.000(3)

Jet Axis Simulation

This analysis relies on calorimeter jets to estimate the B hadron direction and measure
the transverse momentum of muons. The simulation of calorimeter showers is difficult

+ enough that it is important to check the accuracy of the SLIYs simulation of these jets. To
do so, the high statistics of all charged tracks in all hadronic events are used.

. Shown in Figure 6-12 is the transverse momentum of charged tracks relative to the calo-
rimeter jets used in this analysis for both Monte Carlo and data. Shown are all charged

trackslZll_< 0.5 and momentum greater than2 GeV. As can be seen in this figure, the
data has-'significantly smaller transverse momentum on average than the simulation,
indicating that the simulation has worse jet angle resolution than the data+ 5

5 There are twolikely sources ofthis error,the calorimetershower simulationor the fragmentationtransverse
momentum width parametersused in Jetset.

__ + i
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Fibre 6.10. The plus and minus histograms used to calculate the bin asymme-
tries for the asymmetry fit. Each muon was placed into one of these two histograms,
depending on the overall sign of its contribution to the asymmetry.
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Filure 6.11. The asymmetry fit. Each point is a bin asymmetry, and the fit function is

the QCD and b mass corrected asymmetry function.

A better agreement can be achieved by smearing the jet angle in the data by a gaussian of
width 15 milliradians in both directions. Rather than repeat the entire analysis, this can
be accomplished by adjusting th_ transverse momentum by the following formula:

p_ = p_(pT/p+ rlAq_)_ + (&&9) _ (6-7)

where r z and r 2 are two independent random gaussian numbers, p the total momentum,
and A9 = 0.015. The result is shown in Figure 6-12. Agreement is now good, except in the
tail, which will be discussed in the next section.

i
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lffgure 6-12. Transverse momentum of all eharEed track#. Shown is Monte Carlo
(histogram) and data (round points). The disagreement between data and Monte Carlo at

" low PT can be corrected by smearing theflt direction in the data by 15 milliradian (trian-
gtes).

• It would be incorrect to estimate the systematic error caused by this simulation inaccu-
racy by smearing the data and recalculating Ab. The reason is that by smearing the data,
muons will cross back and forth through the total and transverse momenta cut. This will
cause variations in the sample of muons, which will produce an additional statistical
error.

Instead, the systematic error due to this jet simulation error is estimated by applying the
smearing function of Equation 6-7 to the simulation and recalculating Table 6-1. The
result is a change to the answer to Ab by a systematic error of 0.034. Smearing the simula-
tion doubles the discrepency between data and Monte Carlo, but it is safe to assume that
the aberration is small enough that the size of the systematic error will be equal ifthe
smear is added or removed.

Tracking Efficiency

As described in Chapter 3, page 40, the simulation of the CDCfails to reproduce the cor-
rect tracking efficiency, and a simple process of discarding 4% of the tracks is used as a

" correction. The analysis in this chapter is not at all effected by overall changes in the
tracking efficiency, but it is effected if the tracking efficiency is biased toward specific val-
ues of total or transverse momentum.

" Any such bias can be investigated by comparing the momentum spectrum between data
and Monte Carlo, using all charged tracks with IZlp[ < 0.5 cm. Shown in Figure 6-13 is a
comparison of the charged track multiplicity of data and Monte Carlo as a function of the
log of the momentum. At low momentum there is a significant excess of tracks in the
Monte Carlo, balanced by a significant loss of tracks at higher momentum. When the ratio
of data and Monte Carlo is plotted, it shows a simple linear dependence, 6 varying from 0.9
to 1.2.
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Fibre 6-13. A comparison of the momentum spectrum of eharged tracks in data
and Monte Carlo. A linear dependence to the log of the momentum of the ratio of the data
and Monte Carlo is observed.

To take into account this momentum disagreement between data and Monte Carlo, the

Monte Carlo muons are weighted by this linear ratio function and the values in Table 6-1
recalculated. The result is a small change in the value OfAb of 0.001.

This exercise is repeated for the transverse momentum of all charged tracks, after the 4

data has been smeared using the method described in the previous section. The ratio of

data and Monte Carlo, shown in Figure 6-14, is more complicated than the total momen-

tum, and is fitted to a polynomial. A discrepancy as large as 1.5 is seen at PT = 2.5 GeV.
When Monte Carlo muons are weighted by the fitted function (only applying the function

up to PT = 4 GeV), the result is a change in the value ofA b of--0.029.

6 Nophysical interpretationis suggested forthis linear dependence.It is notcertain whetherthe discrepancyis the
fault ofthe detector simulation or of Jetset.
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Figure 6.14. The ratio of the transverse momentum spectrum of eharged tracks
in data and Monte Carlo. Factors as large as 1.5 are seen. The fitted function is a 6th
order polynomial, and is used to weight Monte Carlo muons to estimate the systematic
error of this discrepancy.

Background Level

As demonstrated in Figures 5-17 and 5-18, the SLD simulation is capable of reproducing
. the level of rouen identification background with remarkable accuracy. Even so, there is

still room for a ± 10% shif_ in the overall background level in hadronic events. If mis-
identification muons are weighted by 1.00 ± 0.10 and Table 6-1 recalculated, the outcome
is a change of±0.009 in the result.

Table 6-1 and Equation 6-2 assume that the fraction of background does not vary with
cos0. The Monte Carlo can be used to test this assumption. Plotted in Figure 6-15 is the
relative fraction of light hadron muons as a function of cosS. For muons beyond the ellipti-
cal cut, a small linear dependence can be seen. To estimate the effect of this dependence,
light hadron muons are reweighted by the fit shown in Figure 6-15d. The result is no sig-
nificant change in A b.

I1'
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Figure 6-15. The eose dependence of the light hadron rouen fraction. Only a

small dependence is seen. (a) Shown are all muons before the elliptical cut, including data
(points), Monte Carlo (histogram) and the fraction of light hadron muons in the Monte

Carlo (hashed). (b) The fraction of light hadron muons as a function of cosO, fit to a line.
Only a barely significant dependence is seen. (c) The same as (a) except for muons outside
the elliptical cut. Because of the cut, the light hadron fraction is reduced. (d) For cut
muons, the light hadron fraction has a more significant, but still small, cosO dependence.

B Mixing

As described by Equation 3-4, the final result era b is corrected by B hadron mixing. The
mixing probability Z as measured at LEP has an error of 0.011. 7 This results in the follow-

ing error in Ab:

= I._--_,Z =. A__ 2_ = 0.026 (6-8) .
i_1 x-2x

't See Chapter3, page46.
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Monte Carlo Statistics

Equation 6-2 includes errors from limited Monte Carlo statistics. When those errors are

propagated to Ab, they create the following systematic error:

i0oo,,K4=__) + 0.007 =0.021 (6-9)

r(z _ b_;)

Table 6-1 assumes that the b partial width is 0.219, as predicted by the standard model as
implemented in Jetset. This is also in agreement with recent measurements that have

placed this value at 0.2200 ± 0.0027. s To include this uncertainty as a systematic error,
muons from b-flavored events (prompt and cascade B decay) are reweighted by ± 1.2%. The

result is that A b changes by ±0.017.

m

F(Z -_ ee)

The same approach to estimate the systematic error from the b partial width is used for

the c partial width. Muons from prompt ¢ decay are reweighted by ±8% to account for the
current LEP average c partial width of 0.171 ± 0.014. 9 The result is that Ab changes by
±0.014.

B ° ud B + Lepton Spectrum

As shown in Figure 3-9, the CLEO II col]aberation has measured the lepton momentum

spectrum of the B ° and B ± semileptonic decay with a precision that is more than sufficient
. for this analysis. The only systematic error associated with the spectrum is the simulation

of how the spectrum is divided between cascade and prompt leptons. In particular, if the
transition in the spectrum from cascade into prompt leptons is not correctly predicted, the

average charge of leptons in the transition will be incorrectly simulated.

CLEO II reports a 6% error in their determination of prompt B ° and B ± decay branching

ratio, mostly due to systematic uncertainties in the prompt to cascade transition in the
momentum spectrum, lOThis error is associated with the fraction of ]aprons produced

from the psuedo-resonant decay b -, l + v + D'*, 11which can vary from 10% to 30%. The
SLD heavy decay model uses 9% D** (see Figure 6.16), so the uncertainty in the CLEO II
results can be interpreted as a possible increase of 6%-8% of the prompt B lepton portion

of the spectrum. This increase comes at the expense of the tail of the cascade spectrum,
since the overall spectrum, measured precisely by CLEO II, must remain fixed.

S The LEPCollaborationsand the LEPElectroweakWorkingGroup,"UpdatedParametersof the Z0Resonancefrom
CombinedPreliminaryData of the LEPExperiments"(papersubmittedat the EurophysicsConferenceon High

= EnergyPhysics, Marseille,July 1993).
o Ibid.
1oM. Artuso, °BMeson Semileptoni©DecaysfromT(4S)ResonanceData,"(HEPSY7.93) to appear in proceedingsof

the Workshopon b Physics at Hadron Accelerators,Snowmass, 1993.
11The/_* represents the set of four(1P and 23) higherresonant spinstates of theD rammnwhosoazplictteontribu.

tions to B semileptonicdecayhave beencalculated in the ISGWformalism.This formalismmakesthe approxima.
tion of ignoringnon-resonant(fragmentation)final states. See N. Isgur,D. Scora,B. Grinstein, M. Wise,
"SemileptonicB and D Decays in the QuarkModel,"Physical Review D39 (1989):7fl9--818.
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Figure 6-16. The =ouree= of the prompt lepton spectrum in the SLD heavy decay
model. Prompt leptons come from three sources: 33% b -, l + v + D (white), 58%
b --, l + v + D* (hashed), and 9% b --, l + v + D** (dark).

To modify the Monte Carlo to simulate an 8% increase in the prompt lepton branching
fraction, the lept_ns from cascade decay are randomly reassigned to the prompt category
with the momentum dependent probability:

½+ tan-'[A(p- S)/2g] (6-10) "

where A = 6 and B = 1.15 (GeV). This expression has no real physical interpretation, but is

simply a method of modifying the lepton spectrum to approximately mimic changes to the
D** fraction.12 The result is shown in Figure 6-17. When applied to the analysis, Ab
changes by -0.053, which is the sole largest source of systematic error.

B, Lepton Spectrum

There are two uncertainties associated with the B s spectrum:

1. The B s lepton spectrum.

2. The fraction ofleptons produce&by Bs decay.

Because the s quark is nearly as light as the u and d quarks, it is reasonable to use the

same model to decay the Bs as used for the B ° and B ± (after including the modifications for
the s quark mass as prescribed by the simulation's theoretic foundation, the ISGW13
model). What is not certain is how accurate this model is when applied in this fashion.

As a somewhat arbitrary estimate of the error in the B, lepton spectrum, triple the error
associated with the B ° and B ± spectrum is assumed. The error is simulated by modifying
the prompt lepton branching ratio by +20% and -10%. The former is accomplished using

12Themethodis notentirely realistic, since thecucade leptonslost to the promptspectrumshouldthen reappearat
low momentum(p < 0.5 GeV).Lowmomentumlepton,, however,are not importantbecausethey have bothlow
total andtrusverm momenta.

zsSee Chapter3, pqe 45.
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Figure 6.17. The B ° and B _ lepton spectrum before and after modification. The
spectrum is made of two parts: prompt leptons at high momentum, and cascade leptons at
the lower end. (a) The spectrum as simulated by the SLD heavy decay model. Co) The spec-

trum after increasing the prompt lepton spectrum by 6%, while keeping the well.measured
overall spectrum f_ed.

Equation 6-10 with the parameters A = 4 and B = 1.0. The latter is simulated by ran-

domly changing prompt B ]eptons into cascade ]eptons with the gaussian probability:

" Aexp[--(p- 1.0)2/0.52] (6-11)

using A = 0.23 (as with Equation 6-10, no direct physical meaning is implied). The results
are shown in Figure 6-18.

It would be expected, at the limit of equal quark masses, that one-third of the B mesons

created by Z decays would be Bs mesons. 14 Since the s quark is heavier than the u and d
quarks (and thus harder to produce during fragmentation), this fraction should be less.
OPALhas measured the product of the B s meson fraction times the branching ratio of the

decay mode B s _ l + v + D, + X to be 1.40 + 0.47%. 15 Since D s mesons are expected in

nearly all B s semileptonic decays, zs this places the fraction of leptons from B s mesons
between 8.4% and 17%.

Since the systematic error from the lepton spectrum and B s fraction are correlated, the
change to A b due to all combinations of these errors are calculated. The result is shown in
Table 6-2, where the maximum change of 0.024 is used as the estimate of the total system-
atic error.

14That is, there wouldbe an equal probabilityof pickingup a u, d, or s quark.
ISThe OPALCollaboration,"Evidenceforthe Existence of the StrangeB-FlavouredMesonB# in Z0 decays,"Physics

LetZersB295 (1992):357-370. This result has beenconfirmed,at less accuracy,by ALEPH.See:The ALEPHCol-
laboration,"Observationof the SemileptonicDecaysofB# and Ab Hadrens at LEP,"Physics LettersB294 (1992):
145-156.

16Exceptionsare b --, d decay,whichis suppressedby the Cabibboangle, andbaryon production(B#-_ l + v +Ac+p),
whichis suppressed because it requiresan extra quark pairto be producedfromthe vacuum.
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FiEure 6-18. The modifications to the B. spectrum wed to estimate ryJtematie
error. The spectrum is made of two parts: prompt leptons at high momentum, and cascade
leptons at the lower end. The amount of prompt leptons has been (a) reduced by 10%and
(b) increased by 20%.

Table 6.2. The variations in the B, spectrum and fraction and the resulting
change in A_

Bs Prompt B Hadron Change in A b
BranchingRatio Fraction

-10% 8.4% 0.008
,,,

-10% 17% --0.012

+20% 8.4% -0.001

+20% 17% -0.024

Ab Lepton Spectrum

Like the Bs meson, there are two uncertainties associated with the Ab baryon. 17Unlike
the B,, however, there is no proven model for the Ab'S lepton spectrum. To reflect this large
uncertainty, the lepton spectrum of the Ab, as modeled by Jetset 6.3, is modified by -20%
and +30%. This is accomplished with Equation 6-10 with A = 4 and B = 0.80 and
Equation 6-11 with A = 0.50. The result is shown in Figure 6-18.

As with the Bs, the A b fraction has been measured. The results, from OPALand ALEPH, is
that between 5%and 9% of the leptons from B hadron decay are from A b baryons. 18 In
combination with the spectrum uncertainty, the maximum change in Ab is -0.015 (see
Table 6-2).

17SeeChapter3, page45.
Is The_ Collaboration,"AMeasurementoftheB BaryonLifetime,"PhysicsLettersB297(1992):451-458.The

OPALCollaboration,"EvidenceforB-FlavouredBaryonProductionin Z° DecaysatLEP,"PhysicsLettersB281
(1992):394--404.

i
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Figure 6.19. The modifications to the A. spectrum used to estimate systematic
error. The spectrum is made of two parts: prompt leptons at high momentum, and cascade

leptons at the lower end. The amount of prompt leptons has been (a) reduced by 20% and
(b) increased by 30%.

Table 6-3. The variations in the A, spectrum and fraction and the resultinE

change in A_

Ab Prompt B Hadron Change in Ab
Branching Ratio Fraction

-20% 5% 0.002

-20% 9% -0.002
,.,...............

+30_ 5% -0.004
.,,mm,....,,mm.m

+30% 9% -0.015

D Lepton Spectrum

As seen in Figure 3-12, the SLD heavy decay model successfully reproduces measure-
ments of the D lepton spectrum. With the low statistics of the data, however, there is still
some uncertainty. To estimate the systematic error due to this uncertainty, the prompt D

lepton spectrum p has been reweighted by multiplying p by the function:

1+ e sin(2np/mv) (6-12)

where mD is the mass of the D and e is a variable parameter (again, no direct physical
meaning is implied), e was then varied from zero until the lepton spectrum agreed with

. measurements by a probability of only 10%19 (see Figure 6-20). This occurred at e = 0.060

and -0.045, which changed Ab by 0.010 and -0.006.

le As estimated by the Kolmogorov test. For one sigma errors a probability of 37% is more appropriate, but only if it
could be shown that the Monte Carloreproducesthe precisespectrumshape.The extra 27%probabilityis an ad
hoc way of makingup forthis extra uncertainty.Note that the probabilityfortlmunaltered spectrumis 53%.
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Figure 6.20. The variation of the D lepton spectrum used to estimate rystematie
errors. Plotted against DELCO data (points) is the Monte Carlo D spectrum (dashed histo.
grams) and the spectrum reweighted at two extremes until it disagrees with the data by a
probability of 90% (solid histograms).

b Fragmentation

As discussed in Chapter 3 on page 41, the Jetset Monte Carlo is used to simulate quark
hadronization and the distribution ofb quark momentum in hadronic events. This in turn
effects the momentum spectrum ofB hadrons, which directly effects the momentum of
leptons from B hadron decay. Uncertainty in the accuracy of the Jetset simulation of b
quark momentum is therefore a source of systematic error.

i

For the settings SLD uses, Jetset simulates b quark momentum using the Peterson frag-
mentation function, 2° which is parametefized by one parameter eb, set at 0.006. Measure-
ments at LEPhave placed the average B hadron fractional momentum at 0.700 ± 0.021, 21
which, according to Monte Carlo studies, corresponds to eb varying from 0.003 to 0.011.
These two extremes become the basis for estimating the systematic error due to this
uncertainty.

Figure 6-21 shows the momentum distribution ofmuons from direct and cascade B decay
for _5 of 0.003, 0.006, and 0.011. Only a small variation is seen. Shown in Figure 6-9.2 is
the ratio of these momentum spectra which is used to weight Monte Carlo muons to esLi-
mate the systematic error.

For eb = 0.003 and 0.011, Ab changes by 0.001 and 0.003, respectively. The systematic
error is taken to be the larger of these two values.

e Fragmentation

The systematic error from c fragmentation simulation is estimated in the same manner as
for b fragmentation. The current measurement of the average D hadron momentum is
0.494 ± 0.025, which has a larger error than the b measurement because of the extra

soI'. Sj_itrand,"TheLundMonteCarlo."

21C. Peterson,eta]., "ScalingViolationsinInclusivee. e-AnnihilationSpectra,"PhysicalReviewD27(1983):105.
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(a) Prompt (b) Cascade
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Figure 6-21. The variation in muon momentum ['or B deeaym due to _nta.
tion uncertainties. The solid histograms are for the default value of eb ffi0.006, the

dashed histograms are for 0.003 and 0.01I. Shown are (a) muons from prompt B decay
and (b) cascade B decay.

. effort needed to tag c-flavor events. This measurement error corresponds to a variation of
from 0.03 to 0.09, away from the default value of 0.06.

The change in muon momentum spectrum due to this variable is shown in Figure 6-23.
- For e_= 0.03 and 0.09, A b changes by 0.030 and -0.017, respectively. The systematic error

is taken to be the larger of these two values.

Ac has been measured by LEP experiments to a value of 0.72 + 0.16, 22 which is consistent
with the standard model value of 0.67 used in this analysis. VaryingAc to the limit of the
LEP errors and recalculating Table 6-1 results in a change ofA b of +0.018 and -0.034. The
larger of these values is used as the systematic error.

Background Asymmetry

The asymmetry of the muons from light hadron_ used in Table 6-1 were calculated from
the mean of the histogram in Figure 6-9. A reasonable estimate of the systematic error
from the light hadron asymmetry is the root-mean-square of this histogram, which is
0.025. The result is a change in A b of±0.010.

Polarization

The error in the luminosity weighted polarization of+0.012 results in the following error
" in Ab:

K4b =_=-_p _= 0.018 (6-13)

LEP,"UpdatedParameter,."
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Figure 6-22. The ratio of B decay muon momentum spectrum for extreme# in
fragmentation momentum_

Second Order QCD

Calculations of the second order QCD correction to the (unpolarized) forward-backward

asymmetry place it at approximately 0.8%. 23Assuming the correction to the left-fight for-
ward-backward asymmetry is similar, and that the correction is not strongly dependent
on cos0, the resulting systematic error on A b can be estimated to be 0.008 x 0.92 -- 0.008.

Summary

A summary of the systematic errors is shown in Table 6-4. The total error is estimated by
adding all the errors in quadrature. Although this is a simplification, the correlations

among the various sources of errors are expected to be small enough that it should be a
good approximation. The final result is then:

A b = 0.94 ± 0.23 (stat) ± 0.10 (sys) (6-14)

See Chapter1, page 11.
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l_gure 6.23. The variation in muon momentum for D decays due to _menta-
tion uncertainties. (a) Muon momentum for the default value of ec =0.006 (solid) and for

the extremes of 0.03 and 0.09 (dashed). (b and c) Ratio of momenta spectra.

This result is consistent with the standard model prediction of 0.935, as calculated in
Chapter 1.
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Table 6.4. A summary of the syetematie erroro for the cut method.
.... , , ,,,, ,, , i ,| H ,

Source Value
IH I ,,,,,,, II li IIIII ..... li II [ III I I I F I

Jet Axis Simulation 0.034

Tracking Efficiency 0.029 "

Bac_round Level ................ 0.009
..... , -- _-- H

Monte Carlo Statistics 0.021 "

B mixing 0,026
-- ,,,,,,,,...... , i, ,

r'(z --_b_) 0.017
.......................... i

I'(Z _ c¢) 0.014

B0, B± Lepton Spectrum 0.053

B. Lepton Spectrum 0.024

Ab Lepton Spectrum 0.018

D Lepton Spectrum 0.012

b Fragmentation 0.003

c Fragmentation 0.030
| - i

0.034
Background Asymmetry 0.010

Polarization 0.018

Second Order QCD 0.008
i1 in i iii

Total (Quadrature Sum) 0.100
...........
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ACCURATE METHOD

,P

Whatever thy hand flndeth to do, do it with thy might.

---Ecclesiastes IX, I0

The best is aye the cheapest.

--Scottish proverb

The method of maximum likelihood, when properly applied to a measurement, will make the best use
of any available data. This method is applied to the muon data to produce a more accurate measure-
ment of the left-right forward-backward asymmetry than the measurement derived in Chapter 6.

7.1 The Maximum Likelihood Method

Some of the parameters chosen for the analysis in Chapter 6 were somewhat arbitrary.
For example, a different cosSbin size or slightly different cuts in total and transverse
momentum might result in a more accurate result. Furthermore, all muons inside the
total and transverse momentum cuts were ignored, even though they contain some useful
information.

Employing the method of maximum likelihood eliminates these weaknesses. In addition,
it produces a measurement ofAt.

Maximum Likelihood

In mathematical terms, the maximum likelihood method is optimal, that is, it makes the
best use of any available data. 1To take advantage of this method, it is necessary to supply
a probability function p which predicts the likelihood that any particular event might
occur and is parameterized by the unknown quantity or quantities a/that one wishes to
determine. The total probability P is then calculated by forming the product of the proba-
bility of all data events:

P(a_) = I'[ p_(a_) (7.1)
etw_

- P is referred to as the likelihood function. The solution for aj is the value or values that
maximizes the likelihood function:

= < 0 (7-2)

I Seeanyadvancedtexton statistics.Forexample,A.G.Frodesen,O.Skjeggestad,H.T,Ifte,Pvobab//ltyandSt_ls.
t/cs inParflc/ePhys/cs,UNIVERS1TETSFORLAGET,Bergen,1979.
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To make the problem more numerically tractable, the log of the likelihood Rmction (the
log likelihood) is often substituted for the likelihood function:

inwhichcasethesolutionbecomes:
i

&s

t lP(a, ffio -t/tnlP<a,)i<o (7-4)o_j

The log likelihood has the advantage that the one sigma errors in a/occur at the point at
which the log likelihood is reduced by an absolute 0.5 from its maximum value.

The Probability Function

Although pewerfhl, the maximum likelihood method relies on an accurate description of
the probability function. It is important, therefore, to include every detail.

If it were possible to measure the leR-right forward-backward asymmetry by measuring
the direction of the b quark with perfect efficiency and purity, the probability function for
each such measurement would be:

= 8{ 1+cos' 0, ± 2P(1+ 8(0))A#cos0,} (7-6)

wherethesignchangedependson whethertheeventwas created_th left-handed(nega-
tive)orright-handed(positive)polarization.ThisisEquation1-5,thedifferentialerose-
section,normalizedtounityandmodifiedby firstorderQCD correctionsrepresentedby &)
To representb anti-quarks,itisonlynecessarytoinvertthesignchange,effectively
negating the asymmetry.

If the measurement of the b and anti-b quark directions had a lcos 8 dependent efficiency,
then Equation 7-5 would need to be modified to take this into account:

e(cos0) x {1+cos20,± 2P(1+8(8))A#cosS,} (7-6)P,(A,,A.)
2_ t(1+ yS)e(y)dy

where the normalization is no longer a simple numerical factor but must explicitly
account for the efficiency. The normalization is, however, independent of Ab, because Ab
multiplies cos0, which is an odd function, and e which, since it is a function of Icos_, is an
even function.

It turns out, however, that this awkward normalization term makes no difference to the

final result because it is a muitiplicative factor that is independent of the parameter Ab.
To see why, it is only necessary to factor out the extra term in the log likelihood:

lnIP(Ab_ = _'_InlCip,(Ab_ = _ ln_,]+ _. in[pj(A_ (7-7) •

Thus, when Equation 7-4 is applied, Ci (representing the normalization term in
Equation 7-6) has no effect on the result. The consequence is that as long as the efficiency
of a detector is symmetric between the front and back, the efficiency has no effect on the
asymmetry result from maximum likelihood. This is true for the SLD, which is a symmet-
ric detector. 3

SeeChapterI, pageII.
3 Evenif tlm SLDwasslightlyasymmetric,theeffectwouldstillbe smallbecause,inEquation7-5,Ab is multiplied

bythesignofthe polarization,whichis variedrandomly.

,nll i,i i, , i
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Although the efficiency can be ignored, it is still necessary to account for background. For
muons, there are five sources of production, the latter four of which are background:

I. Prompt B decay

• 2. Cascade B decay, where the charge of the muon matches (1)

3. Cascade B decay, where the charge ofthe muon is opposite to that of(1)

4. Prompt D decay

5. Light hadron

(See Chapter 6 for a description of these sources). The chance that a muon comes from one
of these sources depends on its total and transverse momenta. To take this into account,
transverse and total momentum dependent weight functions w can be defined:

wb(P,Pr) = fI(P,Pr)+ fI(P,PT)- fa(P,Pr)
w'(p, Pr) = f_(P,Pr) (7-8)

: wh(p, Pr) = fs(P, PT)

where _ is the probability that the muon came from one of the five sources listed above.
Equation 7-5 can be modified to take into account these three sources of asymmetry:

p,(A,A)= i

- where the probability function is now dependent on the two unknowns Ab and A_, and A h
is the background asymmetry as parameterized by Equation 6-1. The mixing factor of
1 - 2Z has also been added to Ab.

Estimating Muon Sources from the Monte Carlo

To implement Equation 7-9, it is necessary to calculate with the Monte Carlo the total and
transverse momenta dependent weight values w for each muon in the data sample. To do
so, a subset of 50 muons with similar total and transverse momenta is selected from the
Monte Carlo. The values for w are then estimated as:

w,=_ (7-10)50

where Ni is the number ofmuons in the subset that belong to category i. The value ors0 is
a compromise between statistical precision and limiting the subset to Monte Carlo muons
with total and transverse momenta near the values in the data.

To decide which particular muons to select from the Monte Carlo, the following quantity is
defined:

" AP1 : (½lol_Po[- ½lol_p.cD_.+ (P_ - P_c)1 (7-11)

The 50 muons with the smallest Ap2 are then used as the subset. Ap2 can be interpreted as
the distance between two points plotted on loglpl/2 and PT axes. The muon subset con-
sists of those Monte Carlo muons that are closest to the data muon when plotted on these

axes (see Figure 7-I).

The log of the momentum is chosen in place of the momentum in Equation 7-11 because it
has a smoother distribution, which reduces any bias that might occur as the momentum
steeply drops. The log is multiplied by 1/2 to better match the transverse momentum scale
so that total and transverse momenta are given roughly equal weight.
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l_l_rure 7.1. The muona in the 1993 data sample plotted as loE Ip 112and p_ These
two variables are chosen to distribute the muons fairly uniformly.

7.2 Fit Resulti

Equation 7-5 is applied to Equation 7-9 and the following solutions for Ab and Ae calcu-
lated:

A_ =0.91±0.19 (7-12)
A_ = 0.41_ 0.28

where the error is purely statistical. As shown in Figure 7-2, the log likelihood is well
behaved for both A b and Ac. The correlation coefficient between A b andAc is a surprisingly
small-0.05 (see Figure 7-3).

When comparing the maximum likelihood result to the simple cut and count method used
in Chapter 6, it is important to remember that each method uses nearly the same set of
muons, making the results heavily correlated. Thus, the answers from each method
should agree better than what is implied by their statistical error.

When comparing the statistical error, two factors are important:

1. The maximum likelihood is determining two quantities, which increases
the statistical error.

2. Because cuts are avoided, more muons are used in the maximum likeli-
hood, decreasing the statistical error.

For this result, factor (2) turned out more important.

IIII IIIII III III I
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Figure 7.2. The log likelihood as a function of A b and A_ at the maximum.
(a) The variation of the log likelihood as a function of A_ with Ac fixed at the fitted value.

(b) The same for At. with A b fixed.
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Figure 7-3. The one and two sigma ¢ontourw for the log likelihood. The two fitted

values are surprisingly uncorrelated.

" 7.3 Systematic Errors
The same variations applied in Chapter 6, with a few small exceptions, are applied to this

. chapter to estimate the systematic errors. The only two errors not applicable to the maxi-
mum likelihood are the systematic error from Monte Carlo statistics and from A_.

Jet Axis Simulation

The objection in Chapter 6 to smearing the data to estimate the systematic error from the

jet axis simulation does not apply to this chapter because the maximum likelihood method

m
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uses all muons. Since smearing the data brings the Monte Carlo and data into better
agreement, it is used to estimate the error in this chspter.

The resulting charge in Ab and Ac is listed in Table 7-3. As evidence that the correction
improves the agreement between simulation and data, the log likelihood maximum value
increases from the unsmeared value of-2116.76 to-2116.32.

Tracking Efficiency

To estimate the systematic error due to inaccuracies in the simulation of tracking effi- "
ciency, the ratio of data and Monte Carlo measured in Figures 6-13 and 6-14 are used to
weight each muon. The effect of the weights are estimated with the following modified
version of the log likelihood:

/>(a_) = _ei ln]p,(aj_ (7-13)

where • is the weight given each muon.4 When the total momentum weights are applied,
Ab and Ac change by 0.015 and 0.009 respectively. The transverse momentum weights pro-
duce changes of-0.016 and -0.004. The systematic error is taken as the quadrature sum
of the two variations.

Like the transverse momentum smearing, weighting the log likelihood for tracking effi-
ciency produces a higher maximum value. The log likelihood maximum becomes -2109.02
when weighted for total momentum and -2100.44 for transverse momentum, which is sig-
nificantly higher than the unweighted maximum of-2116.76.

Background Level

The systematic error due to the uncertainty in the overall muon identification background Jt

levelisestimatedby modifyingthew valuestoincreasetheweightfromlighthadronsby
±10%.The resultisa changeinA b of±0.019andA cof±0.025.

Unlikethecutand countmethod,thecos0dependenceofthebackgroundlevelhasa mea-
surableeffecton themaximum likelihoodresult.To placea limiton thesizeoftheeffect,
thevariationusedinChapter6isappliedtoalllighthadronmuons.The resultisa
changeinA bof-0.025andA cof-0.028.

The overallsystematicerrorisestimatedasthequadratureofthevariationsfromthe
overallscaleand cos0dependence.

w Determination

As a substitute for the Monte Carlo statistics error, two variations are employed as an
estimate of the error in Equation 7-10:

Ap'=ze(½1nlpol-½1nlp,,cl)= +p,.,,)= <7-14> "

Ap-=  lnlp,l)' +16(p"+
The result is a change in Ab of 0.07 and 0.027, and a change in A c of 0.027 and 0.074.

B mixing, Polarization, and Second Order QCD

These errors are treated precisely as in Chapter 6.

4 Althoughweightingtheloglikelihoodinthisfashionis notoptimal,it is accurateenoughtoestimatemymtemati©
el_orB.
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F(Z --_b_) and r(z -_ cc)

To estimate the errors from the relative production of b- and c-flavored events, the w vai-
ues are modified by the variations used in Chapter 6. The results are shown in Table 7-3.

" B and D Hadron Lepton Spectra

The errors due to uncertainties in the B and D hadron spectra are estimated in the same
fashion as used in Chapter 6. The results are shown in Tables 7-1, 7-1, and 7-3.

Table 7-1. The variations in the B. spectrum and fraction and the resulting
change in A b for the maximum likelihood method.

Bs Prompt B Hadron Change in A b Change in Ac
Branching Fraction
Ratio

I i i i nell i

-10% 8.4% 0.003 0.002

-10% 17% -0.007 -0.003

+20% 8.4% 0.010 -0.018

+20% 17% 0.005 -0.043

Table 7-2. The variations in the Ab spectrum and fraction and the resulting
change in A bfor the maximum likelihood method.

Ab Prompt B Hadron Change in A b Change in Ac
. Branching Fraction

Ratio
ii H! in

-20% 5% -0.004 0.002

-20% 9% -0.003 -0.001

+30% 5% -0.011 -0.013

+30% 9% -0.012 -0.022

b and c Fragmentation

The variations in the b and c fragmentation momentum used in Chapter 6 are applied
using Equation 7-13. The results are shown in Table 7-3.

Background Asymmetry

" As in Chapter 6, the background asymmetry is varied by +0.025. The result is shown in
Table 7-3.

Summary

The sources of systematic error are summarized in Table 7-3. The final result is:

,4# = 0.91± 0.19(star) +_O.06(sys) (7-15)
A_ = 0.41± 0.28(star) + O.17(sys)

which agrees with the standard model prediction OfAb = 0.935 and A¢ = 0.667.
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Table 7.3. A summary of the systematic errors for the maximum likelihood
method.

Source Effect Effect
onAb on_

Jill Ill i ii IIII li

Jet Axis Simulation 0.007 0.045

Tracking Efficiency 0.022 0.010

Background Level 0.020 0.025
• ., ,,,, ,

w Determination 0.027 0.074

B mixing 0.026
, .. . , ,,..

F(Z-, b_) 0.005 0.002

F(Z-_ 4) 0.007 0.030

B°, B± Lepton Spectrum 0.013 0.109
m, , ,,,,

Bs Lepton Spectrum 0.010 0.043
,, ,,,

Ab Lepton Spectrum 0.012 0.022

D Lepton Spectrum 0.006 0.031

b Fragmentation 0.011 0.012 "
, , ,,,

c Fragmentation 0.001 0.002

BackgroundAsymmetry 0.006 0.070 "

Polarization 0.018 0.007

SecondOrderQCD 0.008 --
I, I I II

Total(QuadratureSum) 0.058 0.171
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USIONS

Where the hell are the singing cats?

--Paul Newman, on the premier of the Late Show with David
Letterman

Well done is better than well said.

--Benjamin Franklin

This thesis presents the first direct measurement of Ab. The result is in agreement with the standard
model and other SLD measurements, and is consistent with a combination of measurements made at
LEP.

8.1 Summary of Results
Using high total and transverse momenta muons to measure the leA-right forward-back-
ward asymmetry, the following value ofA b is measured using a simple cut and count

. method:

lAb = 0.94 + 0.23 ± 0.10 I (8-1)

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. The simple and graphic
nature of this analysis confirms the basic principles used in this thesis.

Using a more advanced method of maximum likelihood to extract the most information
from the data, a more precise result is obtained:

lAb = 0.91 + 0.19 + 0.06 I (8-2)

In addition, the maximum likelihood method produces, with significantly larger uncer-
tainty, a measurement of At:

A c = 0.41 ± 0.28 ± 0.17 (8-3)

These three results are consistent with the standard model, which predicts Ab = 0.935 and
. Ac = 0.667.

Comparison to Other Measurements of A b at the SLD

Because the left-right forward-backward asymmetry requires the unique polarized beam
of the SLC,the SLD is the only experiment that can measurement it. 1The analysis pre-
sented in this thesis is one of three analyses recently developed at SLD. The other two are:

. Identifying B hadrons with high total and transverse momenta electrons.

J

I There are proposals to create longitudinal polarization at LEP, but none of them have been accepted.
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• The jetchargemethod.2

Preliminarymeasurements from thesetwo methods areavailable,and publicationofall

threemethods isexpectedlaterin 1994.To thisdate,thisistheonlydoctoralthesisthat

has been completedon any ofthe threemethods.

In principle,the analysesused inthisthesisformuons can be appliedto electrons.The

electronidentificationalgorithmforthe SLD,however,isstillprimitive,andhas a large
background.The resultisa lesspreciseresultforthe cutand countmethod:8

A b = 0.99 ± 0.27 ± 0.15 (8-4)

which agrees with the muon results. A maximum likelihood fit for electrons is in develop-
ment, but no results are available.

The jet charge measurement uses most of the charged tracks in b-flavored hadronic

events tagged with the SLD vertex detector. It has smaller statistical but larger system-
atic errors than the muon results: 4

Ab = 1.02 + 0.12 ± 0.14 (8-5)

Because the jet charge is an entirely different method, this result is not only consistent
with this thesis, but complimentary.

Comparison to a Combination of LEP Measurements

Although LEP is unable to directly measure Ab, a value can be derived by combining sev-
eral measurements if the standard model is assumed. In particular, the (unpolarized) for-

ward-backward asymmetry for b quarks measures the product OfAb and Ae and does not
require polarization. 5 When combined with measurements ofA e from other LEP measure-
ments, A b can be extracted:

_4A_
3A. (8-8)

Assuming uncorre]ated errors and lepton universality (Ae - A_ = At), the combination of
the latest LEP averages ofA e from the Z width, the tau polarization, and the lepton for-
ward-backward asymmetries is "6

A z = 0.136 ± 0.011 (8-7)

Combining this value ofA e with the latest forward-backward asymmetry measurements
from the four LEP experiments 7 produced the results shown in Table 8-1 and Figure 8-1.
Some of these measurements use as many as 2.5 million hadronic events. Despite the

overwhelming disadvantage in statistics, the result reported in this thesis is still competi-
tive with these LEP results.

2 See Chapter3, page33.
3 The SLD Collaboration,"MeasuringAbwith Polarized beams at SLC,"talk presented by T.Junk at the XXIXRen.

¢ontreede Morb_ndE]ectroweakInteractionsand Unified Theories, M6ribel,France(1994).
4 Ibid.

5 See Chapter I, page 9.
e Derivedfromresults on the 1990-92 data sets as reportedin: The LEP Collaborationsand the LEPElectroweak

WorkingGroup,"UpdatedParametersofthe Z° Resonancefrom CombinedPreliminaryData of the LEPExperi-
ments"(paper submitted at the EurophysicsConferenceon High EnergyPhysics, Marseille,July 1993).

7 TheLEP Collaborationsandthe LEPElectroweakWorking Group,"LEPquark/ieptenasymmetries,"talk pre.
sented by B. Pietrzykat the XXIXRencontres de Moriond EiectroweakInteractionsand Unified Theories, M_ribel,
France (1994).
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Table 8.1. Ab derived from a combination of forward-backward and Ae
measurements at the _P experimentm. Shown are the latest 1993 results.

Experiment Method Data Sets Forward-Backward Derived A b
Asymmetry (At = 0.136 ± 0.011)

i i i liill i ii

ALEPH Lepton 1990-93 0.088 ± 0.007 0.86 ± 0.10

Jet Charge 1991-93 0.104 ± 0.010 1.02 + 0.13
o , ,, , ,

DELPHI Lepton 1991-92 0.108 ± 0.014 1.06 ± 0.16
,,

Jet Charge 1991-92 0.114 ± 0.019 1.12 ± 0.21

L3t Lepton 1990-92 0.095 ± 0.013 0.93 + 0.15
,,,,, , ,,,,

OPAL Lepton 1990-93 0.090 ± O.OU 0.88 + 0.13
, ,,,, ,

Jet Charge 1991-92 0.095 ± 0.012 0.93 ± 0.14

I"L3has not presenteda jet charge measurement.

, This Thesis:
t

',: Cut Method 0.94 :t: 0.2,.3± 0.10

Maximum Likelihood 0.91 -4-0.19 -J-0.06

. Other SLD Results:

- Electrons 0.99:1:0.27 + 0.19• lw

@ Jet Charge 1.02 + O.12:1:0.14

, LEP results; (A. = 0.136:1:0.011)

"= ! ALEPH: Leptons 0.86 -1-0.10
w " i

' i
' @ i ALEPH: Jet Charge 1.02 + 0.13

; @! DELPHI"Leptons 1.06 :i: 0.16

P, DELPHI"Jet Charge 1.12 + 0.21
i

= L3: Leptons 0.93 :t:0.15

:; OPAL: Leptons 0.88 :i: 0.13

-" OPAL: Jet Charge 0.93 :i: 0.14
L I , Ji, I , ,:' I , ,:, I ....

- 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

A.

Figure 8.1. A graphic representation of the Ab results presented in the text.
Shown are measurements from this thesis, other $LD results using electrons and the flt
charge, and the result of combining LEP measurements while assuming the standard
model.
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8.2 Future Prospects

The results presented in this thesis are the earliest measurements of the left-right for-
ward-backward asymmetry for b quarks at SLD. Future measurements using the method
described in this thesis will have the following advantages:

• Increased luminosity. Several improvements recently made to SLC are
expected to increase luminosity by as much as a factor of four.a The result
is predicted to be 150,000 hadronic events in 1994 and 250,000 hadronic
events every year after. After five years, this will reduce the statistical
error in A b measured with muons to 0.04.

• Endcap tracking. With additional work, it is expected that the endcap
drift chambers will be able to measure charged tracks to values of IcosSI
up to 0.98. This extra tracking acceptance, when available, will make it
possible to extend the asymmetry fits beyond the current limit of
[cos0l < 0.6, improving the precision of the Ab measurement.

• Muon identification refinement. Refinement of the muon identification
algorithm will reduce mis-identification background, which is one of the
larger sources of systematic error. By increasing the purity of the muon
sample, statistical errors will also be reduced.

• Monte Carlo improvements. SLD's Monte Carlo simulation is under con-
stant improvement. If the simulation reaches the quality of those used by
the LEP collaborations, it can be expected to halve the systematic errors
due to background level, tracking efficiency, and jet axis simulation.

Besides improving the precision of the muon measurement of Ab, these improvements
should have similar effects on the electron and jet charge measurements. The result could
be a combined SLD measurement ofA b to a precision of 0.03.

8.3 Final Remarks

Precision measurements at LEPhave shown remarkable agreement with the standard
model. As the SLD experiment matures, unique measurements like the Ab result pre-
sented in this thesis are some of the last hopes to find weaknesses. For the moment, how-
ever, the standard model remains undefeated.

S N. Phinney,"SLCStatus,"(presentedattheSLACDOEProgramReview,SLAC,May1993).
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WIC ONLINE
" SOFTWARE

A modern detector like the SLD produces millions of pieces of information for every event. Computers
are essential for recording this information and for monitoring the state of the detector components.
At the SLD, the computer code developed to read, interpret, and store event data; and calibrate and
monitor detector electronics is called online software. The first part of this appendix describes the
overall design of the online software system. The latter parts describe the WIC specific software
developed by the author.

A.I The Solo Control Program
The Solo Control Program (SCP) is the central user interface to the SLD detector. The

" main functions of the SCP include:

• A user interface to control the data acquisition.

• Online display and analysis of a sample of the data.

* A way of displaying the contents of various monitored quantities, such as
voltages, temperatures, and gas flows.

• Resource management.

• Control over acquisition for special tasks such as diagnostics.

SCPs can be run in several different configurations and on several different terminals.
There can also be an unlimited number running at one time. During a data run, most of
the terminals in the SLD data assembly room 1 will be occupied by SCPs.

The appearance ofa SCP will vary upon the type of terminal used to run it. Each version,
however, has three things in common: a window which displays up to 64 control buttons, a
dialog area where text is printed and prompts appear, and one to eight display windows
for showing tables and plots (see Figure A-1).

Developing SCP Software

Since most of the SCP's function is related to the detailed operation of the detector, much
of the SCP's design depends on how each part, or subsystem, of the detector works. For
this reason, the SCP is built out of separate pieces, each programmed by representatives
from each subsystem, to serve that subsystem's requirements.

I Thedataassemblyroomis theplacewheretheSLDdetectoris controlled,usuallycalledthecontrolroominother
experiments.

i lit
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Figure A.I. A SCP runninE in an X.Wlndowt environment. On the lower right of the
screen are control buttons, on the. lower left text message output, and on the top of the

screen four display windows.

Although a variety of specific functions has been developed for each subsystem of the
detector, there are many functions that are common to all. These common functions
include: °

• Slow monitor functions, to monitor the condition of the detector by record-
ing quantities such as temperature, high voltage currents, power supplies,
and gas compositions.

• One.event displays, which plot the output of the detector for single trigger
events.

• Run.time monitors, which collect and display statistics over several trig-
gers.

• Diagnostic programs that can be used between data runs to test detector
electronics.

Subsystem-specific functions may include calibration procedures (for those subsystems
that require calibration), configuration controls (for electronics thresholds or timing
adjustments), and channel cemeteries (to suppress the readout of broken or noisy chan-
nels).

Slow Monitoring

Most of the SLD's vital components are instrumented with sensors so that their condition
can be monitored electronically. Most subsystems connect their sensors to CAMAC2
devices so that a VAX mini-computer can periodically read these sensors and make the
information available to the SCP. Some of the values monitored are:

• The temperature of critical detector components.

2 CAMACreference
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• The current drawn to power detector electronics.

• The current and voltage for those detectors that need high vol_s to
operate.

• The pressure, flow rate, and composition of gases used by the detector.

Database software, called the slow monitor, is supplied to each subsystem to make com-
puter monitoring of the detector straightforward. To use the slow monitor, each of the sub-

. system's monitored values needs to be specified in a table, including which CAMAC crate,
module, and channel they belong to; where warning limits can be imposed; and which
quantities get written to tape with event data. Once the quantities are tabulated, they
become available to the SCP user, who can then print out the current values or display
plots othow the quantities varied over the last few minutes, hours, or days.

One-Event Displays

While taking data with the SLD, it is useful to display the event data with the SCP as it is
triggered to make sure nothing serious is wrong with any of its components. These SCP
displays are called one.event d_plays. By definition, a one-event display only shows data
from one individual event. Special SCP software ensures that all one-event displays pre-
sented by the same SCP are from the same event, even if the displays are from different
subsystems.

By the very nature of the experiment, each subsystem produces its own unique type of
data, with its own display requirements. These displays tend to be geometric to represent
a view of the detector from some angle and often use color to help distinguish specific lea-
tures of the data.

Run-Time Monitors

Besides viewing individual events, it is also helpful to see the combined statistics collected
from many events. The software that collects this information for a subsystem is called
the run.time monitor• Like the one-event displays, the type of statistics collected by the
run-time monitor varies from subsystem to subsystem•

When the SLD is operating, data is taken in sets called runs, which typically span a few
hours and fill about one gigabyte of tape with data. For consistency, each subsystem's run-

•time monitor accumulates statistics starting from the beginning of a run. When a run is
completed, some of the output of each subsystem's run-time monitor is automatically
printed out on paper so it can be inspected by the operators of the experiment for any
anomalies. It is then stored permanently in binders, where it can be referred to at a later
date if someone wishes to quickly determine the state of the detector during a particular
run.

Diagnostic Programs

Between runs of data, the data acquisition can be used to test the detector by running its
electronics in diagnostic modes or by reading out more complete sets of"data. It is vitally
important to have diagnostic tools available, since direct access to most of the components
of'the detector is impossible unless the detector is opened up, a difficult and time consum-
ing process•
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A.2 WIC Strips SCP Software

The _C Strips detector consists of layers of plastic streamer larocci 8 tubes sandwiched
between plates of steel. These plates of steel form the outer easing and support structure
of the SLD and give the detector its distinctive barrel shape.

Glued to the surface of the larec_ tubes are strips of copper anode. Most of these strips
run along the length of the tubes, shadowing the tube wires, and are approximately 1 ern
wide. Other strips run perpendieuiar to the tubes to supply the other dimension of rouen

tracking information.

The front end electronics for the WIC Strips are the SGS cards. These cards take the sig-
nals from 32 strips, detect any signals above a programmable threshold, and store the

information digitally. Up to twelve SGS cards are daisy chained together along one digital
cable. These cables supply the voltages to run the SGS cards and are used to read the
cards' digital information.

-- ,,,, , , ,,, ,,,, ........ ,

I
Detector i Futbu#

I
I
! TOM
i
I
i (Timinlland
i Control)
t
I
' CLU

WIC SplitterBoard !
Deu_ , (Comic

I I_ Lo_) X_

WDRM (EventDm
Collection)

(Red
' Event

_e) "
(,,2 ' I (Read To VAX(42) I

, Configuration)
I
I

FiEure A.2. Detector electronic hardware for the WIC Stripe. This hardware
includes approximately 2,800 8G8 cards (each with 32 digital channels), 42 splitter
boards, and 6 WICDRM Fastbus modules.

The splitter board is a programmable digital device that can read and control up to ten
daisy chains. This amounts to as much as 120 SGS cards or 3,520 strip channels. The

SGS cards along each daisy chain are read out sequentially, like a large shift register. As
an integrity cheek, a test word is fed into the first SGS card, shifted through all the other
SGS cards just like the data, and read out of the daisy chain right after the data. If the
test word survives intact, then the daisy chain is unbroken. If it does not survive, the
daisy chain is said to have a readout error.

3 K C. Benvenuti,et al. _l_e LimitedStreamer_bes of the 8LD,'Nuclear Instrumcntmand Me_hodmin Physics
Rwearch A290 (1990):353-369.
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The splitter boards are controlled and programmed from the Timing and Control Mod.le
(TCM), send their data to WIC Digital Readout Modules (WICDRMs), and can send infor-
mation concerning their configuration to the WIC Readback Module (WRBM). They are
also connected to the Cosmic Logical Unit (CLU) in order to supply quick cosmic trigger

. decisions. The TCM, WICDRM, and CLU are fastbus 4 modules which sit in crates at the
top of the SLD.

The WICDRM contains a 68020 microprocessor and is fully programmable. Before data is
• sent to the VAX and stored on tape, the WICDRM compresses it by combining adjacent

hits together into one piece of data called a cluster. The WICDRM also searches for read-
out errors, and ignores data from the corresponding daisy chain. Since hits in the WIC
Strips are rare, and since particles typically fire two or three adjacent strips at once in a
layer, all 40,000 channels of the WIC Strips can usually be reduced to a kilobyte of data.

WIC Strips One-Event Displays

Table A-1 lists the WIC Strips one-event displays that are available. Figure A-3 shows
some examples of how some of these displays appear. All plotted displays are alike: each
cluster is plotted in the appropriate place in the pictures of the detector being displayed.
The user is given options for increasing the detail of the picture: to show its outline, steel,
chambers, or individual larocci tubes.

Table A.I. WlC Stripe one.event displaye.
, , , , u ,! , ,,, , u, , , -

- Name Description
Ill II Ill Ill IlJl/ll I II I II I I1|1111 IIIIIIIII

Hit List Table or all the hits for the detector

Event Summary Table of summary information in the event
_

Full View Picture that shows hits in all parts of the WIC Strips except the
48° chambers

Barrel View Plot of barrel WIC subsystem showing all longitudinal hits in
the barrel

Barrel Y-Strips Plot showing all transverse hits in the barrel

One Octant Display of the traverse and longitudinal hits in one oetant of the
barrel

Both Endcaps Plot of the hits in both WIC endcaps

One Endcap Plot of the hits in either the north or south endcap

WIC Strips Run-Time Monitor

Since the WIC Strips is a digital detector, the run-time monitor's only task is to keep track
of broken channels, how often hits appear in the detector, and how often hits of a certain
width (of strips) appear. Table A-2 lists the run-time monitor displays available and
Figure A-4 show some examples.

4 Fastbusreference
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FiEur_ A.3. Examples of the WIC Strips one.event display. The examples are: (a)
Full V'ww, (b) Barrel View, (c) One Octant, (d) One Endcap, (e) Hit List, and (19the Event
Summary.

WIC Strips Diagnostics

The splitter boards have limited capabilities, and no diagnostic controls. Diagnostics for
the WlC Strips, therefore, are limited to reading out the detector under different condi-
tions. The SCP supplies two useful variations: cosmic ray data and unprocessed data.

i i ii i i, i
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Table A.2. The WIC Strips run-time monitor displays.

Type of Display Display Format
Information Name Type and Use

_ _ _ iiiiii i ill i] i lillli Jill [ I ii ii i i[ ill i i if i]l

- Readout Readout Text A table of the number of readout errors in all the
Errors Error Table daisy chains in the detector. Used to mmpare

against other runs.
.................. - . ........

- Readout Text A list of daisy chains that have had at least one
Error List readout error. Used as a summary for non-expert

Ul;Srs.
..........................

Readout Plot A history of how many readout errors occurred
Error History per elaspod time in the run. Used to correlate

large jumps in readout errors in the dstect_.
I i i i i li iiii

Cluster Hot Channel Text A list of noisy strips. Used to find hardware prob.
Centers List lems.

_ .........

Histogram Plot Histograms of how many clusters aplmared in
Subsystems each object of a subsystem. Used to find noise mr.

relations in large segments of the dstoctor.
.....................

Histogram Plot Histograms of which module clusters are ¢zn.
Modules tered on. Used to find noisy or missing SGS cards

or cables.
..........

Histogram Plot Histograms of which strips clusters are centorml
Strips on. Used to find single noisy channels.

_ I l, i i i Ililli il ] ii Ill ilililCluster Width Prob. Text A list of objects with arp numbers of wide clue-
Widths lem List ters. Used as an overall summary of hardware

problems.
.......

Histogram Plot Histograms of width distributions per sub-
Subsystems systems. Used to find correlations of hardware

errors among large segments of the detector.
..........

Histogram Plot Histograms of width distributions per cbj_.
Objects Used to find hardware errors in specific parts of

the detector.
....

Most SLD subsystems are capable of triggering and reading out data from cosmic rays.
Because the WIC Strips were designed to measure muons, cosmic rays s are a particularly
useful diagnostic tool. Cosmic rays can be studied in the one-event display where hits in

adjacent layers that do not line up might ind/cate wiring errors. After collecting data from
a few thousand cosmic rays, places in the detector that show a loss of hits in the run-time

monitor may indicate broken larocci tubes or damaged electronics. Furthermore, places
where there is an excess signal may indicate noisy electronics.

Although the clustering software in the WlCDRM is needed to reduce the event size dur-

ing data runs, for diagnostic purposes it is a hinderance, since it adds one extra processing
step between the electronics and the SCP. Also, the suppression of data from daisy chains
with readout errors makes these errors difficult to diagnose. For these reasons, the

WICDRM can be programmed to skip clustering and send up the WlC Strips data in raw

S Cosmic rays that reach the surface of the earth are composed primarily of muons.
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__ A_. £xompZe_ofWZC St_p_r_n.tim_monitordisplay..(a)A ClusterCen-
tersby Object histogram formatted one plot per page; (b) Cluster width histograms, plotted

four per page with log scales; (c) Cluster Centers by Module histograms, plotted in the
default nine histograms per page; (d) The Readout Errors in _me display; (e) The Readout
Error Tcble for the west barrel of the detector.

i
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form, and the SCP has special programs for inspecting events, and collecting statistics on
how o/_en readout errors occur.

. A.3 WIC Pads Functions

The active elements of the WIC Pads detector are the same Iarocci tubes that the WIC
Strips use. Unlike the Strips, however, the WIC Pads uses roughly square anodes measur-
ing approximately 20 x 20 cm which are usually attached to the other side of the Iarocci
tubes. These square anodes are connected in parallel to form towers that project toward
the center of the detector in the usual fashion of a calorimeter.

The WIC Pads calorimetry is divided into two layers. Each layer has 51 theta (angle from
the beam axis) divisions and a maximum of 96 phi (angle around the beam axis) divisions.
This gives about 4,500 channels per layer, or about 9,000 total. This tower geometry is
similar to the HAD calorimeter in the LAC.

The WIC Pads towers are connect by ribbon cable to 16 VME crates which are mounted
on the outside surface of the detector. Each VME crate contains four storage cards which
amplify and store the tower,:harges and one controller card which reads, digitizes, and
sends the data to two Calorimetry Data Modules (CDMs) in the fastbus racks. Each con-
troller is designed with built-in diagnostic tools.

Calorimetry One-Event Displays

The WIC Pads was designed to have a tower geometry similar to the Liquid Argon Calo-
rimeter (LAC) that sits inside of it. Because their data is represented in a similar geomet-
ric fashion, the WIC Pads and LAC share the same one-event display and run-time

- monitor. The LAC has four longitudinal divisions, two in the electro-magnetic section
(labeled EM1 and EM2) and two in the hadronic section (labeled HAD1 and HAD2).

Table A-3 lists and Figure A-5 shows the calorimetry one-event displays that are
available.

Table A.3. The calorimetry one.event displays.

Name Description
II III

Energy Lego Shows the energy deposited in each selected layer in a two-dimen-
sional lego plot of theta verses phi. Depending on the default set-
tings, towers may be grouped together to simplify the display.

Energy By Phi Plots the energy deposited in each selected layer summed over
theta.

Energy By Theta Plots the energy deposited in each selected layer summed over phi.
,,

Magnify Peak Finds the ten largest energy peaks in the selected layers and dis-
plays a magnification of the layers around these peaks.

Hit List Table Tabulates each hit in the selected layers including the theta and
phi of the tower and the deposited energy.

Event Summary Summarizes the event in a one-page table.
..
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itedineachlayerofthecalorimetryatparticulartowerlocations.When collectingstatis-
ticson thecalorimetry,thereareseveralquantitiesofinterest,includingthenumbe_ of
towerswithenergy,thesum ofenergy,and theaverageplacementofenergyaccumulated
bothfortheentirecalorimetryorinindividuallayersorsections.

" UnliketheWIC Stripsrun-timemonitor,thecalorimetryrun-timemonitoraccumulates
dataforfourtypesofevents:

1. Random (abeam crossingchosenatrandom inordertosamplethebeam
backgroundand detectornoise)

2. Energy(eventsreadoutbecauseofa triggerbasedon calorimetryenergy)

3. Z filter(thoseeventsthatpassa simplecalorimetry-basedhadronZ filter
thathasapproximately90% efficiencyand purity)

4. Allothereventsthataretriggeredby anythingbesidestheenergyand
random triggers

TableA-4liststhecalorimetryrun-timemonitordisplaysthatareavailable.FigureA-6
showssomeexamples.

Table A.4. The run.time monitor displays for the calorimetry.

Name Description
I I

Total Energy Plots the total energy deposited per event in the selected layers.o
,. ,.,.

Cluster Energy Plots the cluster energies deposited in every event in the selected
layers.

.,,

" Number Hits Plots the total number of calorimetry hits per event in the selected
layers.

Number Clusters Plots the number of clusters per event in the selected layers.

Tower Energies Plots a histogram of the energy deposited in individual towers.
........

Hits Lego Displays a lego plot of hit3 summed over the selected layers.

Hits By Phi Plots the number of hits summed over the selected layers and
summed over theta.

Hits By Theta Plots the number of hits summed over the selected layers and
summed over phi.

Energy Lego Displays a lego plot of the total energy deposited per tower
summed over the selected layers and divided by the total number
of events.

Energy By Phi Plots the total energy deposited in all the towers summed over
theta and divided by the total number of events.

,,, ,, .=.,

" Energy By Theta Plots the total energy deposited in all the towers summed over phi
and divided by the total number of events.

WIC Pads Diagnostics

To use the built-in diagnostics in the WICPads controllers, the SCP is programmed to send
commands to the controller through the TCM, and then read out any number of events in
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l_'_g_re A.6. A sample of calorimetry run.time monitor displays. (a) An energy spee.
tr_m of the sum of energies in both layers of the WIC Pads. (b) This display shows the num.

ber of hits in the sum of EM, HAD, and WIC Pads layers. Since the significance of the
number of hits varies among these different layers, the plot is divided into three parts. (c) A
lego plot showing the number of hits summed over all LAC layers. (d) A display showing
the average energy summed over theta and summed over the two HAD layers.

raw form from the detector. The response from the electronics under the diagnostic com-

mands can then be analyzed to determine if there are any problems.

Six tests have been implemented. They are:

1. A readout and timing test ofthe controllers.

2. Capacitance measurements of all Pads calorimeter towers.

3. Electronics noise measurements for all channels.

4. A measurement of electronic cross-talk between adjacent channels.

5. Linearity test of the signal and pedestal ADC response of all channels.
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6. A clamp test, which checks internal ele¢tronics.

The WIC Pads controllers can be programmed to send a fixed pattern of bits to the CDMs.
Diagnostic test (1) reads these patterns of bits and alerts the operator of any mistakes. If
a controller passes this test, then the data link between the controller and the SCP is

" operating correctly.

The controller can be programmed to inject a precision voltage signal into the input of the
amplifier. The resulting charge, as measured by the amplifier, is proportional to the capac-
itance of the WlC Pads tower it is connected to. If there is a broken cable, the capacitance
will read too low. If two channels are shorted together, the capacitance will read too high.
Diagnostic test (2) uses this feature to detect these and timilar problems.
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4 I I I I I I I
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1-- + + + + + -
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240 I i i i i I ...... l,,
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+ +++ ++ ++
¢_i i,
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< 180- _ +*+ + _" + +++ + ++ + ++++ + I,u
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4o do 4'0 do _o 160 1_o 11o
CHANNELNUMBER

PAGE I wP^os 17-AUG- 1993 21: 48:55

. FiEure A.7. An example ofdhggnostie test (2). This test measures the capacitance of
each channel. For working channels, this produces a characteristic pattern that can be cor-
related with the size of the calorimetry towers. For shorted channels, the capacitance usu-

. ally appear too high or low, as seen in channels 19 (shorted to another channel, marked
with an "S') and 30 (shorted to ground, marked with a "D').

Diagnostic test (3) is simple: readout the detector in the normal fashion (as in data taking)
a number of times and measure the size and fluctuations in the signal. The result is a
measurement of the noise of every channel.

mH
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Besides injecting a known voltage signal into the amplifier, the controller can also inject a
precision charge into specific channels. By injecting this charge into all even channels and

reading out the effect to the odd channels, and vice versa, it is possible to measure the size
of cross.talk inside the electronics. This is the basis of diagnostic test (4).

The controller can also be asked to vary the size of the precision charge, so that the ampli-

fier's response to specific input charges can be measured. By use a number of varying
input charges, the linearity of the amplifier can be measured. Diagnostic test (5) uses this

feature to detect any problems in the gain of the amplifiers. *

U
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Fibre A.8. An example of diagno=tie te=t (5). In this test, the linearity of each chan-
nel is measured. Here, channel 19 (marked with an "S') has too large a response slope, and
a high chi-squared which indicates high non-linearity. Channel 30 (marked with a "D') is
shorted to ground, and shows no response.

Finally, the controller can be programmed to clamp the output of the amplifier to a fixed

value. If the analog to digital converted in the controller is working properly, it should
supply the appropriate ADC value for this clamp voltage. This is diagnostic test (6).

Calibration

Because of variations in their components, the gain and baseline of each WIC Pad ampli-
fier varies. To obtain consistent information from the detector, it is necessary to calibrate
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Fibre A.9. An example of diagnostic test (6). This test fixes the output of the ampli-

tier and measures the response of the ADC. Here channels 19 and 30 appear fine, despite
the problems measured in Figures A.7 and A.8.

each channel individually. This is done through special fastbus hardware and fastbus and
SCP software.

Installed in each fastbus CDM module is a Data Correction Unit (DCU). This chip is

designed to apply a 16-piece linear calibration function to each WIC Pads channel as it is
read in. This calibration is determined by 17 calibration constants spread out at even
intervals of input ADC values, which, when connected by lines, represent the calibration

function (see Figure A-10).

• To determine the 17 constants, a fasthus program uses the TCM to instruct the WIC Pads
controllers to use their diagnostic circuits to inject a preprogrammed set of charges. The

fastbus program then reads the resulting ADC output of the amplifiers and linearly
. extrapolates the output to the DCU calibration points to calculate the corresponding DCU

calibration constants. The fastbus program itself is controlled by the SCP.
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CDC PATTERN
RECOGNITION

Pattern recognition is a common problem when analyzing the data from a particle detector. All a
detector records are places where one particle or another has passed through one of many active parts
of equipment. When many particles are involved, it is up to the physicist to decide which particular
set ofhits belong to a particular particle track.

B.I The Problem

" SLD's Central Drift Chamber (CDC) produces up to 5000 hits per event. When seen by
themselves, the hits clearly show generally where the charged tracks in the event travel
(see Figure B-l). The hits from some of the tracks can be traced out by eye, but at the

" denser places the hits appear hopelessly merged together. But before the tracks can be fit
and measured, it is first necessary to unscramble these hits.

Principles of Pattern Recognition

Pattern recognition remains one of the most challenging software problems for particle
physics mainly because there exists no standard method or algorithm for solving it. Each
pattern recognition problem has its own particular aspects, so it is rare for algorithms
used in one application to work in a second. For particle detectors, however, there are
some general principles that can be helpful.

Before deciding how to combine hits into particle tracks, it is first important to define pre-
cisely what constitutes a good track, and whether one combination ofhite makes a better
track than another set of hits. To make the comparison simple for a computer, it's best to
define a numerical quantity whose value is either smaller or larger for a better track. A
convenient choice for such a quantity is the chi-squared of a fit through the hits using a
function that closely approximates the physical path of a hypothetical particle.

A necessary second condition is that the hits form a physically realistic track. For exam-
ple, it is often unlikely for the hits of a particle to stop or start in the middle of the detec-
tor, or to miss more hits than expected from the emciency of the detector. Depending on
the track density and the detector resolution, it may be possible to further demand that
each hit belong to one and only one track.

Using these two criteria, one approach to writing a pattern recognition algorithm is to
assign hits to a particular combination of tracks that, in total, has the best overall quality.
If a chi-squared is used as the measure of track quality, the best combination is the one
that minimizes the sum of chi-squares taken from all the tracks. Thus, if moving a hit

....................... 14i
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FiEure B.1. CDC raw data from a typical hadronie Z decay. In this picture, ¢harp
division is used to position the hits on the stereo layers. Since the charge division is imper.
fect, the_ layers appear fuzzier than the axial layers. Note that each hit is mirrored across o

the cell wire plane.

from one track to another decreases the combined chi-squared of the two tracks, then that
is the better choice for that hit.

The problem is thus reduced to finding this particular combination of tracks. By brute
force, once can simply try all possible, realistic combinations of hits on tracks, and simply
choose the one with the best total quality. But for even the smallest pattern recognition
problems, the computer processing time required for this approach is prohibitive.

The secret of a successful pattern recognition algorithm is to find some method to quickly
find all reasonable sets of tracks of which to test, ignoring those which are unlikely to
appear in the best quality set. The method must be simple enough to run quickly on a
computer, yet general enough to rarely miss a real track. Most pattern recognition algo-
rithms can be thought of as a compromise between these two factors.

Description of the CDC

SLITs central drift chamber (CDC) is the detector's main tracking device. It has a cylindri-
cal shape, and measures roughly one meter in radius, and two meters in length. Strung
between the two ends of the cylinder are thousands of wires to measure the passage of
charged tracks inside the cylinder. These wires are evenly distributed in 80 circular lay-
ers, grouped into ten sets of eight wires called super-layers. The end-point of each wire in
one end of the chamber is shown in Figure B-3.

The pattern recognition uses a cartesian coordinate systems, where the z axis points along
the cylinder axis. The CDC locates the path of charged tracks in x andy by measuring how
close the particle comes along the side of each wire. Since a particle can pass by each wire

lUliiii iiii ii i
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on one of two sides, a single wire can only reduce the location of track to one of two possi-
ble locations. This is why each point in Figure B.1 is duplicated by a second point reflected
across each wire.

To measure the path of a charged particle in z, the CDC uses two methods. The first takes
- advantage of the fact that both ends of each CDC wire is instrumented. Because the track

signal is a charge pulse and the wire has uniform resistance, the strength of the signal is
proportional to the distance of the particle from each end of the wire. By comparing the

. two signals in each end, it is possible to measure the position of the tracks as it passes the
wire to about 3%, or 6 cm. However, this method, called charge division, is sensitive to
noise and to electronics problems, and is not entirely reliable.

The provide a more sensitive and reliable method of measuring z, six of the super-layers
are installed with a slight tilt (see Figure B-2). The result is that the position of a track
measured in these layers is also a function ofz. When fitting all the points in all layers
together, it becomes possible to accurately determine the path of the track in z. But
because it complicates the geometry, ,.'talso makes pattern recognition more difficult.

I

%%
%

%

. Axial

Y

_ Stereo

,tl I
I Axial
I
!
!
I
I
!
I

l_Eure B.J£ How stereo layer_ are wired in the CDC. In this drawing, only one cell
each of two axial super-layere and the two stereo super-layers between them are shown. In

" the entire CDC, there are four axial and six stereo super.layers, with many cells per layer.

The super-layers with tilts are called stereo layers, and the super.layers that remain par-
allel to the z axis are called ax/al layers. In the CDC, the six stereo layers come in pairs of
opposite tilts, placed between axial layers, which are placed in the first, fourth, seventh,
and outer super-layers.

.........................
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The Vector Hit Finder

The wires in a super-layer are grouped in z/y by cells. This layout is shown in Figure B-3.
This cell structure allows more wires to lie placed in outer layers of the detector, to better
cover x/y. The uniform structure of each cell also makes it easier to calculate the electric
fields in the cell, necessary to calculate the distance of tracks from each wire. -
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Figure B-3. Wire cell layout in a portion of one endcap of the Cir. The eight
wires in the center of each cell are the sense wires. Immediately adjacent to the sense wires
are guard wires, which help to shape the electric field. The wires which form the cell grid in
each layer are for high voltage.

Since the eight wires in each cell are parallel, the eight hits formed by tracks that pass in
the cell are relatively simply to identify. The combination of hits in a cell that belong to a
track are called a vectored hit, since they have both position and direction. The software
that finds vectored hits is called the vector hit finder. The vector hits for the event shown
in Figure B-1 are show in Figure B-4.

The vector hit finder is, in itself, a pattern recognition program, although a simple one.
For historical reasons, at SLD, the program that combines vector hits into tracks has been
formally referred to as the CDC pattern recognition program. However, without the pre-
processing supplied by the vector hit finder, implementing the pattern recognition would
be considerably more difficult.
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lfflure B-l, Vector hits in the CDC from a typical hadronie I decay. Thu is the
type of input given to the CDC pattern recognition program. These particular vector hits
are formed from the same wire hits shown in Figure B-1

B.2 The Algorithm

The goal of the CDC pattern recognition program is to combine vector hits into a set of
tracks. The algorithm works in the following steps:

1. Start searching for tracks that contain ten vectored hits.

2. Search for all reasonable combinations of axial vector hits that are consis-
tent with tracks that have the target number of vector hits.

3. For each set of axial vector hits, search for all combinations of stereo vec-
tor hits that fit between the axial hits and produce the target number of
vector hits. Fit all these stereo hit combinations, and save the one for each
axial hit combination that has the best ehi-squared.

4. From all the axial hit combinations, with their best set of stereo hits,
- choose the one that have the best chi-squared and does not contain a vec-

tor hit from a previously found track. Call this combination of vector hits a
track, and remove its vector hits from further consideration.

5. Continue step (4) for all axial hit combinations.

6. Reduce the target number ofvector hits by one, and if greater than two, go
back to step (2).

The effect is to favor longer tracks over shorter ones, to judge tracks of the same length by
chi-squared, and to insist that a vector hit can belong to no more than one track. Each
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stepisdescribedindetailinthefollowingsections.An exampleoftheresultisshown in
FigureB-5.

Figure B-5. Pattern recognition output for a typical hadronie z event. This is the
same event shown in Figure B. I and B.4.

Finding Combinations of Axial Hits

Since the CDC sits in a uniform magnetic field along the z axis, charge particles in the
CDC travel in a helical trajectory. When projected onto the x/y plane, this trajectory is
reduced to a simple circle. 1Thus, axial hits consistent with a particle track must be tan-
gent to the same circle in the x/y plane.

Consider the following quantity

sl_ x(il +ii) (B-l)

where s is the vector connecting the vector hits, and t are the directions of each hit. For
two axial hits that fit exactly on the same circle, 77is zero. With the added constraint that
i,. t2 > 0, any pair of axial vector hits that do not lie on a circle will have a non-zero value
for 77.In practice, the direction of a vector hit has some error, due to the intrinsic resolu-
tion of the CDC, so that 71values for vector hits Formedby the same track will have some
small, non-zero value (see Figure B-6).

When searching for tracks ofn vector hits, the first task for the pattern recognition pro-
gram is to find combinations of axial hits that have at least n-6 hits. The program loops

i In reality,duetoenergylob, a particledoesnottravelin a perfecthelix.Thecorrection,however,is mall forpar-
ticleswith a modest energy.
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Figure 1}.6. The value of I1for axial vector hits. The points are from data, and the
histogram is from Monte Carlo. The shaded histogram are incorrect combinations (axial
hits from different particles, using Monte Carlo truth).

through all possible combinations of axial hits (not already assigned to tracks of greater
. n), and only keeps those in which every pair of hits has 1/less than a tolerance value (T/,).

As a final check, each resulting combination of axial hits that contain more than one vec-
tor hit is fit to a circle, and those with a chi-squared above a tolerance value (X2©)are dis-

- carded. To make the fit, the positions of the individual wire hits in all the axial vector hits
are given to a quick, non-iterative circle fitting algorithm. 2

Adding Stereo Hits to Axial Hit Combinations

Unfortunately, stereo vectors hits are more complicated than axial ones, and require more
complex tests. This is because the position and direction of a stereo vector hit in x and y
depend on two factors:

1. The position in z of the vector hit. As the hit moves in z, it follows the
direction of the stereo wires, and changes both its position and direction.

2. The slope (or dip-angle) of the vector hit in z. If the vector hit is formed by
a track that has a large slope in z, the first wire hit in the vector hit will be
at a different z position than the last wire hit. This causes the vector hit to
twist. The position, however, is not altered.

a V.Karimaki"EffectiveCircleFittingforParticleTrajectories,"NuclearInstrumentMethodsin PhysicsResearch
A305(1991):187-191.
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Thesetwo effectscanbe explicitlydescribedinthefollowingexpressions:

i"=t'o +(t'o xi) AAz+ dr) (B-2) "

where dz/dr is the dip-angle, ui the x/y component of the unit direction of the ith wire, x_
the position of the ith wire in z = 0, and Az the change in z from the position used to calcu-
Iste the original vector hit quantities. By convention, the vector hit calculates a stereo
vector hit at the average z position of its wire hits, calculated from charge division, ar;_'
assumes the dip-angle is zero. If charge division is unavailable, the vector hit finder u_ _.s
z--0.

To test whether a stereo hit might belong to the same track as an axial hit, Equation B-2
can be used to correct r/:

dz

71= 77o+ 711Az+ rl2-_r

where T/ois the uncorrected value. If both the axial and stereo vector hits have charge
division z information, Az is zero (_he vector hit is already calculated at the measured z),
and the dip-angle can be approximated as:

dz Z,,- zo_

A histogramof7?correctedforaxiala-_ stereohitsisshown inFigureB-7.Sincecharge
divisionisnotabletopreciselylocatea vectorhitinz,thetolerancevalue(77,)forthis
shouldbe largerthanforaxialtoaxialhitcomparisons.

Itisnotuncommon,however,forchargedivisiontobe unavailablefora vectorhit(usually
due tobrokenelectronics).Inthiscase,theonlylimitonthez positionofa hitisthe
boundsofthedetectoritself.Fora stereohit,movingfromonesideofthedetectortothe
othercausesasmuch asan eightcm shiftinposition,whichenablesthehittolineup with
nearlyany axialhitinitsvicinity.To quantifythis,thepatternrecognitioncalculatesr/for

theextremesofAz = +Z_ and d_./dr= ±Z/IS.21,whereZcisthehalf-lengthofthe-- c c I 1

detector(plussometolerancevalue),and ifthe71attheseextremesareofoppositesign,it
considersthehitsmatching.

Iftheaxialhithasnoz information,theonlymissinginformationthateffectsr/isthedip-
angle.Inthiscase,thepatternrecognitioncalculateswhat dip-angleisrequiredtomake
17zero,and ifthatdip-anglekeepstheaxialhitwithinZc,thetwohitsmatch.Otherwise,
71iscalculatedforthedip-anglecreatedwhen theaxialhitisjustinsidethedetector,and
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Figure B.7. The corrected 11for stereo and axial vector hit comparisons.

that _ is compared to Us,the same tolerance value used when the axial hit has stereo
information.

After the pattern recognition finds all reasonable axial vector hit combinations, it then
. uses the corrected _ to add stereo vector hits. If the axial hit combination has only one

axial vector hit, than the pattern recognition finds all unique combinations of stereo hit_
within two layers of the axial hit that have a total number of hits equal to the current tar-

. get. These combinations are then given to the next step in the algorithm.

For axial hit combinations with two or more axial hits, a further test is used. First, a ste-
reo hit must match in corrected _ with the two closest axial hits in the combination. Then
the pattern recognition calculates which Az and dip-angle of the stereo hit is required for

to be zero for the two axial hits simultaneously. Az is then tested against the following
limits, depending upon how much charge division information is available:

• Ifthe stereo vector hit has charge division information, then Az must be
within a tolerance value (Azcut).

• If the stereo vector hit does not have charge division information and both
axial vector hits do, then dz must be within dz¢ut of the maximum and
minimum of the z positions of the axial hits.

• If the stereo and one or more of the axial vector hits don't have charge
division information, then dz must be within Z c + dzcut.

The pattern recognition then takes all stereo hits that pass these tests, and finds all
" unique combinations that supply (with the axial hits) the target number of vector hits.

These combinations are passed to the next step in the algorithm.

' Performing the Final Fit8 in x/y and z.

The previous steps are designed to produce a list of reasonable vector hit combinations
that have the target number of vector hits. The hope is that all correct combinations
appear somewhere in this list. The pattern recognition uses a combination of circle and z
fits to distinguish the correct combinations from the false ones. Along the way, it ensures
that each vector hit is assigned to on no more than one final track.

.............. 149
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The pattern recognition starts this process by fitting all the stereo hit combinations of
each axial hit combination, and only saving the stereo hit combination that has the best
chi-squared. The fit works in four steps:

1. All stereo hits are moved in z so that they line up with the circle fit
through just the wire hits in the axial vector hits. If there is only one axial
vector hit, the center of the detector is used as an added constraint.

2. The z positions ofthe stereo hits found by step (1) are fit to a line, and a
chi-squared calculated. If there is only one axial hit, the line is con-
strained to pass through the origin, to be consistent with step (1).

3. All the stereo hits are moved to the z position found in the fit of step (2). A
final circle fit through all wire hits in both axial and stereo vector hits is
then performed, and a chi-squared calculated. If the chi-squared is larger
than a tolerance value (A'S©),the combination is discarded.

4. The chi-squares from step (2) and (3) are averaged together, and if the
result exceeds a tolerance value (A_all), the combination is discarded.

For each axial hit combination, only the stereo hit combination with the best combined
chi-squared (step [4]) is saved. If none of the stereo hit combinations survive, the axial hit
combination is discarded. For axial hit combinations that have no stereo hits, no z fit is
attempted, and chi-squared from the circle fit through the axial hits is substituted for the
combined chi-squared.

The z fit used in step (2) is a linear fit of the z positions of the stereo hits as a function of
the arc-length where the stereo hit appears on the circle through the axial hits. This is
consistent with the helical path of a charged particle in the CDC's uniform field, where the
z position is proportional to the arc-length traveled in x/y.

Once all axial hit combinations are processed, the surviving ones are sorted in order of
increasing chi-squared. Then, the combination at the top of the list (the one with the best
chi-squared) is stored as a found track and the vector hits it contains are marked as used.
The next combination on this listed is then checked to see if it contains any marked vector
hits. If it does, it's discarded, and the next combination on the list is checked. Otherwise,
it's stored as a track, and its vector hits marked. This process is repeated until the list is
exhausted.

Note that because each axial combination is processed first by itself, not all combinations
of both axial and stereo hits are compared directly against each other. Although this is
less than ideal, it is a practical necessity, since some events will have as many as several
hundred thousand combinations of axial and stereo hits, which not only poses a serious
sorting problem, but is also more than most computers can store comfortably in memory.
By limiting the number of combinations stored at any one time to those belonging to only
one axial hit combination, computer memory and sorting problems are avoided.

Although choosing the best tracks in sequence seems reasonable, it is also less than ideal.
In practice, it does not produce the best overall set of tracks, with the best chi-squared
sum. In other words, it is possible to find a set of tracks with the best overall sum of chi-
squared, where other individual combinations of vector hits of superior chi-squared are
left out. For the CDC_however, there are typically thousands of combinations of axial hits
at this stage, most all of which end up interconnected because they share vector hits. To
loop through all possible unique sets of these combinations would be extraordinarily time
consuming, and thus, far from practical. Taking the best tracks in sequence is a necessary
compromise.
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Figure B-8. The combined 2# for the final set of pattern revoEnitio, tracks.

Other Details

The pattern recognition described above is designed to be as simple as possible, to make it
easy to understand how each of its parameters effects its performance, and to make cod-

" ing easy. However, two adaptations have been made to the algorithm to account for unan-
ticipated problems in the data.

• Sometimes, data from one or more super-layers will be missing from an
event (from hardware failures). To speed up the algorithm, if one layer is
missing, the target number of hits is initialized to nine instead of ten.
More important, if the missing super-layer is a stereo layer, than the axial
layer combinations are required to have a more stringent n-5 axial hits,
rather than n-6, where n is the target number of layers. These modifica-
tions speed up the algorithm, without effecting its performance.

• Sometimes an event has, in addition to hits produced by tracks, back-
ground hits produced by radiation emitted by the accelerator. One type of
background, called chromosome hits because of their appearance, are par-
ticularly damaging because they produce wire hits that line up to form
vector hits, and usually are missing charge division information. When
many of these noise hits appear on a two or three stereo layers, they can
attach onto every axial hit combination in their vicinity, and produce a
large number of false stereo hit combinations, each of which must be fit.
To avoid this problem, the number of stereo combinations for each axial
hit combination is not allowed to exceed a fixed number (Ncomb). This
causes only a small decrease in performance, while preventing the algo-
rithm from spending an excess amount of processing time on the rare4

noisy event.

These problems were discovered and corrected only after the pattern recognition started
receiving wide spread use.

Summary of Parameters

Table B-1 lists the current values of the algorithm parameters.
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Table B.I. Current parameter valua.
........... , .....

Parameters Value
II II' II _ I

_o 0.12
,, ,,,,n,

% 0.20

Z¢ 120 cm

_Zc.t 20.0 em

s.O
X2z 8.0

, , ,, ,,,,,,

N_mb 2000
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C CDC ALIGNMENT

As detector technology has advanced, the intrinsic precision of detectors has exceeded practical
mechanical tolerances. As a result, most modern detectors do not rely on mechanical alignment, but
instead perform some type of alignment calibration by measuring and correcting measurements from
data or cosmic rays. The SLIYscentral drift chamber (CDC),with a precision of 50 microns and a
mechanical tolerance of only 100 microns, is a perfect candidate for this procedure.

C.1 Defining the Task

The goals of any alignment procedure are the followinff.

1. Locate the mechanical position of all detector components so that resolu-
tion is not dominated by errors in their position.

2. Avoid introducing any biases in the detector.

The advantages of (1) are clear: a detector with better performance. High performance is
wasted, however, if the alignment procedure introduces biases in the detector, most of
which can cause serious problems when the detector is used in a measurement.

Narrowing the Task: Cell End Offset and Tilt

As described in Appendix B, the CDCconsists of 5,120 wires. In principle, a complete
alignment would include the position, direction, and sag of every wire, which is a difficult
task. The job can be made much simpler, however, by considering three features of the
CDC:

1. To avoid breaking wires, each sense wire in the CDC is carefully installed
using devices to measure tension. In addition, the diameter of each wire is
carefully specified to avoid fluctuations in the field near the wire which
would adversely effect the drift velocity and charge calibration. The result
is that the sag for each wire should be nearly identical, and does not
require individual attention.

" 2. In three dimensional space it is necessary to specify four parameters to fix
the position of a straight wire: an offset and direction each in two dimen-
sions. Because most tracks move radially through the CDC,the radial

' position of a wire has only a second order effect on track measurements
(see Figure C-1). Because of this, it is only necessary in an alignment to
locate the position and direction of a wire perpendicular to the radial
direction, which reduces the number of parameters by a factor of two.

3. A further reduction can be accomplished by taking advantage of the fact
that the eight sense wires that make up each cell are connected at each
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end of the detector to a rigid end piece. Because this end piece is con-
structed to high mechanical tolerances, the eight wires of a cell line up at
each end of the detector to a good degree of accuracy. This reduces the
alignment task to finding the offsets and tilts of all cells at each end of the
detector (see Figure C-2), which further reduces the alignment parame.
ters by a factor of eight.

For 640 cells with offsets and flits at each end of the detector, the result is a a total of
2,560 alignment parameters.

........ --f..............L

..... , _

Filure C.I. The ne_li#ible effect of radial misaliEnment. Radial displacements
(horizontal arrow) have little effect on the measurement of a track. In contrast, transverse
displacements (vertical arrow) are important and require alignment.

Figure C.2. The four alignment parameterm for a cell. The four arrow tipped lines
indicate the alignment parameters for each cell, which consist of offset and tilts at each end
of the detector.

Wire Stagger

Although the assumption that each wire is parameterized by a universal sag and two
fixed endpoints is a good approximation, it is not entirely accurate. Because each sense
wire is at the same potential in the electric field created in the CDC, they tend to repel
each other. This repulsion causes the eight wires of a cell to stagger, where the effect is
largest in the center of the detector and disappears at the two ends where the wires are
mounted. Although no direct measurement of wire stagger has been made, it is expected
to be as large as 50 microns.

No attempt is made to measure this stagger as part of the alignment for one important
reason: every time the voltage is turned on and off, the stagger in each cell may change.
Since the detector is turned on and off regularly during operation, it would be impossible
to construct one consistent set of stagger alignment parameters. Fortunately, wire stagger
effects in the eight wires in a cell tend to cancel each other.
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Interference with other CDC Calibrations

Alignment is only one of four types of CDC calibration. The other three are:

1. Drift velocity correction, which is an overall factor that corrects the drift
velocity for hourly changes in the pressure of the drift gas.

2. _me.to.distance corrections, which are small adjustments of the theoreti-
cal time to distance relation (how drift time is translated into position).

" 3. Te, the point in time at which beams collide in an event.

It is important that these calibrations are not effected by the alignment so that all calibra-
tions can be measured independently. Otherwise, each calibration has the potential of
undoing the other, and the CDC calibration must proceed in iterations, where each cali-
bration is applied in _equence after another. Such an iterative procedure not only costs a
lot of time, but there is no guarantee that the various calibrations will eventually con-
verge.

Fortunately, the drift velocity corrections and To measurements are independent of align-
ment, since they have opposite effects on each side of the drift volume which cancel on
average. To prevent the time-to-distance corrections from interfering with alignment, any
global wire shifts induced by the corrections are identified and removed before the time-
to-distance corrections are applied.

. C.2 Alignment Procedure

The CDC alignment begins with fitting the residuals in each cell from isolated tracks to a
line, and using the average slope and offset of these lines to obtain local cell alignments.
Global quantities measured from di-muons and cosmic rays are then used to correct the
local alignment values, while preserving track fit _2s. Addition transformations are intro-
duced to match the CDC to other components of the SLD.

Local Alignment Using Fit Residuals

With a perfectly aligned detector (of finite resolution), the fit residuals of hits for many
tracks will average to zero. Any non-zero average is indicative of an alignment problem.
Since the eight wires in a CDC cell always line up, these residuals should fit to a line on
average (see Figure C-3).

To correct local cell alignment errors, isolated tracks in hadronic events are fit, and the
residuals in the cell fit to a line. The offset, slope, and z position of the line is then
recorded. Special care is taken to make sure that all eight hits are from the same cell (and
not adjoining ceils), are isolated enough that pattern r_cognition errors are not a problem,
and fall inside the linear dr/ft region of the cell. After several thousand tracks are
recorded, the slope and offsets for each cell are fit to z, and the result used to correct the
offset and tilt of each cell end (see Figure C-4). The fitter used is a robust linear fitter 1
which is not as strongly effected by outlying points as a Z2 fitter would be.

Fit Residual Correlations and Global Biases

The result of local alignment is that fit residuals are reduced and the Z2 of fitted tracks
improves. The accuracy of the fitted parameters, however, barely improves. The reason for

I A robust fitter is absolutely essential in applications like this. See W. H. Press, et al., Numerical Recipes, Cam.

bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989: 539-546.
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lei_ne C-3. The residual fit used for local cell alignment. The residuals from a
track fit for the eight wires of a cell are fit to a line, and the slope, offset, and z position of
the hits recorded.

this contradiction is that the track fit is not well constrained by the ten CDCsuperlayers.
When one layer is offset, only a fraction of the offset appears as a residual on the same
layer--the rest induces residuals in the other layers. After aligning ceils indiscriminately
to the residuals in all layers, the result is a bias in the alignment. Because of the way ste-
reo layers are used to measure track z trajectories, these biases are more serious than
intuition might suggest.

More speci6cally, the effect of the offset of one superlayer on the residuals seen in all lay-
ers can be represented by a symmetric matrix R:

8, = R#e# (C-1)

where_ isthefitresidualseenon layeriand _ theoffsetinlayerj.The valuesofR, mea-
suredby fittingtracksinMonte Carlowithperfectresolution,areshown inTableC-1.
Onlyoffsetsintheinneraxi_.llayers(3and 6)causeresidualssignificantlymorethanhalf
theirsize.Offsetsinanylayerproducesmeasurableresidualsinalllayers,eventhoseon
theoppositesideofthedetector.

Cell tilts have only a weak effect on fit parameters since the residuals from the wires in a
cell induced from a pure tilt cancel. Because of this, the tilts measured from the local
alignment do not need further adjustment.

Removing Global Effects While Preserving Fit Zs

In a track fit there are five free parameters: two positions, two directions, and the inverse
momentum. Because the local alignment does not restrict the fitted parameters, there are
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Figure C-4. An example of the .lope and of]bet alignment from two eellm. (a) This
cell has a large offset in the +z endplate. (b) Evident here is a cell twist.

an extra five degrees of freedom left in the alignment. To remove any alignment biases
due to these extra degrees of freedom requires some external constraint in addition to the

Z2 of the track fit.

At the SLD, di-muon events provide a useful source of constraints. Specifically:

1. Each track in a di-muon event should have 45.6 GeV of momentum (half

the mass of the Z).

2. Both the tracks should originate at the IP.

3. Assuming the Z decays at rest, both tracks should have opposite momen-
tum at the IP.

s To apply (1) as a constraint, the error in the inverse transverse momentum Ap is intro-
duced:

Q Q (c-2)Ap = ----
Pr 45.6 cos
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Table C. 1. The layer fit re.iduale eaumed by a unit olivet of a sindfle layer. As
would be expected, the correlations form a symmetric matrix.

I_ ............... ] _ i i I_ IIIH ..... 1 _ ii iiIIl i

Layer Layer Offset

R_So j III OII'II _L 1 i.iiiiii, i_i 2 'I'3 '"If' 4 5I' ......6 7 I...............8 '9 "

Hi __ illllll i . ii innnlilll ir .......... -- !

0 0.320 -0.243 -0.263 -0.044 0.078 0.087 0.120 0.028 0.042 -0.137
................... ,, i

1 -0.248 0.324 0.177 -0.110 -0.252 0.074 0.012 0.094 -0.089 0.045
........ nr.i - -- ii -- -- i if, i

2 -0.266 0.178 0.368 -0.167 0.078 -0.213 -0.045 -0.027 0.090 0.034
.. ...... , H , i illii i i -- illll :

3 -0.052 -0.101 -0.164 0.781 -0.192 -0.188 -0.124 -0.046 0.009 0.110
....... ,ll : dl i , ,ll i ii

4 0.082 -0.251 0.089 -0.188 0.545 -0.048 -0.178 -0.224 0.073 0.092
illiiii iiiii i, ,, ,H

5 0.086 0.071 -0.218-0.188 -0.062 0.551 -0.182 0.088 -0.231 0.077
.i illll .llllll -- iH ,iH

6 0.117 0.016 -0.058 -0.140 -0.204 -0.188 0.790 -0.169 -0.118 -0.064
...... i i

7 0.027 0.1027 -0.031 -0.054 -0.230 0.095 -0.156 0.377 0.165 -0.260
i.i illllli i i , .... i i i i

8 0.047 -0.087 0.088 0.005 0.061 -0.231 -0.097 0.1817 0.303 -0.238
- iilll i -- i ill - i

9 -0.132 0.045 0.028 0.109 0.078 0.087 -0.038 -0.257 -0.226 0.309
.....................

where Xis the at,gle of the track from the z=0 plane and Q is equal to ± 1 depending on the
charge of the track. To apply (2) as a constraint, the point of closest approach of each track
to a line parallel to the z axis and through the IP is calculated. The r and z impact param-
eters Ar and Az are then introduced:

Ar = _(r. - 'P,)' + (r, - IP,)' Az= r. - 'P, (C-3)

where r is the point of closest approach and IP is the beam position.

For a perfectly measured track, Ap, At, and Az should all be zero. Any layer offset, how-
ever, produces non-zero values of these parameters along with fit residuals in all the lay-
ers. These effects can be expressed as a matrix S similar to R:

Al = Soes (C-4)

where A/is one of Ap, At, or Az. The values ors are shown in Table C-1.

Table C.2. The momentum and impact parameter errors caused by an effective
I ¢m offset of a single layer.

., i ill,llll ......

Effect Layer Offset
on A .......

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Illll Illll I I IIllll IIll IIlll

5r 1.801 0.491 0.424 -0.390 -0.819 -0.813 -0.706 -0.156 -0.089 0.922
(cm)

i ii __

AZ 5.8 -19.7 19.3 1.1 -7.6 0.5 -0.3 10.4 -12.6 4.5
(cm)

ill ii

Ap -0.447 -0.053 -0.013 0.210 0.308 0.307 0.216 -0.012 -0.052 -0.451
C,eV-1

---- i i i i iiilli i -- iiiii -- i iiiI

iss
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Equations C-1 and C-4 can be combined into one linear equation:

where:
t

ffi(R,s) (c.6)

" Removing Global Errors in Moment_un and Impact Parameter

To remove any global biases _ in the detractor without undoing the local alignment, it is
necessary to find layer offsets q that change _ without changing any fit residuals. This
can be accomplished by solving the £ollo_ng special case of Equation C-5

- = (c.7)
The solutionse_will becell offsetsthat p_)ducenochangein the fit Za while shifting the
values of Ai for every fitted track.

Because ofcorre_.ations in R from the five fit parameters, Equation C-7 is actually under
constrained, even though there are ten unknowns and 13 parameters. It can still be
solved numerically, however, by using the method of Singular Value Decomposition, 2
which is capable of factoring out and zeroing the two unconstrained degrees of freedom.

Equation C-7 can remove global shifts in _ by shifting the offsets of both ends of cells by
the same amount. It is possible, however, to have shifts in A that depend on ;t which
require opposite shifts on each end of a cell. For example, the uncorrected CDCexhibits a
strong tan;_dependence for Ap (see Figure C-5).

The offset seen in a cell is a function of the z position and the offsets on each side of the
detector:

e(z)=_. _ (C-8)
= e0 + Z£,

where l is the wire length, e+and e_ are the offsets on the north and south ends of the cell,
eo is the average offset, and es a stereo angle correction. For a track at an angle A, the
effective offset becomes:

e(_,) = eo + e,rtan _ (C-9)

where r is the radius of the layer. To remove _ dependent A errors parameterized as:

_,(X)=A°+A_tan;t (C-zO)
requires the solution of both Equation C-7 for A° and

(o.. ' ' " .= =R_ejr_ (C-11)

, for Ax.

Adjusting for the IP Position

Global corrections for constant and tan;L dependent A errors have already been discussecL
Consider the consequences, however, if the IP position was incorrectly placed in x and y

a Ibid.

_ _ , , _ m __
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Figure C.5. Tan_ dependence of _ before and after alignment in di.muon

events. (a) Without corrections, a large tanZ dependent error is seen for the inverse trans.
verse momentum. (b) Global alignment corrections described in the text are capable of com.
pletely removing the effect.

(or, equivalently, that the CDC was not correctly centered on the IP). The result would be a

sinusoidal dependence of Ar on the x/y angle @of a track. As shown in Figure, such an
effect corresponding to a vertical shift of 0.0420 cm was seen in the uncorrected CI)C. d

Besides a misplaced IP, it is also possible for alignment biases to produce an identical
sinusoida] Ar. To decide whether it is the detector or the IP position, the @angles of the two

di-muon tracks can be checked to see if they are back to back. If they are, then the prob-
;era is the IP position.

Higher Order @Corrections

Figure C-7 shows Ap, At, and Az plotted against @for tracks in di-muon events after global
errors have been removed using Equations C-7 and C-11. All three quantities show a curi-

ous type of structure, indicating alignment biases in the CDC that vary in @.
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Figure C-6. The effect of a shifted IP position on the impaet param_ter. The sinu-
soidal pattern exhibited by Ar was caused by a shift in the IP position of x cm.

Because the structure of the Ai biases in Figure C-7 are a function of _ and thus cyclic, it is

natural to approximate them with a Fourier series:

N

A_(_) = _ A_. cosn_+ B_. sin n¢_ (C-12)
pl=!

Since the terms in the Fourier series are orthogonal, each set of constants A and B can be

solved independently using Equation C-7, and the resulting layer offsets combined in a
second Fourier series:

(O...,O,A_,A..,A. )= [_ga,.

(O...,O,B..,B,.,B.)=_..b,. (C-13)
N

e_(_)--- _.a_ cosn_+ b. sinn_
,. _=|

By applying this technique, it is possible to calculate complex, @dependent layer correc-
tions which do not effect fit ;_2s, but remove similarly complex @dependent alignment

' biases.

To use Equation C-13, it is necessary to determine the Fourier constants Ain and Bin. To

determine Ain, the Ai value for each di-muon track is plotted against cosn_. The resulting
scatter plot is then fit to a line using a robust fitter and the slope of the line is used as an

approximate value for Ain. A similar approach is used for Bin, except A_is plotted against
sinn#. The results, for N = 30, are shown in Figure C-8.
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Figure 6".7. Track fit errors verses ¢ before higher order corrections. Local align-
ment biases produce the curious _ dependent structure.

After applying Equation C-13 to the Fourier series approximation drawn in Figure C-8,

the result is Figure C-9. Most of the ¢ structure has been eliminated, resulting in smaller
overall fit errors.

The same procedure can be applied to A_.to produce @dependent stereo corrections _(_).

The resultsarenot as dramaticbecausethe localalignment,forreasonsthatarenot com- "
pletelyunderstood,do notproducetang dependentbiasesAx(_)with as much _structure
as seenfortheoffsets.

Accounting for any Energy Imbalance

For aZ decayingatrest,the two tracksina di-muon have oppositemomentum. IftheSLC

electronand positronbeams, however,have slightlydifferentenergies,theZs willbe cre-
atedwith a smallmomentum inthez direction.The resultisdi-muon tracksthatdo not

lineup inft.

1'62...........
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Figure (7,-8. The Fourier series approximation to the quantities shown in
Figure (7,.7.

To avoid relying on di-muons to measu_,e Z alignment biases, cosmic rays can be substi-

tuted. Although cosmic rays do not have the same predictable momentum and impact

parameter as di-muon tracks, they can serve to measure any Z mismatch because they
travel straight through the detector.

Applying an Overall Rotation

There remains the possibility that the CDC is entirely displaced or rotated. In principle,
smallerrorsinthe mounting oftheCDC intheSLD arenot importantbecausethe CDC

definesthecoordinatesystem fortheSLD reconstructioncode.One errorisquiteserious

though--theCDC isrotatedabout 3.8milliradians3 initsmounting.

To avoidrotatingthe restofthedetectorintheSLD reconstructionby thislargeangle,the

softwaredescriptionofthe CDC geometryhas been redefinedtogiveittherequired3.8

3 WithrespecttotheWIC.Slightlydifferentrotationsare seenwiththeLAC.
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Figure C-9. Track fit errors verses @after higher order global corrections. Most
of the ¢_structure has vanished.

milliradian rotation. There is also a measurable vertical displacement in the position of
the CDC,but this displacement is small enough that it can safely be ignored.

Adjusting Overall Z Scale

The Z trajectory of tracks fitted in the CDCis determined entirely from the stereo layers.
If the stereo angles of the cells in all stereo layers were altered by the same fraction, the
result would be equivalent to scaling the z axis, which is an effect that cannot be detected
with information from just the CDC.The design of the CDC includes specific stereo angles
that could be used as a guide, but alignment measurements show that, when taken
together, the stereo angles in all six stereo layers are not consistent with design values.

To correct the overall Z scale of the CDCalignment requires additional information from
another part of the detector. The most accurate information comes from the vertex detec-
tor, which has excellent resolution in z. Using the nominal radii of the vertex detector lad-
ders, the lambda anglee measured by the vertex detector were compared to those
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measured by the CDCfor each di-muon track. Adjustments were made in the overall scale
of the CDC stereo angles until the lambda angles matched on average.

Remaining Global Effects Not Fully Addressed

- As described earlier, the local alignment produces five possible sources of alignment
biases, which could vary as a function of ¢ and _tanA. Of these five biases, three are com-
pleted removed by Equation C-13. The remaining two, the ¢ and _ fit direction biases, are
only partially addressed by adjusting the IP position and requiring the tracks in cosmic
ray data to be back-to-back.

Because the angular direction of a di-muon track or cosmic ray cannot be predicted by
itself, some addition information is required to remove the fit direction biases. It is not
clear where this information can come from. The vertex detector alignment is not accurate
enough to place limits on track directions, nor does the LAChave enough resolution for
the small sample of available di-muon events. One possibiliW that could be explored is
using isolated tracks or jets in hadronic events and comparing their angles to that mea-
sured in the LAC.

C.3 Results

The alignment described in this appendix results in a significant improvement in track
zSsigma (= _/2X2 - _/2ndf), impact parameter, and momentum resolution. Plotted in

. Figure C-10 are plots of these quantities for di-muon events before and after alignment.
Listed in Table C-3 are results from gaussian fits to these distributions and the fractional
improvements in their values.

" Table C.3. The improvement of tracking parameters in di.muon event# after
alignment.

Quantity Before After Improvement
Alignment Alignment

I I I II I I

Mean _2 sigma 0.143 +_0.036 0.018 ± 0.039 0.125

Ar width (cm) 2.41 ± 0.06 × 10-2 1.71 _+0.04 x 10-2 29%

Az width (cm) 0.307 ± 0.007 0.199 ± 0.005 35%

q/PT width (GeV-1) 7.42 ± 0.17 × 10-3 5.27 ± 0.12 × 10"a 29%
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Figur_ C-10. Track parameters from di.muon events before and alter alignment,
Shown are (a) track _ sigma, (b) At, the impact parameter in r, (c) Az, the impact parame.
ter in z, and (d) q/PT error.
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ERROR MATRIX
TRANSPORT

When extrapolatingtracksmeasuredinthedriRchambersoutwardtotheCRID, LAC, and WIC, itis
importanttounderstandhow accuratelythepathoftheparticlecanbe determined.Thisinvolvescal-
culatinghow the measurement errors of a track increase as it is extrapolated outwards, while includ-
ing estimations of multiple scattering as the particle travels through material in the detector.

D.1 The Problem

At any particular point on its path, a particle's trajectory is deters" :_dby the magnetic
field/} at that point and six track parameters. These six parameters consist of three for a
position, two for direction, and one parameter describing the charge and momentum of

- the particle.

Before describing the errors in a track's trajectory, it is first necessary to specify how the
distance along the particle's path is determined, that is, how to specify the plane that the
particle intersects. For example, sometimes we are interested in a track's errors at the
point it intersects an active detector plane. Other times, we might want to know the
errors after a particle travels a specific distance.

Forsimplicity,oneofthethreepositionparametersisusuallyusedtospecifytheintersec-
tionplane.Becausethisplaneisfixed,onlytheremainingfivetrackparametershave
errors.Becausethesefivetrackparametersareusuallycorrelated,itisnecessarytospec-
ifya 5x5trackerrormatrix.The threecoordinatesystemsusedattheSLD aredescribed
attheend ofthisappendix.

The driRchambertrackfitterssupplytheerror'matrixfora chargedparticleasitismea-
suredinthedriRchambers.The SLD'suniverstdswimmer isabletoestimatethepathof
theparticlefromthefittedtrackasittravelsthroughthedetector.To producetheerrors

. of a particle as i_ travels through the detector, the positions calculated by the swimmer
can be used to calculate the error matrix for each extrapolated point.

The problem can be summarized as the following: given track parameters at one point
(ao,d) on a reference surface ao = constant with errors As, and track parameters at

another point (bo,b) on a reference surface b0 = constant some point farther along the
path of the particle, what are the errors A_ at (bo,b) ?
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D.2 The Solution

Assuming the errors are linear in the coordinate systems, the errors in a new coordinate
system can be expressed as a matrix transformation in the usual fashion:

Ab_= .__=.=.L._ = rb_AtTb_ (D-l)_, o_t

The transformation is thus fully represented by the Jacobian Tba ffi _bi/_z j .

If we have n coordinate systems, we would need nz versions of Tba to support them all,
which can be quite a burden. To make things simpler, we can choose one standard refer-
ence system d and express

Tb. = ab, _ = TeT, (D-2)

We then only need to specify two Jacobians Tbc and Tcb for each coordinate system.

There is an added advantage to choosing a special coordinate system _. This is because
not only do we have to calculate the translations between coordinate systems, but also the
translation between different points in the path of a particle in an arbitrary magnetic
field. By choosing a standard coordinate system, we only need to calculate the translation
along a path in that coordinate system, and use the Jacobian Tca to translate from the
coordinate system at the initial point, and the Jacobian Tbc to translate into the coordi-
nate system at the final point.

Let d represent the track coordinates at (ao,d), d' the track coordinates at (bo,/_), s the
distance along the particle's path between these points, and To,c the translation between
these two points in the d coordinate system. To calculate To.c we can use the equation of
motion

_'= _'(s,_-) (D-3)

and simplycalculate

T,.,= &_(s,_)[ (D-4)

where,forsimplicity,thederivativesaretakenatconstantarclengths.

Notethat,sincethecoordinatesystemd doesnotnecessarymatch thereferencesurface
ina particularcoordinatesystem,theerrormatrixinsystem_ isa 6x6errormatrix. "

When translatingthe5)<5errormatrixA_ incoordinatesystem(ao,_)tothe6)<6error
matrixAe incoordinatesystemd, A_ willhavelargeoff-diagonalelementsthatrepre-
sentthecorrelationsinthecoordinatesd necessarytokeepao= constant.

We now facea problem,however,withusingthecoordinatesystemd :How dowe getthe

6x6 errormatrixAe tofitinthe5×5errormatrixA_ ?The problemrevolvesaroundhow
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the different constraints are dealt with when the partial derivatives that make up Tbc
are calculated, The solution is:

_' (D-5)

Note that this equation makes the fictitious 0th derivative abo/_' vanish, making Tbc
a 5x6 Jacobian, and

A_ = TwA..T_

a 5x5 error matrix.

Multiple scattering produces a new source of tracking errors that can be approximated by
the addition of new error matrix terms AMS at each extrapolation step. Combining all
our steps gives:

A_= Tb_.[(T.,.T.)A,(T,..T_.) _"+ AMs]T:. (D-6)

D.3 Implementation Details

Coordinate System C

There are many possible choices for the coordinate system _. It is convenient to represent
the position in cartesian coordinates, the charge and momentum by q/p, and the direc-
tion by the variables _ and _ such that the direction cosines 2 are:

i = (cos_ cos ;t,sin _cos ;t,sin ;t)

Calculating Te'e

The equation of motion for a charge particle in an arbitrary static magnetic field can be
written in the form

" _' : _ + (sin _)_ + (1- cos _0)_+ (_ sin _0)/} (D-7)

i' = (cos fl)O+ (sin fl)_ + (sin _)/}
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where _ is the initial position, _' the final position, |' the unit vector in the direction of"
the final momentum of the particle, and where

_=ix_ o=_xa sin_=i.6
P

(GeV,kGauss). In this parameterization,/_ is the angleo£rotation oft he momentum of the
particleasittravelsan arclengths.

EquationsD-4and D-7canbeusedtocalculateTo.c ,butforthesmallstepstakenby the
SLD'suniversalswimmer thefollowingapproximation(tofirstorderin_ issufficient:

£'---£ + si+½s/_(ix B) (D-8)
i' =i+_(ix_)

Thismakes iteasiertocalculatetheJacobianTo,c ,and alsohelpsavoidcomputerround.
offerrors.From EquationsD-4 and D-8we getthefollowingnon-zeroelements:

&'_ oy_ &'..... = 1 (D-9)

_---_'= si,+_ spB,sin $cosA (D-10)d$

.

- -s cos_ sin A.- JisJ3[B,sin _ sin k + BycosA]

oy
--_-=-s cos¢ sin A.+Jis_[S. cosA + B, cos ¢ sin X] (D-11)
&,

!

&.._.._'=I s..___[B s,r_q/p 2 q/p t •

_" z sp ra
o_q---_--=_.q--_, .sin_-S. cos$cosA] (D-12) .

o___._'=-z s/_[B cos,cos_.-_.sin,cos_.]_q/p 2q/p _ _
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a@ (D-13)

= B,COS(_+ By sin #]
(D-14)

a),'
-'--=1
a),

aO' _ [B, cos _ sin A+ By sin _ sin A- B, cos A]_q-_p= (q/p )COSA (D-15)

oq--_-= B,_os_- B,.in4']

o_(q/p )",,, = 1 (D-16)
aq/p

A similar (and perhaps more elegant) calculation has been done by Wittek. I

v

Obtaining Tc_ on the reference surface

Equation D-5 uses the derivatives abo, i/_)s. We can obtain these derivatives in a general
, manner by usingthe _ coordinatesystem:

°_o._...L_= °_°# _._ (D- 17)

To get _cj/_s, we can use the equations of motion, which imply:

.._= (q/P _/_(3x10_4 ) (D-18)

_._..= (_"×/_)q(3x10-4) (D-19)Js

Equation D-18 is in the correct form for the _ coordinate system, and Equation D.19 can
be converted to ), and _ by

o_ = tan-' = t.-_-- t, (D-20)

a), Jsin-*t,= 1 Jt,_-=_ cos),

I W. Wittek, Propagation of Errors Along a Particle _],ajectory in a Magnetic Field, EMCJSW15, 1980.
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Multiple Scattering

As a particle travels through material, multiple scattering introduces errors in the direc-
tion and position of the particle in the two dimensions perpendicular to the direction of
travel. Within each dimension, the position and direction errors are correlated, whereas
the errors between the dimensions are independent.

It is simple to describe the multiple scattering error matrix in the coordinate system

where one axis points in the direction of travel _, another is perpendicular to the z axis
and t, and the third is orthogonal to the first two.z To get the error matrix in terms of the

coordinate system, we only need to add a rotation. This gives (omitting the q/p coordi-
nate which is not effected by multiple scattering)

"0 0 0 0 0

s= s 0
o
s= s

AMs =R 0 0 _- 0 2cosA RrS_.- (D-21)
s

0 -- 0 1 0
2

s 1
0 0 ------ 0

Scos_

where 8, the directional error in each dimension, is given by 3
v

0_. = 0.0136 _,_'o (1+ 0.038 ln(s/Xo)) (D-22)pcp
1,

where X o istheradiationlengthofthematerial,and R, a rotationmatrix,isgivenby:

'cos_cosA-sine -cos@sinA 0 0

sin¢cosZ cos# sin_sinZ 0 0
R = sinA 0 cosA 0 0 (D-23)

0 0 0 1 0
10 0 0 0

D.4 Supported Coordinate Systems

To support the error matrix of a particular coordinate system, all that is requdred is the
Jacobians:

olb= _ (D-24)
= =

Thissectiondescribesthethreesupportedcoordinatesystems,and tabulatestheirJacobi-
ans.The _ coordinatesystemisdescribedon page 169.

2 Thisdescribesinterpretation(I) ofthe transversecoordinatesystem,asoutlinedlaterin thisappendix.
s SeetheParticleProperties Data Booldet, 1992,p 114.
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The Barrel Coordinate System

The barrel coordinate system is used for the barrel portions of the detector, where tracks
are measured on a cylindrical surface. The space coordinates are

p = _ _.= tan-I z= z (D-25)

where Cz ranges from 0 to 2_. 4 The directional variables are the same as the _ coordi.
hate system, and the momentum is parameterized as

----q=_q (D-26)
Pr pcosA

For the barrel coordinate system, the Jacobian The is:

cos_z sin_, 0 0 0 0
-sin_,/p cos_,/p 0 0 0 0

T_ = 0 0 i 0 0 0 (D-27)0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

, 0 0 0 0 (q/pr)tanA I/cosA

and Tcb is

"-psin¢. 0 0 0 0

pcos¢. 0 0 0 0

0 I 0 0 0 (D-28)
T_= 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 -(q/pr)sinA cos/

The Endcap Coordinate System

The endcap coordinate system is used for the endcap portions of the detector, where tracks
are measured on a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The coordinates are the same as
the barrel system (see Equations D-25 and D-26), except z and p are interchanged.

4 Thisis the mostcommonconventionusedin SLDcode.

• L , -- , ,, ,,, __ _ ,, ,,,m,
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For the endcap coordinate system, the Jacobian The is

0 0 1 0 0 0

-sin_z/p cos_z/p 0 0 0 0

cos_ sin_ 0 0 0 0
Tb_= 0 0 0 1 0 0 (D-29)

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 (q/pT)tanA VcosA

and Tcb is

"-psin _x cos¢_ 0 0 0

pcos_, sin@, 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 (D-30)
T_= 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0-(q/pz)sinA cosA

The Transverse Coordinate System

The transverse coordinate system has its first spacial coordinate axis, xT, in the direction
of motion, the second, YT, perpendicular to the z axis and the first axis, and the third
axis, zT , perpendicular to the first two. This can be written:

[X_,l [COSOCOS_ sinOcos_ sin_[x /
YT = | - sin _ cos _ 0 y (D-31)
zT L-cos_sinA -sin_ sin_ cos_ z

The directionaland momentum coordinatesarethesame asthe_ coordinatesystem.

The transversecoordinatesystemcanbeusedwhen representingtrackcoordinatesand

errorsata fixedarc-distance(constantxT).The dependenceofthespacialcoordinatesys-
tem on thedirectionalcoordinates,however,canleadtoconfusingcorrelationterms
betweenthefirstthreeand lastthreecoordinates.Inparticular,therearetwo indepen-
dentdifferentways ofrepresentingtheerrormatrix:

1. The errors can be defined in terms of a fixed coordinate system, where the
errors are defined against a fixed track direction.

2. The errors can be defined in terms of a moving coordinate system, such
that the track direction varies according to its errors.

The difference between these interpretations is whether the off-diagonal error matrix
terms explictly take into account the correlations between the spacial and directional
coordinates.
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For interpretation (1), the Jacobian The is:

"cos_cos_ -sin_ -cos_sin,1. 0 0 0"

sin_cos_, cos_ -sin_sinA 0 0 0

Tb_= sin A 0 cos A 0 0 0 (D-32)
0 0 0 100

i 0 0 0 010
0 0 0 001

and Tcb is:

"-sin_ cos_sinA 0 0 0"

cos¢ -sinCsin_, 0 0 0

Tee = 0 cos_ 0 0 0 (D-33)0 0 100

0 0 010

0 0 001

This is the interpretation implemented for the SLD universal swimmer, and is also the

form most convenient for comparing track errors to the output of the WIC fitter.
Y

For interpretation (2), the Jacobian Tbc is:

,cos_cos_, -sin_ -cosCsin_, 0 0 O"

sin_cos_ cos_ -sin_sin_ 0 0 0

Tb_= sin_ 0 cos A 0 0 0 (D-34)
y_cos_ zTsin_-x Tcos,1. -yzsin_ 1 0 0

zr 0 -x_, 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

and Tcb is:

"-sin# cos#sin;. -x_.sin#cos_.-y_.cos#+z_.sin_sin;. -x_.cos_sin_-y_.cos¢cos_, O"

cos# - sin# sin ;L zTcos_ cos ;.- y_.sin # - zr cos#sin _, -x Tsin #sin _t- z,. sin # cos_t 0

Tee = 0 cos_. 0 x r cos_t- zTsin _t 0 (D-35)o o 1 0 o

,, 0 0 0 1 0

o o o o 1

These Jacobians are relatively complex, since interpretation (2) includes correlations
between the position and direction terms that do not exist for the _ coordinate system.
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E THE SLD
COLLABORATION

K. Abe TM,I. Abt 2s, W.W.Ash 17, D. Aston 17,N. Bacchetta 9, I_G. Baird 15, C. Baltay 34, H.R. Band ss,
M.B. Barakat34, G. Baranko ss, O. Bardon TM,R. Battiston 1°, A.O. Bazarko s, A. Bean s°,
R.J. Belcinski s6, R. Ben-David 34, A.C. Benvenuti 7, M. Biasini 1°, T. Bienz 17, G.M. Bilei 1°, D. Bisello 9
G. Blaylock sl, J. R. Bogart 17,T. Bolton 5, G.R. Bower 17,J. E. Brau sT,M. Breidenbach 17,W.M. Bugg 29,
D. Burke 17,T.H. Burnett 31, P.N. Burrows TM,W. Busza TM,A. Calcaterra 6, D.O. Caldwel120,
D. Calloway 17, B. Camanzi s, M. Carpinelli u, J. Cart23, R. Cassel117, It Castaldi 11,s4,A. Castro 9,

21 17 33 31 17 29M. Cavalli-Sforza , G.B. Chadwick , L. Chen" , E. Church , R. Claus , H.O. Cohn , J.A. Coller 2,
V. Cook31, R. Cotton 3, R.F. Cowan TM,P.A. Coyle sl, D.G. Coyne 21,A. D'Oliveira 22, C.J.S. Damerel116,

" S. Dasu 17, R. De Sangro 6, P. De Simone s, S. De Simone s, R. DelrOrso 11, P.Y.C. Duss, R. Dubois 17,
J.E. Duboscq20, B.I. Eisenstein sS, R. Ella 17, E. Erdoss3, C. Fan 23, B. Farhat TM,M.J. Fero TM,R. Frey 27,
J.I. Friedman 13, K. Furuno s7, M. Gallinaros, .%.Gillman TM,G. Gladding 2s, S. Gonzalez TM,

G.D.Hallewel117,T.Hansl-KozaneckaTM,E.L.Hartsg,K.HasegawaTM,Y.HasegawaIs,S.Hedgess,
S.S.Hertzbach26,M.D. Hildreth17,D.G.EIitlin4,A.Honma 3°,J.Huber27,M.E. Huffer17,

7 18 25
E.W. Hughes 17, H. Hwang 2 , Y. Iwasaki , J.M. Izen , P. Jacques 15,A.S. Johnson s, J.R. Johnson 3s,
R.A. Johnson ss, T. Junk17, R. Kajikawa 14, M. Kalelkar is, I. Karliner 25, H. Kawahara 17,

4 13
M.H. Kelsey , H.W. Kendall , H.Y. Kim31, M.E. King 17, R. King17, R.R. Kofler2s, N.M. Krishna ss,
R.S. Kroeger29, Y. Kwon 17,J.F. Labs 17,M. Langston 27, A. Lath 13,J.A. Lauber 23, D.W.G. Leith 17,
X. Liu 21, M. Loreti 9, A. Lu20, H.L. Lynch 17,J. Ma31, W.A. Majid 25, G. Mancinelli 1°, S. Manly34,
G. Mantevani 10, T.W. Markiewicz 17,T. Maruyama 17, H. Masuda 17, E. Mazzucate s, J.F. McGowan sS,
S. McHugh s°, A.I_ McKemey 3, B.T. Meadows 22, D.J. Mellor25, R. Messner iv, P.M. Mockett 31,
K.C. Moffeit 17, B. Mours 17, G. Muller 17, D. Muller 17, T. Nagamine 17, U. Nauenberg _, H. Neal iv,
M. Nussbaum ss, L.S. Osborne TM,R.S. Panvini 33, H. Park 27, M. Pauluzzi 10,T.J. Pavei 17,F. Perrier 17,
I. Peruzzi s'2s, L. Pescara 9, M. Petradza 17, M. Piccolos, L. Piemontese 8 E. Pieroni 11, I_T. Pitts s7,

15 32 17 17 13 17
R.J. Plano , R. Prepost , C.Y. Prescott , G.D. Punkar , J. Quigley , B.N. Ratcliff ,

33 17 20 17 13 1
T.W. Reeves , P.E. Rensing , J.D. Richman _L.S. Rochester , L. Resenson , J.E. Rothberg 3 ,

3 5 17 17 17 21 17
S. Reusakov 3 , P.C. Rowson , J.J. Russell , P. Suez , O.H. Saxton , T. Schalk , R.H. Schindler ,

13 17 12 21 34 10 5• U. Schneekloth , D. Schultz , B.A. Schumm , A. Seiden , S. Sen , L. Servoli , M.H. Shaevitz ,
2 12 17 17

J.T. Shank , G. Shapiro , S.L. Shapiro , D.J. Sherden , R.L. Shypit TM,C. Simopoulos 17,
12 1 2217 34 2 15

S.R. Smith , J.A. Snyder , M.D. Sokolofle , P. Stamer , H. Steiner , R. Steiner , I.E. Stockdale ,
M.G.Strauss2s,D.Su TM,F.SuekaneTM,A.Sugiyama14,S.Suzuki14,M. Swartz17,,%.Szumilo31,
T.Takahashi17,F.E.TaylorTM,M. Tecchio9,J.J.Thaler25,N. Toge17,E.TorrenceTM,M. Turcotte3°,
J.D.Turk34,T.Usher17,J.Va'vra17,C.Vannini11,E.Vella17,J.P.VenutiZs,R.VerdierTM,
P.G.Verdini11,S.Wagner17,A.P.Waite17,S.J.Watts3,A.W.Weidemann29,J.S.Whitaker2,
S.L.White29,F.J.WickensTM,D.A.Williamssl,D.C.WilliamsTM,S.H.Williams17,S.Willocq34,
R.J.Wilsons,W.J.Wisniewski4,M.S.Witherells°,M. Woods17,G.B.WordTM,J.Wyss9,
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R.I_ Yamamoto TM,J.M. Yamartino TM,S.J. Yellin 2°, C.C. Young 17,H. Yuta TM,G. Zapalac 32,
R.W. Zdarko]7, C. Zeitlin 27, J. Zhou 27, M. Zolotorev 17, and P. Zucchelli s

1Adelphi University, Garden City, New York 11530
2 Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

3 Brtmel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 3PH, United Kingdom
4 California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125
5 Columbia University, New York, New York 10027
6 INFN Lab. Nazionali di Frascati, 1-00044 Frascati, Italy w

7 INFN Sezione di Bologna, 1-40126 Bologna, Italy
8 INFN Sezione di Ferrara and Universifa di Ferrara, 1-44100 Ferrara, Italy
9 INFN Sezione di Padova and Universifa di Padova, 1-35100 Padova, Italy
10 INFN Sezione di Perugia and Universit'a di Perugia, 1-06100 Perugia, Italy
11 INFN Sezione di Pisa and Universifa di Pisa, 1-56100 Pisa, Italy
12 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720
13 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
14 Nagoya University, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464 Japan
15 Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08855

16 Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon 0Xll 0QX United Kingdom
17 Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, California 94309
18 Tohoku University, Sendai 980 Japan
19 University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 2A6 Canada

20 U_iversity of California at Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California 93106
21 University of California at Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, California 95064
22 University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

23 University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309
24 Universit'a di Genova, 1-16146, Genova, Italy
25 University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801
26 University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
27 University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403
28 Universit'a di Perugia, 1-06100 Perugia, Italy
29 University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996
30 University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia VSW 3P6 Canada

31 University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195
32 University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
33 Vanderbflt University, Nashville, Tennessee 37235

34 Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06511
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